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Abstract

Background Measurement error in exposure variables is an important issue in epidemiological studies that relate exposures to health outcomes. Such studies, however, usually pay limited attention to the quantitative effects of exposure measurement error on estimated exposure-outcome associations. Therefore, the estimators for exposure-outcome associations are prone to bias. Existing methods to adjust for the bias in the associations require a validation study with multiple replicates of a reference measurement. Validation studies with multiple replicates are quite costly and therefore, in some cases only a single-replicate validation study is conducted besides the main study. For a study that does not include an internal validation study, the challenge in dealing with exposure measurement error is even bigger. The challenge is how to use external data from other similar validation studies to adjust for the bias in the exposure-outcome association. In accelerometry research, various accelerometer models have currently been developed. However, some of these new accelerometer models have not been properly validated in field situations. Despite the widely recognized measurement error in the accelerometer, some accelerometers have been used to validate other instruments, such as physical activity questionnaires, in measuring physical activity. Consequently, if an instrument is validated against the accelerometer, and the accelerometer itself has considerable measurement error, the observed validity in the instrument being validated will misrepresent the true validity.

Methodology In this thesis, we adapted regression calibration to adjust for exposure measurement error for a single-replicate validation study with zero-inflated reference measurements and assessed the adequacy of the adapted method in a simulation study. For the case where there is no internal validation study, we showed how to combine external data on validity for self-report instruments with the observed questionnaire data to adjust for the bias in the associations caused by measurement error in correlated exposures. In the last part, we applied a measurement error model to assess the
measurement error in physical activity as measured by an accelerometer in free-living individuals in a recently concluded validation study.

**Results** The performance of the proposed two-part model was sensitive to the form of continuous independent variables and was minimally influenced by the correlation between the probability of a non-zero response and the actual non-zero response values. Reducing the number of covariates in the model seemed beneficial, but was not critical in large-sample studies. We showed that if the confounder is strongly linked with the outcome, measurement error in the confounder can be more influential than measurement error in the exposure in causing the bias in the exposure-outcome association, and that the bias can be in any direction. We further showed that when accelerometers are used to monitor the level of physical activity in free-living individuals, the mean level of physical activity would be underestimated, the associations between physical activity and health outcomes would be biased, and there would be loss of statistical power to detect associations.

**Conclusion** The following remarks were made from the work in this thesis. First, when only a single-replicate validation study with zero-inflated reference measurements is available, a correctly specified regression calibration can be used to adjust for the bias in the exposure-outcome associations. The performance of the proposed calibration model is influenced more by the assumption made on the form of the continuous covariates than the form of the response distribution. Second, in the absence of an internal validation study, carefully extracted validation data that is transportable to the main study can be used to adjust for the bias in the associations. The proposed method is also useful in conducting sensitivity analyses on the effect of measurement errors. Lastly, when “reference” instruments are themselves marred by substantial bias, the effect of measurement error in an instrument being validated can be seriously underestimated.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Measurement error in exposure variables
Measurement error in exposure variables is a known problem in many research areas. By definition, measurement error refers to the discrepancy between the true value and measured value of a variable (Thomas, Stram and Dwyer, 1993). In epidemiological research, measurement error can be due to recall bias when studies are conducted retrospectively requiring an individual to recall and report past events, or due to biological variations and instrument errors in laboratory experiments. Measurement error in exposures has been a long-term concern in relating exposures to health outcomes in epidemiological studies (Rothman, Greenland and Lash, 2008). In nutritional epidemiology, measurement error in dietary exposures has been a major impediment in relating long-term dietary intake to the occurrence of a disease (Ferrari et al., 2008). For example, the interest might be in the association between long-term intake of fruit and vegetable (hereafter, FV) and overall risk of cancer, as is the case in Boffetta et al. (2010). In such studies, dietary intake is usually assessed with a self-report instrument, which is prone to measurement error. Measurement error in the self-report instrument can be due to memory failure to recall past intakes over a long period of time (Agudo, 2004; Rosner and Gore, 2001). Therefore, it is impossible to measure long-term intake exactly.

Using a dietary example, measurement error in dietary exposures can have two important effects in the parameter estimate that relates dietary intake to occurrence of a disease (Carroll et al., 2006). First, measurement error in dietary exposure can bias the parameter estimate that quantifies the association between dietary intake and occurrence of a disease (hereafter, diet-disease association). Second, there can be loss of statistical power to detect existing diet-disease associations. To illustrate these two important effects of measurement error, we use simulated data on the association between FV intake and reduction in the risk of cancer as an example (Figure 1.1).
Random measurement error in FV intake leads to scatterplots (diamond dots) that are either higher or lower than true values (round dots). As a result, the regression slope that quantifies the association between FV intake and lower risk of cancer becomes more flattened (solid line) than the true slope (dashed line). This flattening effect quantifies the attenuation due to measurement error in the exposure. Attenuation refers to the bias of the association toward the null (Kipnis et al., 2003). Additionally, the variability around the regression line is much greater when the measured intake is used (diamond dots) than the variability around the regression line when the true intake is used (round dots), demonstrating loss of statistical power. The implication of the loss of power is that larger sample sizes are required to detect associations.

Figure 1.1: Simulated data showing the two important effects of measurement error on the association between reduction of risk of cancer (outcome) and FV intake (exposure): bias in the exposure-outcome association (attenuation) and loss of statistical power to detect associations. True intake (exposure) is shown by round dots and measured intake by diamond dots.

The focus of this thesis is on methods to adjust for the bias in the exposure-outcome associations, when exposure variables are measured with errors. When multiple
exposures are measured with correlated errors, the exposure-outcome association can be biased in any direction (Day et al., 2004; Michels et al., 2004; Rosner et al., 2008). The exposure measurement error problem has prompted much methodological research, initially, on understanding the effects of measurement error on exposure-outcome associations and, more recently, on developing statistical methods to correct for exposure measurement error (Buonaccorsi, 2010; Carroll et al., 2006).

1.2 Measurement error in dietary exposure assessment
The commonly used self-report instruments for measuring dietary intakes include food dietary questionnaires (DQs), 24-hour dietary recalls (24HRs) and dietary records (Agudo, 2004; Black, Welch and Bingham, 2000). In measuring dietary intake with a DQ, a wide range of food items are listed and individuals are asked to report their average frequency of consumption and average amount consumed over a long period of time, typically between several months to a year. A major drawback associated with the use of the DQ is memory failure to recall past intake. In the 24HR, however, subjects are asked to report their intake within 24 hours prior to the assessment time. Similar to the DQ, 24HR is also prone to recall bias, but to a lesser extent. Additionally, a single 24HR is unreliable in measuring long-term intake, unless administered multiple times per individual (Agudo, 2004). Unlike DQ and 24HR, in dietary records, an individual keeps a record of actual intake of foods consumed at the time of consumption for a specified period (Willet, 1998). Measuring food intake with the dietary record can lead to individuals changing their food intake patterns, when they realize that their intake is being monitored. This could lead to misreporting of true intake in the dietary record (Johnson, 2002). Further details on dietary assessment methods can be found in Al-Delaimy et al. (2005), Bingham et al. (1997), Bingham et al. (1994) and Block (1982, 1989).

1.3 Common measurement error terminologies, types and structures
Measurement error can either be systematic or random. Systematic error arises when an individual consistently overestimates or underestimates his true level of exposure
Random error, however, arises when an individual sometimes overestimates and sometimes underestimates true level of exposure.

Exposure measurement error can either be nondifferential or differential. Nondifferential error occurs when the measured exposure contains no extra information about the health outcome other than what is contained in true exposure; error is said to be differential otherwise (Carroll et al., 2006, p. 36). In the FV intake-cancer example, if measurement error is nondifferential, measured FV intake in a single day should not contribute extra information about the risk of cancer other than what is contained in true long-term FV intake. On the other hand, if measurement error in reported FV intake depends upon whether an individual has cancer or not, especially due to recall bias when such a study is conducted retrospectively, then the measurement error will be differential (Thomas et al., 1993).

To define different types of measurement error using the FV intake example, we denote self-report intake by \( Q \), unknown long-term true intake by \( T \) and measurement error in self-reported intake by \( \varepsilon_Q \).

Measurement error structure can either be of classical or Berkson type. Classical error occurs when true intake is measured with error, such that the variability in the measured intake is greater than the variability in true intake. An example of classical measurement error structure is given by

\[
Q = T + \varepsilon_Q. \tag{1.1}
\]

Berkson error, on the other hand, occurs when true intake is the sum of measured intake and measurement error, such that the variability in true intake is greater than the variability in the measured intake (Berkson, 1950). An example of Berkson error structure is given by

\[
T = Q + \varepsilon_Q. \tag{1.2}
\]

An example where Berkson error occurs is when individuals are classified into groups and all group members are assigned the same exposure value, say, the mean of true intake within that group; however, true intake for individuals within the same group
would differ from the assigned intake values (Thomas et al., 1993). Exposures can also be measured with a mixture of Berkson and classical error as shown in Carroll et al. (2006, p. 51).

The structure of measurement error can either be additive (as in expression (1.1)) or multiplicative. Multiplicative error arises when the magnitude of error increases with the quantity of true intake, such that larger true intake values are measured with larger error (Guolo and Brazzale, 2008). Multiplicative error is usually common with dietary intakes (Carroll et al., 2006). An example of a multiplicative measurement error structure can be given as

$$Q = T \varepsilon_Q.$$  (1.3)

Exposure measurements can either be unbiased (e.g., as shown in expression (1.1)) or biased. Intake measurements are biased if the average value does not equal the true mean value, meaning that there is systematic error in Q.

With multiple replicate self-report measurements (denoted by $j$ for replicate and $i$ for an individual), an example of additive measurement error structure with both systematic and random error components can be given by

$$Q_{ij} = \beta_0 + \beta_Q T_i + r_Q + \varepsilon_{Qij},$$  (1.4)

where $\beta_0$ quantifies overall constant bias and $\beta_Q$ quantifies overall bias that is related to the level of intake (Kipnis et al., 2001); $r_Q$ is referred to as person-specific bias and describes the fact that two individuals who consume the same amount of food will systematically report their intakes differently (Carroll et al., 2006). For further details on measurement error structures, see Buonaccorsi (2010), Carroll et al. (2006) and Fuller (2006).

In Figure 1.2, systematic and random measurement errors are juxtaposed; also shown are the components of an additive measurement error structure that is shown in expression (1.4).
In Figure 1.3, the additive measurement error structures are presented graphically using an example of simulated intake data for an individual. In each graph, the solid horizontal lines represent an individual’s usual intake, defined as the average intake for the ten consumption days. When daily intake is measured with random error only, usual intake is measured accurately, i.e., with no bias as shown in Figure 1.3(a), but imprecisely leading to an inflated variance as shown by wider width of the green solid
density curve in Figure 1.3(d). Figure 1.3(b) shows a situation where intake is measured with systematic error (here, constant bias only), and in this case intake is consistently overestimated with a distribution that is shifted to the right of the true distribution, but with the same variance as for the true intake (Figure 1.3(d), blue solid curve). In other cases, however, systematic error can lead to consistent underestimation of intake. Further, when intake is measured with both systematic and random errors, daily intake might be sometimes overestimated and sometimes underestimated, leading to an upward bias in the usual intake as shown in Figure 1.3(c) and an inflated variance as shown in Figure 1.3(d), red solid curve. In other cases, however, where intake is measured with both systematic and random errors, usual intake can be underestimated or overestimated. The wavy lines represent within-individual variation in daily intakes (Figure 1.3(a), (b) and (c)).
Figure 1.3: A graphical representation of three common types of additive measurement error structures using simulated data when daily intake is measured with random error only, systematic error only and both systematic and random error. The horizontal lines represent usual intake; the black dots represent true intake values per consumption day; the dots in other colours represent measured intake values. Figure 1.3(d) compares an individual’s daily intake distributions for true intake and measured intakes.

1.4 Common methods to correct for measurement error in continuous exposures

Five common bias-adjustment methods are described in this section. They are summarized in Table 1.1.
1.4.1 Regression calibration

Regression calibration is the most commonly used method to adjust for the bias in the exposure-outcome associations caused by measurement errors in the exposure variables (Freedman et al., 2008; Guolo and Brazzale, 2008; Messer and Natarajan, 2008; Rosner, Spiegelman and Willett, 1990; Rosner, Willett and Spiegelman, 1989). This method is widely used because of its simplicity. The general idea of regression calibration is to estimate the conditional expectation of true exposure given the exposure measured with error and other covariates assumed to be measured without error. The estimated expected values are used in place of the unknown true exposure to estimate the association between the exposure and an outcome. Application of regression calibration requires additional information on the unobserved true exposure. This information is usually obtained from a validation study with unbiased measurements for true exposure (Kipnis et al., 1999; Kipnis et al., 2003). A validation study is often smaller than the main study and can be a random sample of subjects in the main study. To apply regression calibration, measurement error in the exposure is assumed to be nondifferential (Keogh and White, 2014). The method usually leads to consistent estimators of the association parameter (Guolo and Brazzale, 2008).

1.4.2 Likelihood method

The use of the likelihood method to correct for exposure measurement error requires specification of a parametric model for every component of the data, namely, the relation between the outcome of interest and the true exposure (hereafter, disease model), the relation between true exposure and covariates such as age and BMI (hereafter, exposure model) and the relation between measured exposure and the true exposure (hereafter, measurement error model). Subsequently, the likelihood function is obtained by integrating the product of the three densities over the latent true exposure variable (Guolo and Brazzale, 2008). The likelihood function is maximized to estimate the model parameters using either numerical methods or analytical approximations (Guolo and Brazzale, 2008). The method requires a validation study with multiple replicates of the unbiased measurements in order to specify the distribution of the true exposure. The likelihood method assumes nondifferential error
(Thoresen and Laake, 2000). If correctly specified, the likelihood method can be more efficient than simpler measurement error correction methods such as regression calibration. This method, however, is rarely used in practice due to its computational burden and difficulty to specify parametric assumptions correctly. Moreover, it is often difficult to understand robustness of the likelihood method to model assumptions (Carroll et al., 2006).

1.4.3 Simulation Extrapolation (SIMEX)

SIMEX is a simulation-based method, sharing the simplicity and generality of regression calibration, but can be computationally prohibitive (Carroll et al., 2006). The method was proposed by Cook and Stefanski (1994) and has been developed further (Carroll et al., 1996; Lin and Carroll, 1999; Stefanski and Cook, 1995). The SIMEX method requires knowledge of the measurement error variance. Thus, a validation study with at least two replicates of the unbiased measurements is required. The following steps are followed to adjust for the bias in the association using the SIMEX method (Carroll et al., 2006). First, extra measurement error is added to the exposure measurements, creating a dataset with larger measurement error variance; this data generation step is repeated a large number of times. Second, the disease model is fitted and the association parameter estimated from each of the generated datasets in step one, then the average of the association parameter estimate is computed. Third, the above steps are repeated by adding various magnitudes of extra measurement error. Fourth, the average parameter estimates are plotted against the magnitude of added measurement error variance and then an extrapolant function is fitted. Lastly, the extrapolation is done to the ideal case of no measurement error to obtain the bias-corrected estimate. The method assumes nondifferential error and is well suited for exposures measured with additive or multiplicative error (Guolo and Brazzale, 2008).

1.4.4 Bayesian methods

Bayesian methods have been used to adjust for measurement error in the covariates (Dellaportas and Stephens, 1995; Huang, Chen and Dagne, 2011). To adjust for the exposure measurement error with the Bayesian method, the following steps are followed (Carroll et al., 2006, p. 206-207). Similar to the likelihood method, a
parametric model is specified for each component of the data and a likelihood function is formed. In the Bayesian framework, the parameters are assumed as random, unlike in the likelihood method where the parameters are assumed as fixed. Prior distributions are specified for the parameters in the model. Lastly, the posterior summary measures for the association parameter estimates are computed. The computation can be done with either a flexible sampling-based Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) (Gelman and Hill, 2007) or a more computationally efficient non-sampling based integrated nested Laplace approximation (INLA) (Muff, 2015; Rue, Martino and Chopin, 2009). Despite the flexibility of Bayesian MCMC, it can be computationally intensive. Similar to the likelihood method, application of Bayesian method requires a validation study with multiple replicates of the unbiased measurements in order to specify the distribution of the true exposure. The method is suitable for nondifferential errors.

### 1.4.5 Multiple Imputation

Multiple imputation is a standard technique for handling data that are missing at random (Rubin, 1987). This method was proposed to adjust for measurement error in continuous exposures (Cole, Chu and Greenland, 2006; Freedman et al., 2008). To apply the multiple imputation method, the true exposure is assumed as missing data and is imputed multiple times by drawing from a distribution of the true exposure given all the observed data, including the outcome (Keogh and White, 2014). The multiple imputation method can accommodate differential error, because true exposure is imputed dependent on the outcome. The conditional distribution of the true exposure given the outcome and other observed data is often unknown. To estimate this conditional distribution, a validation study is required with data on (a) the study outcome and (b) multiple replicates of the unbiased measurements per individual. Using the estimated conditional distribution, the true exposure is imputed multiple times per individual to account for the uncertainty in the imputed exposure values. To each imputed dataset, the exposure-outcome model is fitted and the resulting association estimates are combined to obtain a pooled mean estimate (Rubin, 1987). The pooled mean estimate yields the bias-corrected estimator for the true exposure-outcome association (Messer and Natarajan, 2008).
Table 1.1: Summary details for common measurement error adjustment methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Error assumption</th>
<th>Required data</th>
<th>Steps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regression</td>
<td>Nondifferential</td>
<td>• Validation study with unbiased exposure measurements</td>
<td>1) Conditional expectation of true exposure given observed data is estimated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>calibration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2) The expected values are used in place of unknown true exposure to estimate the exposure-outcome association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3) Standard error of the association parameter can be estimated using either bootstrap or asymptotic methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Likelihood</td>
<td>Nondifferential</td>
<td>• Validation study with at least two replicates of unbiased exposure measurements per subject</td>
<td>1) Parametric model is specified for each component of the data, i.e., the outcome model, exposure model and measurement error model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2) The likelihood function is formed and maximized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIMEX</td>
<td>Nondifferential</td>
<td>• Validation study with at least two replicates of unbiased exposure measurements per subject</td>
<td>1) Extra error is added to the measured exposure measurements to generate a new dataset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2) Association parameter is estimated from the generated dataset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3) The above steps are repeated many times and the mean estimate of the association parameter is computed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4) Steps1-3 are repeated for various magnitudes of extra-added error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5) The average association estimates are plotted against the magnitude of extra-added error and a trend is established</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6) The trend is extrapolated back to the case of no error to obtain the SIMEX estimate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bayesian</td>
<td>Nondifferential</td>
<td>• Validation study with at least two replicates of unbiased exposure measurements per subject</td>
<td>1) Model is specified for each data component and the likelihood function is formed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Prior distributions for the model parameters</td>
<td>2) Prior distribution is specified for each model parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3) Posterior distribution is estimated and summary measures computed for the association parameter estimate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple</td>
<td>Differential</td>
<td>• A validation study with (i) outcome data and (ii) at least two replicates of the unbiased exposure measurements per subject</td>
<td>1) True exposure is imputed multiple times by drawing from a distribution of the true exposure given all the observed data, including the outcome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imputation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2) The exposure-outcome model is fitted to each imputed dataset to estimate the association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3) The association estimates are combined to obtain pooled mean estimate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1.5 Current challenges
Most validation studies in nutritional research stop at describing the correlation of measured intake with true intake. Studies that look at the quantitative effects of measurement error in dietary intakes on estimated associations between intake and health outcomes are rare. Additionally, the effects of dietary intakes on health outcomes are usually weak and are marred by inconsistencies. These inconsistencies are partly due to measurement error in intake, because many nutritional studies are based on questionnaires or interviews that contain a large amount of measurement error.

Conducting a multiple-replicate validation study, besides the main study, however, is limited because it is costly. As a result, some epidemiological studies either conduct a single–replicate validation study or do not conduct a validation study at all. Among the commonly used measurement error correction methods (see Table 1.1) only regression calibration can be used for single-replicate calibration studies. However, regression calibration has not been applied and evaluated for a single-replicate validation study with zero-inflated measurements for the calibration response.

For a study that does not include an internal validation study, the challenge in dealing with exposure measurement error is even bigger. The challenge is how to use external validation data from other similar studies to adjust for the bias in the exposure-outcome association. When exposures are measured with correlated errors, it can be very difficult to predict the direction and strength of the association (Marshall, Hastrup and Ross, 1999). The difficulty is due to contamination effect of the confounder measurement error (Freedman et al., 2011). Even though the problem due to contamination effect has been widely acknowledged in the literature, there is a lack of practical methods to quantify this effect in a specific epidemiologic study, both in terms of the approximate magnitude of the effect, and its direction. Measurement error problem is also common in physical activity research, where instruments, such as physical activity questionnaires, physical activity recalls and accelerometers, are used to monitor an individual’s long-term level of physical activity (Ferrari, Friedenreich
Chapter 1

and Matthews, 2007; Hills, Mokhtar and Byrne, 2014; Lim et al., 2015; Nusser et al., 2012; Tooze et al., 2013). Regarding the accelerometry research, various accelerometer models have currently been developed. However, some of these new accelerometer models have not been properly validated in field situations. Despite the widely recognized measurement error in the accelerometer, some accelerometers have been used to validate other instruments, such as physical activity questionnaires, in measuring physical activity (Lim et al., 2015). Therefore, if an instrument is validated against the accelerometer, and the accelerometer itself has considerable measurement error, the observed validity in the instrument being validated will misrepresent the true validity.

These challenges constitute the motivation for the work in this thesis. The work in this thesis will address the following research questions emanating from the above-mentioned challenges:

(i) When only a single-replicate validation study with zero-inflated measurements is available, can the current methods be adapted to adjust for exposure measurement error?

(ii) When there is no internal validation study, can a practical method be proposed that uses external validation data to adjust for the bias in the exposure-outcome associations?

(iii) How large is the error in physical activity as measured by an accelerometer in free-living individuals and what is the impact of this error when accelerometer is used to validate other instruments?

1.6 Objectives of the study

The research in this thesis aims to address the aforementioned research questions. The key objectives of this thesis are highlighted below:

1) To propose a two-part regression calibration to adjust for measurement error in dietary intakes not consumed daily, when only a single-replicate validation study is
available. The task is to start with a simple linear calibration model and then improve it gradually. The improvement is done by modelling the excess zeros explicitly, handling heteroscedasticity in the response, exploring the optimal variable selection criteria, and identifying the optimal parametric forms of the continuous covariates in the calibration model,

2) To assess the performance of the proposed two-part regression calibration model in a simulation study with respect to: the percentage of excess zeroes in the response variable, the magnitude of correlation between probability of a non-zero response and the actual non-zero value, percentage of zeroes in the response and the magnitude of measurement error in the exposure,

3) To develop a multivariate method to adjust for the bias in the exposure-outcome association in the presence of mismeasured confounders when there is no internal validation study. The method combines external data on the validity of self-report instruments with the observed data to adjust for the bias in the exposure-outcome association, while simultaneously adjusting for confounding and measurement error in the confounders,

4) To validate a triaxial accelerometer in a recently concluded study by applying a measurement error model and quantifying the effects of measurement error in physical activity as measured by the accelerometer.

1.7 Thesis outline
This thesis is organized into chapters. The contents of the remaining chapters are summarized below.

In chapter 2, a two-part regression calibration model, initially developed for a multiple-replicate validation study design, is adapted to a case of a single-replicate validation study. The chapter further describes how to: handle the excess zeroes in the response, using two-part modelling approach; explore optimal parametric forms of the continuous covariates, using generalized additive modelling and empirical logit approaches, and how to select covariates into the calibration model. The adapted two-
part model is compared with simple calibration models for episodically consumed food measured with error. A real epidemiologic case-study data is used.

In **chapter 3**, a simulation study is conducted to assess the performance of the proposed two-part regression calibration by mimicking the case-study data in chapter 2.

In **chapter 4**, a multivariate method is proposed to adjust for exposure measurement error, confounding and measurement error in the confounders when there is no internal validation study. The proposed method uses Bayesian Markov chain Monte Carlo method to combine prior information on the validity of self-reports with the observed data to adjust for the bias in the association. The method is compared with a method that ignores measurement error in the confounders. Further, a sensitivity analysis is performed to get insight into the measurement error structure, especially with respect to the magnitude of error correlation. The proposed method is illustrated with a real dataset.

In **chapter 5**, a triaxial accelerometer is validated against doubly labelled water using a proposed measurement error model. Measurement error in the accelerometer is quantified with: (a) the bias in the mean level of physical activity, (b) the correlation coefficient between measured and true physical activity to quantify loss of statistical power in detecting associations, and (c) attenuation factor to quantify the bias in the associations between physical activity and health outcomes.

In **chapter 6**, the main findings from the thesis are summarized and discussed in a general context. The study limitations are highlighted followed by suggestions for improvement and potential areas for future research. The chapter ends with concluding remarks.
2 Use of two-part regression calibration model to correct for measurement error in episodically consumed foods in a single-replicate study design: EPIC Case Study

Abstract
In epidemiologic studies, measurement error in dietary variables often attenuates association between dietary intake and disease occurrence. To adjust for the attenuation, regression calibration is commonly used. To apply regression calibration, unbiased (reference) measurements are required. Short-term reference measurements for foods not consumed daily contain excess zeroes that pose challenges in the calibration model. We adapted two-part regression calibration model, initially developed for multiple replicates of reference measurements per individual to a single-replicate setting. We showed how to handle excess zero reference measurements by two-step modelling approach, how to explore heteroscedasticity in the consumed amount with variance-mean graph, how to explore nonlinearity with the generalized additive modelling (GAM) and the empirical logit approaches, and how to select covariates in the calibration model. The performance of two-part calibration model was compared with the one-part counterpart. We used vegetable intake and mortality data from European Prospective Investigation on Cancer and Nutrition (EPIC) study. In the EPIC, reference measurements were taken with 24-hour recalls. For each of the three vegetable subgroups assessed separately, correcting for error with an appropriately specified two-part calibration model resulted in about three fold increase in the strength of association with all-cause mortality, as measured by the log hazard ratio. Further found is that the standard way of including covariates in the calibration model can lead to over fitting. Moreover, the extent of adjusting for measurement error is influenced by forms of covariates in the calibration model.

Chapter 2

2.1 Introduction

Dietary variables are often measured with error in nutritional epidemiology. In such studies, long-term dietary intake (usual) dietary intake is assessed with instruments such as food frequency questionnaire and dietary questionnaire (Agudo, 2004; Kaaks et al., 2002; Willet, 1998). In these instruments, the queried period of intake ranges from several months to a year, resulting in difficulties to recall past intake of foods or food groups, the frequency of consumption, and the portion size. In general, the measurement error in dietary intake can either be systematic or random. Systematic error occurs when an individual systematically overestimates or underestimates dietary intake, whereas random error is due to random within-individual variation in reporting of dietary intake (Kaaks et al., 2002; Kipnis et al., 2003). The random error attenuates the association between dietary intake and disease occurrence, whereas systematic error can either attenuate or inflate the association.

As a case study, we used the European Prospective Investigation on Cancer and Nutrition (EPIC) study. In EPIC, country-specific dietary questionnaires, hereafter DQ, were used to measure usual intake of various dietary variables or groups of dietary variables in different participating cohorts. With DQ measurements for usual intake, an association parameter estimate that relates usual intake to disease occurrence is often biased, typically towards the null (Fraser and Stram, 2001; Kaaks, 1997; Kipnis et al., 2003).

Regression calibration is the commonly used method to adjust for the bias in the association between usual intake and disease occurrence, due to measurement error in the DQ. Regression calibration involves finding the best conditional expectation of true intake given DQ intake and other error-free variables (Freedman et al., 2008). The mean expected intake values are used in place of true usual intake in a disease model that relates dietary intake to disease occurrence. Regression calibration requires a calibration sub-study to obtain unbiased intake measurements to be used as the calibration response. Some prospective studies therefore include a calibration sub-study that can either be internal or external. Internal calibration study consists of a
random sample of subjects from the main study, as was the case in the EPIC, whereas external calibration sub-study consists of subjects not in the main study but with similar characteristics as the main-study subjects (Slimani et al., 2002). In the calibration sub-study, unbiased (or reference) measurements are collected by short-term instruments such as food records or 24-hour dietary recalls. In the EPIC study, regression calibration can also adjust for systematic error in the DQ due to the multicentre effect (Ferrari et al., 2008; Ferrari et al., 2004). In the EPIC calibration sub-study, a 24-hour dietary recall (hereafter, 24-HDR) was used as the reference instrument. From each subject in the EPIC calibration sub-study, only a single measurement was obtained (Slimani et al., 2002). Dietary intake reported in the 24HDR for food not consumed daily is usually characterized by excess zeroes. These excess zeroes pose a challenge in the calibration model (Kipnis et al., 2009; Olsen and Schafer, 2001; Tooze et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2011). With regression calibration, the excess zeroes can be handled using a two-step approach, where in the first step, consumption probability is modelled and in the second step the consumed amount on consumption days is modelled (Tooze et al., 2006).

The currently published studies on two-part regression calibration method require calibration sub-studies with at least two replicates of reference measurement per subject (Kipnis et al., 2009; Tooze et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2011). Given a single-replicate design of the EPIC study with zero-inflated reference measurements, however, the calibration models in the literature cannot be applied directly. Moreover, there is limited research on the performance of the two-part calibration model in a single-replicate study design for episodically consumed foods. Further, there is inadequate research on the effect of the standard theory of variable selection on the performance of a two-part calibration model in a single-replicate study design. The standard theory of selecting covariates into the calibration model states that confounding variables in the disease model must be included in the calibration model together with the covariates that only predict dietary intake (used as the response in the calibration model) but not the risk of the disease (Carroll et al., 2006; Kipnis et al., 2009).
To fill the aforementioned gaps, we developed a two-part regression calibration model to adjust for the bias in the diet-disease association caused by measurement error in episodically consumed foods, in the presence of a single-replicate calibration sub-study. The second goal was to assess the effect of reducing the number of variables selected into the two-part calibration model based on the standard theory. As a working example using the EPIC study, we studied the association between intakes of each of the three vegetable subgroups: leafy vegetables, fruiting vegetables, and root vegetables with all-cause mortality. We described how to handle the excess zeros, skewness and heteroscedasticity in the reference measurements used as the response in the calibration model, nonlinearity, and how to select covariates into the calibration model. We showed that a suitably specified two-part calibration model adjusts for the bias in the diet-disease association caused by measurement error in self-reported intake. We further showed that the extent of adjusting for the bias is influenced by how the calibration model is specified, mainly with respect to forms of the continuous covariates.

2.2 Materials and Methods

2.2.1 Study subjects

EPIC is an on-going multicentre prospective cohort study to investigate the relation between diet and the risk of cancer and other chronic diseases. The study consisted of 519,978 eligible men and women aged between 35 and 70 years and recruited in 23 centres in 10 Western European countries (Riboli et al., 2002; Slimani et al., 2002). The 10 participating countries were: France, Italy, Spain, United Kingdom, Germany, The Netherlands, Greece, Sweden, Denmark, and Norway. The study populations comprised of heterogeneous groups. In most centres, study populations were based on general population while some consisted of participants in breast screening programs (Utrecht, The Netherlands; and Florence, Italy), teachers and school workers (France) or blood donors (certain Italian and Spanish centres). In Oxford, most of the cohort was recruited among subjects with interest in health or on vegetarian eating. Only women were recruited in France, Norway, Utrecht (The Netherlands) and Naples (Riboli et al.,
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2002). Information on usual dietary intake, lifestyle, environmental factors and anthropometry was collected from each individual at baseline. The dietary intake information was assessed with different dietary history questionnaires, food frequency questionnaires or a modified dietary history developed and validated separately in each participating country (Riboli et al., 2002). The questions asked in the questionnaires included the frequency of consumption over the past 12 months preceding the administration, categorized into the number of times per day, per week, per month or per year. A calibration sub-study was carried out within the entire EPIC cohort by taking a stratified random sample of 36,900 subjects. In the calibration sub-study, a 24-HDR was administered once per subject using a specifically developed software program (EPIC-SOFT) designed to harmonize the dietary measurements across study populations (Slimani, Valsta and Grp, 2002).

We used EPIC dietary intake data for leafy vegetables, fruiting vegetables and root vegetable sub-groups as a working example. We further assumed measurements from the 24-HDR (in g/day) as the reference measurements and the intake reported in the DQ as the main-study measurements. We excluded subjects with missing questionnaire data, missing dates of diagnosis or follow up, in the top and bottom 1% of the distribution of the ratio of reported total energy intake to energy requirement. We further excluded subjects with a history of cancer, myocardial infarction, stroke, angina, diabetes or a combination of these diseases at baseline. As a result, data for 430,215 subjects were eligible for the analyses. In the analysis, the data from the following centres were excluded: Umeå and Norway for leafy vegetables and Norway for fruiting vegetables. The decision to exclude these data was based on the inclusion criteria as stipulated in the EPIC analysis protocol.

2.2.2 Regression calibration model
In epidemiological studies, the interest is mainly in the association between an exposure and the risk of disease. In our working example, we were interested in the association between intake of vegetable subgroups and all-cause mortality. If the true
usual intake of a vegetable subgroup is known, then the true association can be modelled by a generalized linear model (GLM) as

\[ \varphi \{ \mathbb{E}(Y \mid T, Z) \} = \beta_T T + \beta_Z^T Z, \tag{2.1} \]

where \( Y \) is a disease outcome, here, an indicator for mortality, \( T \) is true usual dietary intake of a vegetable subgroup, \( Z \) is a vector of error-free confounding variables and \( \varphi \) is a function linking the conditional mean and the linear predictor. The coefficient \( \beta_T \) quantifies the association of interest and \( \beta_Z^T \) is a vector of coefficients for the confounding variables. If dietary intake is measured with error, then \( \beta_T \) would mostly be underestimated.

Regression calibration is the most commonly used method to adjust for the bias in estimating \( \beta_T \) caused by measurement error in the DQ. To describe regression calibration, we denote reference measurement from the 24-HDR by \( R \), main-study measurement from the DQ by \( Q \), and the covariates that only predict vegetable intake and not all-cause mortality by \( C \). Therefore, a set of all covariates that possibly relate to usual intake is given by \( X = \{ Z, C \} \). Regression calibration involves finding the best prediction of conditional expectation of true intake given DQ intake and other covariates assumed to be measured without error (Kipnis et al., 2009). The conditional expectation from regression calibration is denoted by \( \mathbb{E}(T \mid Q, X) \). A major challenge in fitting the calibration model is that true usual intake is unobservable and cannot be measured exactly. As a result, a reference measurement is used in place of the latent true intake in the calibration model. Measurement from a valid reference instrument should be unbiased for true intake, and should have random errors that are uncorrelated with the measurement errors in the DQ (Kipnis et al., 2003). We, therefore, made two strong assumptions: that the 24-HDR is unbiased for true usual intake and measurement error in the 24-HDR is uncorrelated with the measurement error in the DQ. We denote the calibration model by:

\[ \mathbb{E}(T \mid Q, X) = \mathbb{E}(R \mid Q, X) \tag{2.2} \]
We assumed in model (2.2) that measurement error in $Q$ does not provide extra information about $Y$ other than that provided by $T$. The measurement error in $Q$ is, therefore, said to be non-differential. In model (2.2), $R$ is modelled as a function of $Q$ and $X$ using standard regression methods, where a suitable distribution for the error terms and a suitable parametric form of each covariate in $X$ is chosen.

In this work, we considered only the case of a single dietary intake variable measured with error. In our data, the correlation between the vegetable subgroups and the confounders, as measured by the questionnaire, were low justifying their omission, as the contamination effect of the measurement error in these variables on the correction factor for our dietary intake of interest would be negligible.

2.2.2.1 Excess zeroes, heteroscedasticity and skewness in reference measurements

Vegetable subgroups considered in this study are not consumed daily. This results in many zero reference measurements reported on the 24-HDR. As a result, the reference measurements have a mixture of zeroes for non-consumers and positive intake for consumers. To handle these excess zeroes, we used a two-part approach to build a regression calibration model. In the first part, the probability of reporting consumption in the 24-HDR is modelled. In the second part, the consumed amount given consumption in the 24-HDR is modelled (Tooze et al., 2006). The first part involves discrete data and can be modelled either with logistic or probit regression, where the probability of consumption is modelled conditional on a given set of covariates. In the second part, the consumed amount given consumption can be modelled conditional on the covariates and by assuming a plausible family of densities (McCullagh and Nelder, 1989). The GLM model for the consumption probability (Part I) is parameterized as

$$P(R > 0 | Q, X) = \phi^{-1}(\alpha_Q Q + \alpha_X X) = \pi_{Q,X},$$

where $\phi^{-1}$ can be either inverse-logit or inverse-probit function. Similarly, the GLM model for the consumed amount (Part II) is parameterized as
where $g^{-1}$ can be an inverse of any plausible link function. Thus, the calibration model (2.2), adapted to two-part form to handle the excess zeroes in the reference measurements used as the calibration response is parameterized as

$$E(R | Q, X; R > 0) = g^{-1}(\beta_q Q + \beta_X^T X) = \mu_{Q,X},$$

where $\mu_{Q,X}$ can be an inverse of any plausible link function. Thus, the calibration model (2.2), adapted to two-part form to handle the excess zeroes in the reference measurements used as the calibration response is parameterized as

$$E(R | Q, X) = \phi^{-1}(\alpha_q Q + \alpha_X^T X) \times g^{-1}(\beta_q Q + \beta_X^T X) = \pi_{Q,X} \mu_{Q,X}.$$  

The true usual intake can thus be predicted from this two-part calibration model. We denote the prediction from this two-part calibration model by

$$\hat{E}(R | Q, X) = \hat{\pi}_{Q,X} \hat{\mu}_{Q,X}. \quad (2.3)$$

Another challenge is how to handle distribution for the consumed amount that is commonly right-skewed and with heteroscedastic variance. To handle heteroscedasticity, we applied a GLM approach, where the variance is linked to the mean as

$$\sigma^2(R | Q, X; R > 0) = \psi \{E(R | Q, X; R > 0)\},$$

where $\psi$ is a function that links the conditional variance with the conditional mean of consumed amount, $\sigma^2(\cdot | \cdot)$ denotes the conditional variance, and $E(\cdot | \cdot)$ denotes the conditional expectation (Manning, Basu and Mullahy, 2005). The advantage of using the GLM approach is that the consumed amount can be predicted directly without transforming the response values in Part II of the calibration model. To determine the optimal relation between the conditional variance and the conditional mean, the GLM model shown above is parameterized using a class of power-proportional variance functions as follows

$$\sigma^2(R | Q, X; R > 0) = \kappa \{E(R | Q, X; R > 0)\}^{\lambda^2},$$

where $\kappa$ denotes the coefficient of variation, $\lambda$ is a finite non-negative constant. This power variance function can be rewritten in a linear logarithmic form as

$$\sigma(R | Q, X; R > 0) = a + b \log \{E(R | Q, X; R > 0)\}, \quad (2.4)$$

where $a = (\log \kappa) / 2$ and $b = \lambda / 2$. In model (2.4), a value of $\lambda$ equals zero refers to a classical nonlinear regression with constant error variance, $\lambda$ equals one refers to a...
Poisson regression with the variance that is proportional to the mean, where $\kappa > 1$ indicates degree of over dispersion. Similarly, $\lambda$ equals two with $\kappa > 0$ refers to a gamma model with the standard deviation that is proportional to the mean (Manning and Mullahy, 2001). To explore a suitable value for $\lambda$ to identify the right GLM model, we plotted centre-specific log-transformed standard deviation versus centre-specific log-transformed mean, separately for each of the three vegetable subgroups reported in 24-HDR in the EPIC study. The value of $\lambda$ is estimated as twice the slope of the fitted regression line (see model (2.4)). The GLM model considered here can accommodate family of densities with skewed (asymmetric) distributions. We chose to use graphical method to identify $\lambda$ due to its simplicity as opposed to estimation methods such as the maximum likelihood (MLE).

2.2.2.2 Nonlinearity and variable transformation

The relation between dietary intake variables is often nonlinear. To explore the form of relation between consumption probability as reported on 24-HDR and usual intake as reported on DQ, we applied two techniques: the empirical logit plot, and the nonparametric generalized additive model (GAM). With the empirical logit technique, we categorized DQ intake, starting with the category of never-consumers followed by 10 g/day intake intervals. In each category, we computed the logit of consumption as reported on the 24-HDR. The formula for the empirical logit transformation used is given by (Cox, 1970; McCullagh and Nelder, 1989)

$$
\log \left( \frac{y_i + 0.5}{n_i - y_i + 0.5} \right),
$$

(2.5)

where $y_i$ is the number of individuals who reported consumption on the 24-HDR and $n_i$ is the number of individuals in the $i^{th}$ DQ-category. The addition of 0.5 to both the numerator and the denominator of the logit function serves to avoid indefinite empirical logit values when $y_i = n_i$ or $y_i = 0$, and this particular value minimizes the bias in estimating the log odds (McCullagh and Nelder, 1989). The estimated empirical logit (computed from the 24-HDR intake) is plotted against the mean intake in the
respective DQ-category (computed from the DQ intake). We fitted a loess curve to the resulting scatterplots to have a visual inspection of the form of relation between the two variables (Weiss, 2006). We further made the empirical logit plots for each of the participating country in the EPIC study. With the GAM technique, we obtained an optimal smoothing splines for the relation between the consumption probability reported in 24-HDR and DQ intake based on generalized cross validation criterion (GCV) (Hastie and Tibshirani, 1999).

We fitted the GAM model for consumption probability, assuming a binomial distribution and a logit link function using the mcgv package in R (Wood, 2012). In the GAM model, we included confounding variables in the disease model \((Z)\). We used the partial prediction plot from the smoothed DQ component to identify plausible forms of parametric transformations for the DQ (Cai, 2008). From the selected set of parametric transformations, Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) was used to identify the optimal parametric transformation. Similar to the consumption probability part, we used the GAM approach to explore the optimal form of the DQ intake in the consumed amount part of the calibration model.

2.2.2.3 Variables inclusion in the calibration model

The theory of regression calibration states that all confounding variables in the disease model must also be included in the calibration model in addition to the covariates that only predict the response in the calibration model (Kipnis et al., 2009). We used the same set of confounding variables in Agudo (2004) that studied the relation between intake of vegetables and mortality in the Spanish cohort of EPIC. The eight confounding variables were: BMI \((\text{kg/m}^2)\), smoking status (never, former, current smoker), physical activity index (inactive, moderately inactive, moderately active, active), lifetime alcohol consumption (g/day), level of education (none, primary, technical, secondary, university), age at recruitment (years), total energy (kcal), and sex (male/female). The covariates that only predict intake as measured 24-HDR were selected based on their statistical significance in the calibration model (2.3). We
included plausible two-way interaction terms of DQ intake variable with the other covariates in the calibration model. We hereafter refer to each of the calibration model with covariates selected using the standard theory with the prefix “standard”, here, standard two-part calibration model. The covariates are included twice in the two-part calibration model (i.e., in each part of the two-part model), thus posing a threat to overfitting. Moreover, some disease confounding variables might not necessarily predict true usual intake. We therefore conducted a backward elimination on the standard two-part calibration model based on a significance level $\alpha$ of 0.2. We chose 0.2 to ensure that no significant covariates are excluded from the model. We hereafter refer to each of the reduced version of the standard calibration model with the prefix “reduced”, here, reduced two-part calibration model.

To assess the power of the probability part of the two-part calibration model to correctly discriminate consumers from non-consumers as reported in the 24-HDR, we used the Area under the curve from the Receiver operating characteristic curve of the fitted logistic model (Steyerberg, 2009). For the consumed amount part, we assessed the predictive power of the model based on the root mean squared error and the mean bias (Hastie, Tibshirani and Friedman, 2009). In building the two-part calibration model, we conducted country-specific rather than centre-specific regression calibration models to obtain stable estimates given the relatively smaller sample sizes in each centre (Ferrari et al., 2008). We also fitted other forms of regression calibration models to compare with the developed two-part calibration model. These forms of the other calibration model include

(i) A two-part calibration model similar to the developed one but with untransformed DQ. We hereafter refer to this model as “Two-part (untransformed DQ)”. The aim of fitting this model was to assess the effect of nonlinearity on the performance of a two-part calibration model.

(ii) A one-part calibration model with untransformed DQ and with the usual assumptions of a classical linear model. This is the calibration model commonly used by epidemiologists to adjust for the bias in the diet-disease
association. In this model, two strong assumptions are made, namely, normality and linearity. The aim of fitting this calibration model was to quantify the inadequacy in adjusting for the bias in the diet-disease association when these assumptions are violated.

In each of these two forms of calibration models, we used the same set of covariates as in each part of the standard two-part calibration but with different parametric forms of the DQ intake as explained above. We conducted a backward elimination ($\alpha = 0.2$) on each of these forms of regression calibration models to obtain their reduced forms. Subsequently, we used a Cox proportional hazard model in model (2.1) to study the association between usual intake of vegetable subgroups and all-cause mortality (Cox, 1972). The Cox proportional hazards model was stratified by centre and sex. To explore the form of relation between usual intake of each of the three vegetable subgroups and all-cause mortality in the Cox model, we plotted the log hazard ratio estimate against median intake in each DQ category (Sainani, 2009).

We used bootstrap procedure to compute correct standard error for the log hazard ratio estimate. The bootstrap approach accounts for the uncertainty in the calibration process. We used centre-stratified bootstrapping on the calibration sub-study. To each bootstrap sample, the main-study data was added and regression calibration model fitted to generate replicate versions of $E(R | Q, X)$ for each subject in the entire EPIC cohort (Cassell, 2007). To each replicate data, the Cox model was fitted yielding an estimate of log hazard ratio with a standard error. The within-calibration and between-calibration variances were combined using Rubin’s formula to account for the uncertainty in the calibration process (Boshuizen et al., 2007; Geert Molenberghs, 2007; Rubin, 2004). The Rubin’s formula used to estimate the standard error for the log hazard ratio estimate is

$$
\sigma^2_T(\beta) = \frac{1}{m} \sum_{i=1}^{m} \left( SE(\hat{\beta}_i) \right)^2 + \left( 1 + \frac{1}{m} \right) \left( \frac{1}{m-1} \right) \sum_{i=1}^{m} \left( \hat{\beta}_i - \beta \right)^2 , \quad (2.6)
$$
where $\sigma^2_T(\bar{\beta})$ is the total variance of the mean of log hazard ratio estimate from $m$ calibrated samples, $\text{SE}(\hat{\beta}_i)$ is the within-calibration standard error, and

$$\left(\frac{1}{m-1}\sum_{i=1}^{m}(\hat{\beta}_i - \bar{\beta})^2\right)$$

is the between-calibration variance.

We fitted a Cox proportional hazards model that ignores the measurement error in the DQ intake. This method is hereafter referred to as the naïve method. In the naïve method, the DQ intake measurements were used to study the association between usual intake of a vegetable subgroup and all-cause mortality.

### 2.3 Results

In Table 2.1, a high percentage of zeroes is shown in the 24-HDR intake for each of the three vegetable subgroups, especially for root vegetable subgroup in most of the participating countries. The rather high percentage of zeroes in the 24-HDR suggests that these subgroups of vegetables are not consumed daily by everyone. The Pearson correlation coefficient for each of the three vegetable subgroups in each of the participating countries, as measured with 24-HDR and DQ, were rather low but mostly statistically significant. The boxplots for the distribution of the consumed amount on consumption events as reported in the 24-HDR showed positive skewed distributions for these dietary intake variables (Figure 2.1). These exploratory findings suggested a need to properly handle the excess zeroes, to choose either a suitable distribution or a correct transformation for the consumed amount reported in the 24-HDR in building a calibration model.
Table 2.1: Country-specific summary measures for the percentage of zero intake measurements reported on 24-HDR (% R=0, non-consumers) and Pearson Correlation (ρ) for intake as measured by 24-HDR and DQ for leafy vegetables, fruiting vegetables and root vegetables. EPIC Study, 1999-2000

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participating Countries</th>
<th>Leafy vegetables</th>
<th></th>
<th>Fruting vegetables</th>
<th></th>
<th>Root vegetables</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>% R=0</td>
<td>ρ</td>
<td>% R=0</td>
<td>ρ</td>
<td>% R=0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>4735</td>
<td>42.8</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>44.4</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>71.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>3961</td>
<td>59.3</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>37.6</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>79.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>3220</td>
<td>48.9</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>31.7</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>76.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>1313</td>
<td>68.2</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>40.8</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>59.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>4545</td>
<td>70.5</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>48.7</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>82.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>2930</td>
<td>67.9</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>29.5</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>83.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>4418</td>
<td>75.9</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>41.6</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>79.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>6132</td>
<td>70.5</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>34.9</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>67.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>3918</td>
<td>77.4</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>61.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>1798</td>
<td>58.5</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>58.5</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aN is 3132 instead of 6132 for leafy vegetables in Sweden because data from Umeå were excluded from analysis based of the inclusion criteria in EPIC;  
$bN$ refers to data for root vegetables only because data for Norway were excluded for leafy vegetable and fruit vegetable subgroups;  
$ns$ means correlation is not statistically significant at $\alpha = 0.05$, other correlation coefficients are highly significant with $P < 0.0001$. 

Figure 2.1: The country-specific boxplots show the distribution of the consumed amount for those who reported consumption on the 24-HDR for leafy vegetables (LV), fruiting vegetables (FV) and root vegetable (RV) subgroups in the EPIC study, 1992-2000.

For each of the three vegetable subgroups, a linear trend is shown between the log of standard deviation and the log of the mean for the consumed amount reported in the 24-HDR (Figure 2.2). The linear trend is a clear evidence of a variance that increases with a mean (presence of heteroscedasticity). The slope (standard error) of least squares regression line fitted to the resulting scatterplots was estimated as 1.057 (0.085). For fruiting vegetables, the estimates were 0.994 (0.076). Likewise for root vegetables, the estimates were 1.021 (0.130). These slopes of the fitted lines were all close to the theoretical value of 1 for a GLM gamma model. Based on these exploratory findings, we chose a gamma GLM model for the consumed amount in part II of the two-part calibration model for each of the three vegetable subgroups.

The correlation between each of the three vegetable subgroups ranged from 0.06 to 0.12 with total energy and from -0.07 to 0.05 with alcohol, as measured with the DQ.
These low correlations suggest minimal contamination effect of measurement error on diet-disease association, hence justifying our choice not to adjust for measurement error also for these confounding variables.

Figure 2.2: Variance-mean relation for leafy vegetable intake (LV), fruiting vegetable intake (FV) and root vegetable intake (RV). The graph shows a least squares regression line fitted to the scatterplots of the logarithm of centre-specific standard deviation versus logarithm of centre-specific mean of the consumed amount for those who reported consumption on the 24HDR in the EPIC Study, 1992-2000. The approximately linear regression line suggests a variance that increases with the mean.

To explore the form of the DQ intake variable for the consumption probability part of the two-part calibration model, the loess curve fitted to the scatterplots of the empirical logit versus the mean intake in each DQ category showed a nonlinear relation between the logit of consumption as reported in the 24-HDR and the DQ intake (dotted lines in Figure 2.3). The GAM partial prediction plots showed similar behaviour. From the plausible set of parametric transformations for the DQ, here, square-root and logarithmic, we chose log-transformed DQ based on the AIC criterion for each model fitted to country-specific data. As a result, we fitted a logistic model with log-
transformed DQ and computed mean of the predicted logit of consumption in each category of the DQ. The loess curve fitted to the scatterplots of the mean predicted logit against the mean intake in a given DQ category is shown in the same figure (continuous line). The similarity of the two loess curves suggested the aptness of log-transforming DQ intake in the consumption probability model of leafy vegetables (Part I). The graphs for fruiting vegetables and root vegetables yielded similar results.

Figure 2.3: Country-specific empirical logit graphs for leafy vegetable intakes. The graph shows loess curves fitted to 1) the scatterplots for the empirical logit (dotted line) and 2) the mean of the predicted logit from a logistic model with log-transformed DQ (thick line) against the DQ category-specific means for leafy vegetable intake in the EPIC Study, 1992-2000. The similarity in the two logit curves suggests that a log-transformed DQ is appropriate for the consumption probability part of the two-part calibration model.

To explore the form of the DQ intake in the model for consumed amount (Part II), we fitted a GAM model with gamma distributed error terms and a log link function (as
suggested by exploratory results). Based on partial prediction plots for the smoothed DQ intake component and using the AIC criterion, we chose a square-root transformed DQ intake for both leafy vegetables and root vegetables subgroups, and a log-transformed DQ intake for fruiting vegetables.

In addition to the confounding variables in the Cox proportional hazards model (shown in section (2.2.2.3)), season of DQ administration, centre where the DQ was administered and the body weight of the participant were also included in the calibration model, because they predicted intake of each of the three vegetable subgroups. Other covariates included in the standard two-part calibration model were the transformed DQ intake and its two-way with sex, age, season, BMI and centre. We used the same set of covariates on each part of the standard two-part calibration model, but with additional quadratic term for age at recruitment in the consumed amount part of the model. In Table 2.2, we showed the remaining significant terms after a backward elimination on each part of the standard two-part calibration model separately for each of the three vegetable subgroups.
Table 2.2: Significant covariates (marked ×) in the reduced two-part calibration models, after a backward elimination on each part of the standard two-part regression calibration model with transformed DQ and with other covariates selected using the standard way of variable inclusion. EPIC Study, 1992-2000

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Covariates</th>
<th>Leafy vegetables</th>
<th>Fruiting vegetables</th>
<th>Root vegetable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Part I</td>
<td>Part II</td>
<td>Part I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Main effects</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q^t</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking status</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical activity</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifetime alcohol</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age^2</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total energy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Center</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Season</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interaction terms</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q^t * sex</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q^t * age</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q^t * season</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q^t * BMI</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q^t * center</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Q^t is a transformed DQ; Part I, refers to consumption probability part of the two-part calibration model; Part II, refers to consumed amount part of the two-part calibration model; *, refers to an interaction term.

The areas under the curve from the ROC curve for the consumption probability part of the standard two-part calibration model and its reduced form were quite similar for each of the vegetable subgroups (Table 2.3). This suggest that some confounding
variables and other two-way interaction terms of DQ intake with other covariates in the
standard model do not necessarily predict the consumption probability and therefore
should not be included in the calibration model. A similar remark could be made for
the consumed amount part of the model, based on the root mean squared error and the
mean bias, which were quite similar.

Table 2.3: The area under the curve (AUC) from ROC curve for consumption probability
(Part I), and root mean square error (RMSE) and mean bias for the consumed amount (Part
II) of the standard and the reduced forms of two-part regression calibration models with
transformed DQ

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vegetable Subgroups</th>
<th>Part I</th>
<th>Part II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Models</td>
<td>AUC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leafy</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>0.6846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reduced</td>
<td>0.6843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fruiting</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>0.6305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reduced</td>
<td>0.6304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Root</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>0.6413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reduced</td>
<td>0.6408</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)RMSE = \(\frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (\hat{R}_i - R_i)^2\); \(^b\)mean_bias = \(\frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (\hat{R}_i - R_i)\)

Figure 2.4, we fitted the smoothed curve to the scatterplots of the log hazard ratio
estimate of dietary intake on all-cause mortality versus the median DQ intake in each
DQ category. The graphical exploration showed approximately linear relations of DQ
intake to all-cause mortality for each of the three vegetable subgroups. We therefore
assumed a linear term for the DQ intake in the three fitted Cox proportional hazards
models.
Figure 2.4: Assessment of linearity assumption of the DQ intake in the Cox proportional hazards model for leafy (LV), fruity (FV) and rooting (RV) vegetable subgroups. In each graph, a smoothed curve is fitted to the scatterplots of log hazard ratio estimate of vegetable subgroup intake on all-cause mortality versus DQ category-specific median intake (in grams). The approximately linear downward trend in each graph suggests an approximate linear relation and a beneficial effect of vegetable intake on the risk of all-cause mortality.

As expected, the log hazard ratio estimate for usual intake in the Cox model adjusted for measurement error in DQ intake were larger in absolute value than the naive estimate that ignores the measurement error. Similar remark was made for all the fitted forms of regression calibration models but the standard two-part calibration model with untransformed D (Table 2.4). The log hazard ratio estimates adjusted for the bias with the standard calibration models were smaller than those adjusted with the reduced calibration models, e.g., -0.265 for the standard two-part (transformed DQ) and -0.479 for the reduced two-part (transformed DQ) calibration model per 100g intake of root vegetables. The seemingly poor performance of the standard calibration models might be due to over fitting by covariates that did not significantly predict usual intake. The log hazard ratio estimate for root vegetables adjusted with the standard two-part calibration (with untransformed DQ intake) model ($\hat{\beta}_T = -0.107$) was even smaller than
the naïve estimate ($\hat{\beta}_r = -0.160$). This suggests that a poorly specified functional form of a continuous covariate in a calibration model can result in adjusted association estimates that are more biased than the unadjusted estimates. The standard error of the log hazard ratio estimate, which is corrected for the uncertainty in the calibration, was larger than the uncorrected standard error for each of the calibration models. The underestimation of standard error was more severe for the standard calibration models. Further, the log hazard ratio estimate, which is calibrated with the reduced one-part linear calibration model, was smaller than that obtained with the reduced two-part (transformed DQ) model. Further, the predicted intake values for some subjects not in the calibration sub-study, in some cases were rather unrealistic. The unrealistic predictions were mainly from the standard calibration model with the untransformed DQ intake. The calibration models with the untransformed DQ intake resulted in a much smaller log hazard ratio estimate than their counterparts with the transformed DQ intake. This might be driven by extreme prediction from highly skewed DQ intake measurements in the calibration model. The effect of the extreme DQ values was further compounded by two factors: including the same covariate twice in the two-part calibration model and by the exponentiation effect due to the log link function used Part II of the calibration model. As a result, we assessed the sensitivity of the log hazard ratio estimate to these unreasonably high predicted values. Including these extreme predicted intake values resulted in massive change in the log hazard ratio estimate, mainly for the standard two-part calibration model with the untransformed DQ intake. For leafy vegetables, for instance, including the unrealistic predictions from the standard two-part calibration model with the untransformed DQ intake changed the estimate of log hazard ratio from -0.174 to -0.00518 per 100g intake. In Table 2.5 in the appendix, we present the percentages of these unrealistic predicted intake values, defined as extreme if it exceeded fivefold the ninety ninth percentile of the predicted usual intake. In the final analysis, we excluded these unrealistic values.
Table 2.4: Log hazard ratio estimate (standard error) per 100g usual intake of each of the three vegetable subgroups, calibrated with each of the three forms of regression calibration models in their reduced and standard forms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vegetable subgroups</th>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Reduced model</th>
<th>Standard model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$\hat{\beta}_T$ (SE$^a$; SE$^b$)</td>
<td>SE ratio$^c$ $\hat{\beta}_T$ (SE$^a$; SE$^b$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leafy</td>
<td>Naïve method</td>
<td>-0.144(0.027)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>One-part linear calibration</td>
<td>-0.480(0.090;0.112)</td>
<td>1.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Two-part (untransformed DQ)</td>
<td>-0.395(0.092;0.183)</td>
<td>1.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Two-part (transformed DQ)</td>
<td>-0.509(0.090;0.292)</td>
<td>3.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fruiting</td>
<td>Naïve method</td>
<td>-0.094(0.014)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>One-part linear calibration</td>
<td>-0.125(0.031;0.034)</td>
<td>1.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Two-part (untransformed DQ)</td>
<td>-0.161(0.030;0.034)</td>
<td>1.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Two-part (transformed DQ)</td>
<td>-0.255(0.037;0.108)</td>
<td>2.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Root</td>
<td>Naïve method</td>
<td>-0.160(0.026)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>One-part linear calibration</td>
<td>-0.342(0.060;0.082)</td>
<td>1.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Two-part (untransformed DQ)</td>
<td>-0.203(0.088;0.219)</td>
<td>2.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Two-part (transformed DQ)</td>
<td>-0.479(0.070;0.214)</td>
<td>3.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SE$^a$ is the standard error ($\times 10^{-2}$) for $\hat{\beta}_T$ that does not account for the uncertainty in the calibration; SE$^b$ is the standard error ($\times 10^{-2}$) that accounts for the uncertainty in the calibration; SE ratio$^c$ is the ratio of SE$^b$ to SE$^a$. 

Use of two-part regression calibration
2.4 Discussion

In this work, we adapted a two-part regression calibration model initially developed for multiples of 24-HDR intake per individual for episodically consumed foods to a single replicate setting. We focused on dietary intakes with reference measurements that are skewed, heteroscedastic, and with substantial percentage of zeroes as reported on the 24-HDR. We further described how to explore and identify a suitable GLM model and a correct parametric form of a continuous covariate in the calibration model. As a result, we applied flexible GLM models that could simultaneously handle skewness and heteroscedasticity in the consumed amount. Thus, we avoided complications resulting from response transformation. We chose the log link function to stabilize the variance and to ensure positive prediction for usual intake (Raymond, 2010).

The standard way of including variables in the calibration model states that all confounding variables in the disease model and those that only predict dietary intake but not the disease occurrence must be included in the calibration model. Given the complexity of the two-part calibration model, some confounding variables in the disease model do not necessarily predict dietary intake. This could pose a threat to overfitting the calibration model. We conducted a backward elimination on each part of the two-part calibration model separately. The reduced calibration model with only significant covariates seemingly outperformed its standard counterpart in adjusting for the association bias. Leaving out confounding variables from the calibration model is against the standard theory of regression calibration. Nevertheless, we argue that if the omitted covariates have no effect in the calibration model, they should be excluded and the calibration method should still be correct. We further found that assuming linearity in the calibration model when it does not hold in a calibration model can pose a serious threat to the model performance. Similarly, Thoresen (2006) found in a simulation study that a less specified calibration model can have a considerable impact on the degree of bias-adjustment. We observed that predicted values for some subjects not in the calibration sub-study were extremely large. The extreme predictions resulted mainly from standard calibration models with linear term for the DQ intake. In such a case, predictions are made outside the variable space on which the model is fitted. As a
consequence, the prediction space would extend more outside the variable space in the complex models.

The consumption probability and the consumed amount for episodically consumed foods may be correlated. In each of the fitted two-part calibration models, we accounted for this correlation partly by allowing covariates to overlap on both parts of the two-part calibration model (Kipnis et al., 2009). With only a single 24-HDR intake measurement per subject, part of correlation not explained by the covariates cannot be estimated. In future studies, a sensitivity analysis can be performed to assess the effect of the part of the correlation that is not explained by the covariates. This can be done by varying the magnitude of the assumed positive correlation between the consumption probability and the consumed amount in a simulation study (see chapter 3).

A limitation of this study is that we made some strong assumptions. First, we assumed the 24-HDR to be unbiased for true usual intake. Second, we assumed that the errors in the 24-HDR are uncorrelated with the errors in the DQ. However, previous studies have shown that these assumptions may not hold for dietary intakes, and that, the use of 24-HDR as a reference instrument for vegetable intake may be flawed (Kipnis et al., 2001; Kipnis et al., 2003; Natarajan et al., 2006; Natarajan et al., 2010). The biomarker studies using doubly labelled water for energy intake and urinary nitrogen for protein intake suggest that self-reports on recalls or food records may be biased. This is because individuals may systematically differ in their reporting accuracy. Additionally, the errors in these short-term instruments are shown to be positively correlated with the errors in the DQ (Day et al., 2001). As a result, using 24-HDR as a reference instrument can seriously underestimate true attenuation (Keogh, White and Rodwell, 2013). Therefore, the results obtained by using the 24-HDR as a reference instrument should be interpreted with caution. Nevertheless, the bias in the 24-HDR is reported to be substantially less severe than that in the DQ (Kipnis et al., 2001). Thus, when there is no objective biomarker measurements for a dietary intake, using the 24-HDR may still provide the best possible estimation of true intake (Kipnis et al., 2009).
In summary, a correctly specified two-part regression calibration model, which fits the data better, can adequately adjust for the bias in the diet-disease association, when only a single-repeat calibration sub-study is available. Further, the ability to adjust for the bias is influenced considerably by the form of the specified calibration model. We therefore advise researchers to pay special attention to calibration model specification, mainly with respect to the functional forms of the covariates.

Appendix

Table 2.5: Unrealistic predicted usual intake of vegetable subgroups. The maximum, the ninety-ninth percentile of predicted usual intake, and percentage (number) of unrealistic predictions using different forms of regression calibration models, each model in its reduced and standard forms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vegetable subgroup</th>
<th>Calibration method</th>
<th>Reduced form</th>
<th>Standard form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Max</td>
<td>P99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leafy</td>
<td>One-part</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>76.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Two-part</td>
<td>36292</td>
<td>133.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Two-part</td>
<td>987.4</td>
<td>132.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fruiting</td>
<td>One-part</td>
<td>618</td>
<td>197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Two-part</td>
<td>3402</td>
<td>254.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Two-part</td>
<td>487.1</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Root</td>
<td>One-part</td>
<td>540.40d</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Two-part</td>
<td>1.3×10^{10}</td>
<td>124.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Two-part</td>
<td>2385</td>
<td>126.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Standard form: include all confounders in the Cox model and covariates that only predict intake; Reduced form: obtained by a backward elimination on the standard calibration model with \( \alpha = 0.2 \). Max: maximum predicted value; p99 is ninety ninth percentile of predicted intake.

\( ^a \) one-part linear calibration; \( ^b \) Two-part calibration with untransformed DQ; \( ^c \) Two-part calibration with transformed DQ; \( ^d \) the maximum value is not considered unrealistic despite being greater than fivefold ninety ninth percentile of predicted usual intake because it is within WHO recommendation of 400g daily intake.
3 Evaluation of a two-part regression calibration to adjust for dietary exposure measurement error in the Cox proportional hazards model: a simulation study

Abstract
Dietary questionnaires are prone to measurement error, which bias the perceived association between dietary intake and risk of disease. Short term measurements are required to adjust for the bias in the association. For foods that are not consumed daily, the short term measurements are often characterized by excess zeroes. Via a simulation study, the performance of a two-part calibration model that was developed for a single-replicate study design was assessed by mimicking the European Prospective Investigation into Cancer and Nutrition (EPIC) study. The model was assessed with respect to the magnitude of the correlation between the consumption probability and the consumed amount (hereafter, cross-part correlation), the number and form of covariates in the calibration model, the percentage of zero response values, and the magnitude of the measurement error in the dietary intake. Transforming the dietary variable in the regression calibration to an appropriate scale was found to be the most important factor for the model performance. Reducing the number of covariates in the model could be beneficial, but was not critical in large-sample studies. The performance was remarkably robust when fitting a one-part rather than a two-part model. The model performance was minimally affected by the cross-part correlation.

3.1 Introduction
Measurement error in exposure variables is a serious problem in relating health outcomes to exposures of interest (Carroll et al., 2012). In nutritional epidemiology, dietary exposures are usually measured with self-report instruments such as dietary questionnaires (hereafter, DQ). In the DQ, an individual is asked to recall his past intake over a long period of time, which might be difficult due to memory failure (Agudo, 2004). As a result, intake measurements from the DQ are prone to error. When DQ intakes are used to relate long-term intake with a health outcome, say, risk of a disease, the diet-disease association will be biased, typically toward a null value. Also, there will be loss of statistical power to detect significant associations (Kipnis et al., 2003).

To adjust for the bias in the association due to exposure measurement error, regression calibration is commonly used (Freedman et al., 2008; Rosner et al., 1989). Regression calibration involves finding the conditional mean predictor of true intake given DQ intake and other covariates, as explained in Carroll et al. (2006), p.66. Whereas DQ intake has measurement error, the other covariates are assumed to be measured without error. The conditional mean predicted intake is used instead of DQ intake in a model that relates the risk of a disease to dietary intake (hereafter, disease model). To apply regression calibration, a calibration sub-study is required, which contains unbiased measurements of true intake. This sub-study can comprise a random sample of the main-study population, where a short-term instrument, such as 24-hour dietary recalls (hereafter, 24HR), is used. When a dietary intake that is not consumed daily by everyone (hereafter, episodically consumed) is the exposure variable of interest, many zeroes will be recorded in the 24HR, denoting non-consumption. For such an episodically consumed food, the intake amounts on consumption days are usually right-skewed as shown in Kipnis et al. (2009), Rodrigues-Motta et al. (2015) and Tooze et al. (2006). The excess zeroes from the short-term instrument can be modelled using a two-part calibration model. In the first part, the mean probability of a non-zero response is modelled and in the second part, the conditional mean of a non-zero
response value given consumption is modelled (Kipnis et al., 2009). Until now, the only methods that have been published use multiple replicate data.

Recently, Agogo et al. (2014) applied two-part regression calibration to adjust for measurement error in episodically consumed foods using calibration data with a single replicate of 24HR intake. In that paper, it was found that the performance of the calibration model can be influenced by the number and the form of the covariates included in the model. However, these findings were not investigated further. Regarding covariate selection, the standard theory states that confounding variables in the disease model must be included in the calibration model as described in Kipnis et al. (2009). Some of the confounding variables, however, may not significantly predict the response in the calibration model. Presently, there is limited research on the implication of the standard theory of variables selection in the two-part calibration model, especially for calibration studies with single replicate data. With a single-replicate calibration study, the magnitude of correlation between the probability of consumption and the consumed amount given consumption (hereafter, cross-part correlation) cannot be determined and is therefore assumed to be zero, given the covariates in the two-part model. It is hoped that allowing covariates to overlap on both parts of the two-part model can account for most of the cross-part correlation. This strong assumption requires proper investigation.

We assessed the performance of the two-part calibration model, when there is a calibration sub-study with single replicate data. Specifically, the following research questions were addressed:

(i) how the two-part calibration model performs as compared with a one-part calibration model,
(ii) how the two-part calibration model, with the covariates selected using the standard theory performs as compared with its reduced form that contains only the significant covariates,
(iii) how the two-part calibration model performs with varying magnitudes of the cross-part correlation,
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(iv) how the two-part calibration model performs with varying percentages of zero values in the calibration response, magnitudes of measurement error in the DQ, and the strength of the association in the disease model, here, a Cox proportional hazards model.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in section 3.2, the two-part regression calibration is described; in section 3.3, the simulation study is described. In section 3.4, different forms of calibration models are described and different measures to evaluate them are explained. The simulation results are shown in section 3.5. The study findings are discussed in section 3.6.

### 3.2 Regression calibration

The following notations are used: $T_i$ for true long-term intake, $Q_i$ for long-term intake from the DQ and $R_i$ for unbiased intake measurement from the 24HR for the $i$-th individual. The vector of covariates measured without error is denoted by $Z_i$, time to occurrence of disease by $t_i$. A possible association between dietary intake and time to occurrence of a disease can be modelled with a Cox proportional hazards model (Cox, 1972):

$$H(t_i | T_i, Z_i) = H_0(t_i) \exp \left( \beta_1 T_i + \beta_2^T Z_i \right), \quad (3.1)$$

where $H_0(\cdot)$ is the baseline hazard function, $\beta_1$ and $\beta_2$ are log hazard ratios (hereafter, logHRs). The interest is to estimate the logHR for intake ($\beta_1$). However, in practice, $T_i$ is unknown and is often replaced by $Q_i$, leading to bias in the estimate of $\beta_1$. To adjust for this bias, regression calibration can be used, which involves finding the best conditional mean predictor of $T_i$ given observed covariates: $E(T_i | X_i)$, where $X_i = (Q_i, Z_i^T, C_i^T)^T$; $C_i$ is a set of covariates that conditionally predict $T_i$ given $Z_i$ but do not predict $t_i$ (Kipnis et al., 2009). As $T_i$ is unobservable, the unbiased measurements $R_i$ are used instead in a regression calibration to obtain

$$E(T_i | X_i) = E(R_i | X_i). \quad (3.2)$$

An important assumption in model (3.2), is that measurement error in $Q_i$ is non-differential with respect to $t_i$ (Keogh and White, 2014). This means that $Q_i$ does not
provide extra information about time to occurrence of disease $t_i$ over what is contained in $T_i$ (Carroll et al., 2006).

Because of excess zero $R_i$ values for episodically consumed foods, model (3.2) can be partitioned into two parts. The first part models the mean probability of a non-zero $R_i$ value (hereafter, consumption probability), $P(R_i > 0| \mathbf{X}_i)$. The second part models the conditional mean of $R_i$ given a non-zero $R_i$ value (hereafter, consumed amount), $E(R_i| \mathbf{X}_i; R_i > 0)$. Thus, long-term intake is the product of consumption probability and consumed amount:

$$E(T_i| \mathbf{X}_i) = E(R_i| \mathbf{X}_i) = P(R_i > 0| \mathbf{X}_i)E(R_i| \mathbf{X}_i; R_i > 0).$$

Model (3.3) can be fitted by assuming distributions such as the binomial for part I and gamma for part II as explained later in section 3.4.1. Such a procedure is referred to as two-part regression calibration. The same set of covariates can be used on both parts of the model. Typically, conditional independence given the covariates is assumed, when only a single-replicate data is available. When only fixed effects are present, model (3.3) assumes the same mean intake for two individuals with the same level of the covariates. However, an individual’s mean intake usually deviates from the population mean defined by $\mathbf{X}_i$ due to individual-specific random intake components. The random intake components on the two parts can be correlated. In order to estimate such a random effect model, one would need repeated measurements of $R_i$. The performance of model (3.3) for a single-replicate dietary data on simulated data with individual-specific random variations in true intake was assessed. Subsequently, the predicted $T_i$ from the calibration model was used in the disease model (3.1) to estimate the association parameter $\beta_1$ reflecting the association of dietary intake with the time to occurrence of disease. The standard error of $\beta_1$ was estimated using a bootstrap method as explained later.

### 3.3 Simulation study set up

The simulation study was based on the design of the EPIC study. The EPIC study is an on-going multicentre prospective cohort study consisting of about half a million individuals aged mainly between 35 and 70 years, recruited in 23 centres in 10
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European countries (Riboli et al., 2002; Slimani et al., 2002). We mimicked the distribution of leafy vegetable intake (hereafter, LV intake), which was the dietary variable of interest in this study. Leafy vegetables are not consumed daily, leading to many zeroes in the short-term instrument. In the EPIC study, long-term LV intake was measured with dietary food questionnaires specifically designed for each country or research centre within a country (Riboli et al., 2002). Within the EPIC cohort, an internal calibration sub-sample was randomly selected. From the calibration sub-sample, short-term intake measurements (in g/day) were recorded only once per individual using 24HR (Slimani et al., 2002).

In each of 16 simulated centres, observations for 2500 individuals were generated to reflect the large size of the EPIC study. Besides LV intake data, the other variables generated were: height (cm), weight (kg), BMI (kg/m2) computed from height and weight, gender, physical activity (inactive, moderately inactive, moderately active, active), highest level of education (none, primary, technical, secondary, university), age (years), total energy consumption (kcal), smoking status (never, former, current smoker), lifetime alcohol consumption (g/day), and season (autumn, winter, spring, summer) of administering the dietary questionnaire. To maintain the EPIC structure, these variables were generated by mimicking centre-specific correlation structures in the EPIC study (see Appendix 1).

3.3.1 Simulation model for true long-term intake ($T_i$)

A logistic distribution was assumed for the true mean consumption probability of LV intake. The logit of consumption was assumed to be determined by age, BMI (Zhang et al., 2011), recruitment centre and gender. The centre effect reflects heterogeneity in consumption between centres. A lognormal distribution was assumed for the true intake amount, because many dietary intakes, including leafy vegetables are often skewed (Fraser and Stram, 2012). The consumed amount was also assumed to be determined by age, BMI, recruitment centre and gender. True long-term intake $T_i$, was generated as the product of the mean consumption probability $\pi_{T_i}$ and the mean consumed amount on a consumption event $A_{T_i}$:
\[ T_i = \pi_T A_T. \] (3.4a)

In general, the consumption probability and the consumed amount given consumption can be correlated. The two components of true long-term intake \( T_i \) were simulated as follows

\[ \pi_T = \text{expit}(\theta_{0g} + \theta_{1g} Age_i + \theta_{2g} BMI_i + \theta_{3g} centre_i + \sigma_{u\pi_T} \epsilon_{1i}), \] (3.4b)

\[ A_T = \exp(\lambda_{0g} + \lambda_{1g} Age_i + \lambda_{2g} BMI_i + \lambda_{3g} centre_i + \rho \sigma_{uA_T} \epsilon_{1i} + \sigma_{uA_T} \epsilon_{2i} \sqrt{1 - \rho^2}), \] (3.4c)

where \( \text{expit}(\cdot) = \exp(\cdot)/(1 + \exp(\cdot)) \) is the inverse logit function, \( g \) is an index for gender (1 if male and 2 if female), \( \theta_{0g} \) is the gender-specific intercept term, \( \theta_{1g}, \theta_{2g}, \theta_{3g} \) are gender-specific fixed covariate effect parameters, \( \epsilon_{1i}, \epsilon_{2i} \sim i.i.d. N(0,1) \) are standard normal random variables, \( \rho \) quantifies the correlation between the random intake components: \( u_{\pi_T} = \sigma_{u\pi_T} \epsilon_{1i} \) and \( u_{A_T} = \rho \sigma_{u\pi_T} \epsilon_{1i} + \sigma_{uA_T} \epsilon_{2i} \sqrt{1 - \rho^2} \). The random intake components are assumed to be independent of the covariates. If \( \rho = 0 \), then the two parts are correlated only through the overlapping covariates, else the two parts are correlated through both the overlapping covariates and the correlated random intake components. The aim was to assess how the magnitude of correlation in the random intake components affects the performance of the two-part calibration model. Therefore, the correlation in the random intake components \( \rho \) was set to 0 in most simulations, but was varied between 0.25 and 1.00 in a sensitivity analysis. Noteworthy, the simulation model assumes no never-consumers in the long run, because \( \pi_T \) and \( A_T \) are both nonzero.

The parameters used to generate \( T_i \) are presented in Table 3.1. The fixed effect parameters were obtained as the estimates from the EPIC data (Agogo et al., 2014). The intercept terms were adjusted in order to obtain the mean probability that is close to the mean frequency of a non-zero intake reported in the 24HR and the consumed amount that is close to the mean intake reported in the 24HR in the EPIC study. The variance components \( \sigma_{u\pi_T}^2 \) and \( \sigma_{uA_T}^2 \) were obtained as estimates from the Dutch National Food Consumption Survey of 2007-2010 (hereafter, DNFCS 2007-2010) as
described in van Rossum (2011) and using the log-normal normal model in de Boer (2010).

Table 3.1: Parameter values for $\theta_{ijg}$ and $\lambda_{ijg}$ fixed effect parameters for intercept, age, BMI and centre, and variances of random components used to simulate true long-term intake of leafy vegetables (refer to models (3.4b) and (3.4c).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>model</th>
<th>Intercept</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>BMI</th>
<th>Centre</th>
<th>Variance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>logit($\pi_{Ti}$)</td>
<td>-0.30</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\log(A_{Ti})$</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>-0.003</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>logit($\pi_{Ti}$)</td>
<td>-0.30</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
<td>-0.014</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\log(A_{Ti})$</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.3.2 Simulation model for the unbiased measurement ($R_i$)

A calibration sub-study was randomly generated from the main-study population, consisting of 35% of individuals in the main study. The unbiased $R_i$ were generated as follows. First, to characterize the many zero $R_i$ values for LV intake, a uniform random variable $U_i$ between zero and one was generated. Further, a zero or a non-zero $R_i$ was randomly assigned to each individual in the calibration study by comparing $U_i$ with $\pi_{Ti}$. A multiplicative measurement error structure for a non-zero $R_i$ was assumed, because measurement error in dietary intake often increases with intake amount (Carroll et al., 2006).

The unbiased $R_i$ were generated as follows

$$R_i = \begin{cases} 
A_{Ti} \exp(\epsilon_{R_i}), & \epsilon_{R_i} \sim N\left(-\frac{1}{2} \sigma_{\hat{R}}^2, \sigma_{\hat{R}}^2\right), \text{if } U_i \leq \pi_{Ti} \\
0, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}$$

(3.5)

where $U_i \sim \text{uniform } [0,1]; \sigma_{\hat{R}}^2 = 0.69$ (from fitting the log-normal normal model in de Boer (2010) to the DNFCs 2007-2010 data) quantifies the within-person variation in intake. Using these parameter values the percentage of zero $R_i$ values was about 50%.
3.3.3 Simulation model for the DQ \((Q_i)\)

Leafy vegetable intake in the DQ was generated by mimicking a quantitative DQ, where not only the average consumption probability but also the average consumed amount is recorded. To generate mean probability of consumption, a linear measurement error model was assumed on the logit scale. The measurement error model contains constant bias \((\theta_1 \neq 0)\), proportional scaling bias \((\theta_2 \neq 1)\) and a random error term \((\epsilon_{\pi_{FFQ_i}})\) as

\[
\pi_{FFQ_i} = \expit\{\theta_1 + \theta_2 \text{logit}(\pi_T_i) + \epsilon_{FFQ_i}\}, \quad \epsilon_{FFQ_i} \sim N(0, \sigma_{\pi_{FFQ}}^2),
\]

where \(\theta_1 = 3.6\) and \(\theta_2 = 0.3\) (similar to estimates from the EPIC study).

Realistic questionnaires have a discrete format; therefore, the generated probabilities were translated according to a similar DQ categorization scheme as was used in the DNFCS 2007-2010. Following Goedhart (2012), specifically, the categorical answer for the mean probability of intake in the DQ was given as follows:

1) \(0 < \pi_{FFQ_i} \leq 1/30\)  
2) \(1/30 < \pi_{FFQ_i} \leq 3/30\)  
3) \(3/30 < \pi_{FFQ_i} \leq 5/30\)  
4) \(5/30 < \pi_{FFQ_i} \leq 13/30\)  
5) \(13/30 < \pi_{FFQ_i} \leq 21/30\)  
6) \(21/30 < \pi_{FFQ_i} \leq 30/30\)

The mid values, denoted by \(FREQ_{FFQ_i}\) for the six categories are 0.017, 0.067, 0.133, 0.300, 0.567 and 0.850, respectively. Notably, if the generated probability \(\pi_{FFQ_i}\) falls within a particular category, the mid value of that category is used as the average consumption frequency in the DQ. There are two important sources of measurement error in the generated average consumption frequencies reported in the DQ. First, there is rounding error in the mid values that increases with the frequency of consumption. Second, there is potential misclassification in categorizing the probabilities into the above categories, due to measurement error in the simulated probabilities \(\pi_{FFQ_i}\). These two sources of error are common in practice when using a questionnaire to measure dietary intake.

Similar to the true consumed amount, the consumed amount in the DQ was generated from a lognormal model, but with constant bias \((\kappa_1)\), scaling bias \((\kappa_2)\), centre-specific
bias ($\kappa_3$) and random error terms ($\epsilon_{A_{FFQ_i}}$). The centre-specific bias term $\kappa_3$ captures the effect of the centre on reporting of LV intake. The consumed amount in the DQ was generated as

$$A_{FFQ_i} = \exp(\kappa_1 + \kappa_2 \log(A_{T_i}) + \kappa_3 \text{centre} + \epsilon'_{A_{FFQ_i}}),$$

$$\epsilon'_{A_{FFQ_i}} = \log(\epsilon_{A_{FFQ_i}}) \sim N(0, \sigma_{A_{FFQ}}^2),$$

where $\kappa_1 = -0.7$, $\kappa_2 = 1.5$ and $\kappa_3 = -0.1$ to mimic the systematic bias terms in the DQ estimates from the EPIC; $\sigma_{A_{FFQ}}^2$ is the random variation in reporting consumed amount. If the correlation between true intake and DQ intake is known, the error variance of DQ intake $\sigma_{A_{FFQ}}^2$ can be obtained using the correlation formula:

$$\rho_{T,Q} = \frac{\text{Cov}(T,Q)}{\sqrt{\text{Var}(Q)\text{Var}(T)}},$$

expressed in terms of parameters of the measurement error model similar to the formulation shown in Kipnis et al. (2003). The correlation between true and DQ intake is usually less than 0.7 (Fraser and Stram, 2001; Kaaks, 1997; Kaaks and Riboli, 1997). Similar to Fraser and Stram (2012), a modest correlation of 0.3 was assumed. The same approach was also used to estimate error variance in the frequency part $\sigma_{\pi_{FFQ}}^2$. The following variance components were obtained: $\sigma_{\pi_{FFQ}}^2$ as 0.57 and $\sigma_{A_{FFQ}}^2$ as 0.95. Long-term LV intake in the DQ was generated as

$$Q_i = FREQ_{FFQ_i} \times A_{FFQ_i},$$

(3.6)

the product of average consumption frequency and average consumed amount on a consumption day.

In order to assess the effect of the random measurement error in the DQ on the performance of the two-part calibration model, the magnitude of measurement error in $Q_i$ was varied by multiplying $\sigma_{\pi_{FFQ}}$ and $\sigma_{A_{FFQ}}$ by a common factor denoted by $\lambda$.

### 3.3.4 Simulation model for survival time

For each individual, we let $t_{D_i}$ be the time from study recruitment to all-cause mortality, and $t_{E_i}$ be the time from study recruitment to the end of follow-up. Survival time is defined as the minimum of the two time intervals. Time to all-cause mortality, $t_{D_i}$, was assumed to be exponentially distributed and to be determined by LV intake,
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age at recruitment, BMI, physical activity, alcohol consumption, cigarette smoking, total energy intake and education (Agudo et al., 2007). Following Bender, Augustin and Blettner (2005), $t_{Di}$ was generated as

$$t_{Di} = -\frac{\log(U_i)}{\psi \exp(\beta_1 T_i + \beta_2^T Z_i)}$$

(3.7)

where $\psi = 0.03$ is a constant baseline hazard, $U_i \sim \text{uniform [0,1]}$; $\beta_1$ and $\beta_2^T$ are logHRs. In line with the reported weak association between LV intake and all-cause mortality (Agudo et al., 2007), $\beta_1$ was taken as -0.005 (Agogo et al., 2014) and $\beta_2^T = (0.01, 0.03, 0.2, -0.07, 0.5, 0.0001,-0.03)$. The time to end of study $t_{Ei}$ was fixed as the 25th percentile of the time to all-cause mortality $t_{Di}$, yielding 75% right censored observations to reflect low mortality rate usually observed in most epidemiologic studies.

### 3.4 Statistical analysis models

#### 3.4.1 Standard two-part regression calibration

In the first part of the model, true mean consumption probability was predicted with a generalized linear model (GLM): $P(R_i > 0 | X_i) = \Theta(\alpha_\alpha + \alpha_\beta^T X_i)$, where $\Theta(\cdot)$ is an inverse logit link function and $X_i$ is as defined in section 3.2. The $Z_i$ component consisted of the same error-free covariates shown in model (3.7). The $C_i$ component consisted of season of DQ administration, recruitment centre and gender. All the covariates in $X_i$ except $Q_i$ were assumed to be linearly related with the logit of consumption. To explore the form of relation and a suitable parametric transformation for $Q_i$ that linearizes the relation, a single simulated dataset was analysed, using the empirical logit technique (Cox, 1970; McCullagh and Nelder, 1989). First, individuals were categorized based on their levels of intake as measured by $Q_i$. In each $Q_i$ category, the logit of consumption was computed from $R_i$ measurements. For each category, the logit of consumption was plotted against the median $Q_i$ intake. Further, a smoothed curve was fitted to the scatterplots to explore the form of relation between $Q_i$ and the logit of consumption. A transformation was chosen using the Akaike information criterion (AIC) to be either the logarithmic or the square root transform,
which were a plausible set of simple transformations guided by the shape of the smoothed empirical logit curve described in detail in Agogo et al. (2014). In the second part, the mean consumed amount on consumption event was predicted from the following GLM model:

\[ E(R_i | X_i; R_i > 0) = \Phi(\gamma_0 + y_2^T X_i) \]

where \( \Phi(\cdot) \) is an inverse log link function that ensures positive predictions on the original scale. Further, a gamma distribution was assumed for the error structure. The strength of the gamma model is that it can handle skewness, heteroscedasticity and ensures predictions on the original scale. To explore an optimal transformation of \( Q_i \) that linearizes its relation with the consumed amount, a loess curve was fitted to the scatterplots of non-zero \( R_i \) against \( Q_i \) values for a single simulated dataset. As before, these curves were used to guide the choice of a suitable transformation. These transformations, chosen based on a single simulated dataset, were applied in all the simulated datasets.

With these two parts of the model, long-term dietary intake was predicted as

\[ E(R_i | X_i) = \mathbb{P}(R_i > 0 | X_i) E(R_i | X_i; R_i > 0). \quad (3.8) \]

Model (3.8) is hereafter referred to as “Two-part RC (standard)”; “standard” here signifies that the vector of covariates \( X_i \) were selected using the standard theory of selecting all covariates that are in the disease model into the calibration model. Using the same covariates on both parts of the model can account for the cross-part correlation that is mainly caused by these covariates. Some covariates in \( Z_i \) that are included in \( X_i \), however, might not necessarily predict long-term intake and may result in over-fitting, especially given that they are included in the calibration model twice.

### 3.4.2 Reduced two-part regression calibration

Due to the potential threat to over-fitting, a backward elimination was performed on each part of the standard two-part calibration model separately based on a significance level (\( \alpha \)) of 0.1. The selected set of significant covariates in each part of the model varied randomly from one simulation to the other. This model is hereafter referred to as “Two-part RC (reduced)”. 
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3.4.3 One-part regression calibration with transformed $Q_i$
Unlike in the two-part calibration models, a one-part calibration model does not model the zeroes explicitly. In this model, $R_i$ was assumed to be normally distributed. We used the same $X_i$ and the same parametric form of $Q_i$ as for the second (consumed amount) part of the standard two-part RC model. The aim of fitting this model was to assess the impact of misspecifying the calibration response in predicting intake. We hereafter, refer to this model as “One-part RC (transformed Q)”.

3.4.4 One-part calibration with untransformed $Q_i$
This model is similar to the model in section 3.4.3 but with untransformed $Q_i$. The aim was to assess the effect of nonlinearity on the performance of the calibration model. We hereafter, refer to this model as “One-part RC (untransformed Q)”.

3.4.5 No calibration
For comparison, the $Q_i$ measurements for the long-term LV intake were also used directly to relate intake with all-cause mortality. This method ignores measurement error in LV intake and is, hereafter, referred to as “Naïve method”. We also investigated the performance of the naïve method for varying cross-part correlation, because it might be that the naïve method is sensitive to the magnitude of the cross-part correlation.

3.4.6 Disease model
The disease model (3.1), i.e., a Cox proportional hazards model was fitted using LV intakes, estimated as specified above. The model was adjusted for age at recruitment, BMI, physical activity, alcohol consumption, cigarette smoking, total energy intake and level of education. To account for the uncertainty in the calibration, the standard error of the logHR estimate was estimated using the bootstrap method (Efron and Tibshirani, 1993). In each simulation, a centre-stratified bootstrap sampling with replacement was performed to obtain 100 bootstrap samples. In each bootstrap sample, the logHR was estimated and the standard error estimate obtained as the standard deviation of the logHR estimates from 100 bootstrap samples.
3.4.7 Model evaluation

In this study, 1000 simulations were generated and analysed. The performance of each of the four calibration models: Two-part RC (standard), Two-part RC (reduced), One-part RC (transformed Q) and One-part RC (untransformed Q), was evaluated with respect to (a) the prediction of long-term intake and (b) the accuracy to estimate logHR of intake in the Cox model. The prediction of true long-term intake was assessed with

(i) Root Mean Square Error: \( \text{RMSE}(\hat{T}_i) = \left( \frac{1}{B} \sum_{b=1}^{B} \left( \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (\hat{T}_i - T_i) \right)^2 \right)^{0.5} \), where \( n \) is the number of individuals, \( \hat{T}_i \) is the predicted intake and \( B \) is the number of simulations,

(ii) Correlation coefficient between predicted and true intake.

The accuracy of the logHR estimate was assessed with (Burton et al., 2006):

(i) Absolute relative bias: \( \left| \frac{(\hat{\beta}_1 - \beta_1)}{\beta_1} \right| \), where \( \hat{\beta}_1 \) is the mean logHR estimate from \( B \) simulations,

(ii) Root Mean Squared Error: \( \text{RMSE}(\hat{\beta}_1) = \sqrt{\left\{ (\hat{\beta}_1 - \beta_1)^2 + (\text{Emp. SE}(\hat{\beta}_1))^2 \right\}} \),

where Emp. SE(\( \hat{\beta}_1 \)) is the empirical standard error, defined as the standard deviation of \( \hat{\beta}_1 \) from \( B \) simulations,

(iii) Coverage probability: the proportion of times the 95% confidence interval of logHR estimate \( \hat{\beta}_1 \pm 1.96 \text{SE}(\hat{\beta}_1) \) contains the true logHR,

(iv) Z score: \( \frac{\hat{\beta}_1}{\text{SE}(\hat{\beta}_1)} \), where \( \text{SE}(\hat{\beta}_1) = 1/B \sum_{b=1}^{B} \text{SE}(\hat{\beta}_{1b}) \); z score is a measure of the statistical power to detect an association.

3.5 Simulation results

Figure 3.1 shows the histograms for the distribution of simulated true intake \( T_i \) (Figure 3.1a), unbiased measurement \( R_i \) (Figure 3.1b) and DQ intake \( Q_i \) (Figure 3.1c). The histograms show a skewed distribution of LV intake. The ‘spike’ at zero shown in the histogram of \( R_i \) indicates that LV intake is not consumed daily by everyone. Further
shown are the loess curves for the scatterplots of the empirical logit computed from $R_i$ versus median intake in $Q_i$ category as measured with the DQ (Figure 3.1d), non-zero $R_i$ versus $Q_i$ (Figure 3.1e), and non-zero $R_i$ versus log-transformed $Q_i$ (Figure 3.1f).

The loess curves suggest a non-linear relation between logit of a non-zero $R_i$ and $Q_i$, and also between the non-zero $R_i$ values and $Q_i$. In each of the two parts, a log-transformed $Q_i$ seems to linearize the relation, for instance, as shown in Figure 3.1f for the relation between the simulated non-zero $R_i$ values and $Q_i$. Based on AIC, in all cases logarithmic transformation of $Q$ was used in both parts of two-part calibration model.

Figure 3.1: Histograms for the simulated true $T_i$ (a), unbiased $R_i$ (b) and DQ self-report $Q_i$ (c) measurements, loess smoothed curve for empirical logit of a non-zero $R$ value versus median intake level in $Q_i$ categories (d), smoothed curve for the relation between non-zero $R_i$ and $Q_i$ (e) and smoothed curve for the relation between non-zero $R_i$ and log transformed $Q_i$ (f).
First, we compare the performance of two-part calibration (with transformed Q values), one-part calibration (either with or without transformation of the Q values) and the naïve method to the optimal method when true intake would be used. Table 3.2 presents the predictive measures for true intake and the respective logHR estimates. The power to predict intake declines for less specified calibration models. For instance, the one-part model (untransformed Q) predict true intake with the largest RMSE (17.34), whereas the two-part model (standard) predict true intake with the smallest RMSE (14.22). However, the one-part calibration model with transformed Q performs not much less than the two-part model (RMSE=14.90). Similarly, the accuracy and precision of the logHR estimate deteriorate for less specified calibration models; for instance, the RMSE of the logHR calibrated with the one-part model (untransformed Q) is $1.939 \times 10^3$, whereas the estimate calibrated with two-part model (standard) is $0.988 \times 10^3$. Again, the one-part model with transformed Q is close to the two-part model (RMSE=1.014 $\times 10^{-3}$). Moreover, there is further loss of statistical power due to model misspecification as shown by smaller z score values for less specified calibration models. However, it is evident that regression calibration does not adjust for the loss of statistical power, as shown by the discrepancy between z score values for logHR estimate from the true regression and the estimates calibrated with regression calibration. Comparing the two forms of one-part calibration models, non-linearity markedly influence the calibration results; for instance, the standard error, empirical standard error and RMSE are almost doubled and the z score is almost halved when $Q_i$ is included as a linear term in the one-part calibration model. As expected, the naïve method severely underestimates the true logHR and its standard error.
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Table 3.2: Root mean squared error (RMSE) for predicted intake, correlation coefficient between predicted and true intake ($\rho$); mean, standard error, empirical standard error, RMSE, percent cover and z score for the log hazard ratio estimate for LV intake ($\hat{\beta}_1$), using three forms of regression calibration models, and naïve estimate that ignores the measurement error

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>RMSE ($\hat{I}_1$)</th>
<th>$\rho(\hat{I}_1, T_i)$</th>
<th>$\hat{\beta}_1 \times 10^{-2}$</th>
<th>SE $\times 10^{-3}$</th>
<th>Emp. SE $\times 10^{-3}$</th>
<th>RMSE $\times 10^{-3}$</th>
<th>Percent Cover</th>
<th>z score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>True regression</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-0.500</td>
<td>0.590</td>
<td>0.586</td>
<td>0.586</td>
<td>95.30</td>
<td>-8.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two-part RC a</td>
<td>14.22</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>-0.487</td>
<td>0.998</td>
<td>0.979</td>
<td>0.988</td>
<td>93.10</td>
<td>-4.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One-part RC b</td>
<td>14.90</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>-0.483</td>
<td>1.059</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.014</td>
<td>96.00</td>
<td>-4.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One-part RC c</td>
<td>17.34</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>-0.476</td>
<td>2.029</td>
<td>1.924</td>
<td>1.939</td>
<td>95.20</td>
<td>-2.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naïve method</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>-0.004</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>4.957</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.77</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a two-part standard calibration with transformed Q;
b one-part calibration model with transformed Q;
c one-part calibration model with untransformed Q.

Next, the effect of having more zeroes in the calibration response was investigated. Table 3.3 displays the effect of varying the percentage of zero response values on the performance of the two calibration models: the standard two-part model and one-part model with transformed Q. The performance of the fitted calibration models declines with the increase in the percentage of zero response values as shown by larger RMSE for the predicted intake and larger absolute relative bias for the logHR estimate. The declining precision in prediction of the two-part calibration model with increasing percentage of zero response values is because the model for the intake amount is fitted to a small part of the data with nonzero response values, leading to large uncertainty in prediction, especially in extrapolating to the non-calibration sample.
Table 3.3: The overall means for true (\(T_l\)), unbiased (\(R_l\)) and predicted intake (\(\hat{T}_l\)), the root mean squared error (RMSE) and Pearson correlation \(\rho(T_l, T_l)\) for calibrated intake and the estimated mean and absolute relative bias (Rel. Bias \(\hat{\beta}_1\)) for the log hazard ratio estimate (\(\hat{\beta}_1\)) adjusted for the bias with standard two-part RC model and one-part calibration model for various percentages of zero measurements in the calibration response.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>%</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>(\bar{T}_l)</th>
<th>(\bar{R}_l)</th>
<th>(\bar{\bar{T}}_l)</th>
<th>RMSE ((\bar{T}_l))</th>
<th>(\rho(\bar{T}_l, T_l))</th>
<th>(\hat{\beta}_1 \times 10^{-2})</th>
<th>Rel.Bias</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Two-part RC a</td>
<td>27.15</td>
<td>27.15</td>
<td>27.14</td>
<td>12.72</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>-0.493</td>
<td>0.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>One-part RC b</td>
<td>27.15</td>
<td>27.15</td>
<td>27.15</td>
<td>13.61</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>-0.499</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>Two-part RC a</td>
<td>27.91</td>
<td>27.91</td>
<td>27.88</td>
<td>14.20</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>-0.488</td>
<td>0.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>One-part RC b</td>
<td>27.92</td>
<td>27.89</td>
<td>27.89</td>
<td>14.90</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>-0.483</td>
<td>0.034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>Two-part RC a</td>
<td>27.76</td>
<td>27.78</td>
<td>27.75</td>
<td>17.56</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>-0.454</td>
<td>0.092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>One-part RC b</td>
<td>27.77</td>
<td>27.73</td>
<td>27.74</td>
<td>17.80</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>-0.468</td>
<td>0.064</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a two-part standard calibration with transformed Q;
b one-part calibration model with transformed Q;
c this is the percentage used also in the other simulations.

In Table 3.4, the calibration results from the reduced two-part calibration model are compared with the results from the standard two-part calibration model. There is a slight improvement in the predictive power for true intake when the standard two-part calibration model is reduced. For instance, reducing the calibration model results in a smaller RMSE (\(\bar{T}_l\)) and a larger \(\rho(\bar{T}_l, T_l)\) than the corresponding values from the standard two-part model. Additionally, the reduced calibration model leads to a logHR estimate with smaller uncertainty, larger coverage and larger z score values than the estimates from the standard calibration model. The improvement due to model reduction is, nevertheless, minimal because the standard calibration model is relatively simple with only the main effects of the covariates, and because of the large size of the dataset in the simulation study.
Evaluation of two-part regression calibration

Table 3.4: Root mean squared error (RMSE) and Pearson correlation (\(\rho\)) for predicted intake (\(\hat{T}_i\)) and mean, standard error, RMSE, percent coverage and z score for log hazard ratio estimate (\(\hat{\beta}_1\)) adjusted for the bias with standard two-part RC and reduced two-part RC models (\(\alpha = 0.1\))

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>RMSE (\hat{T}_i)</th>
<th>(\rho(\hat{T}_i, T_i))</th>
<th>(\hat{\beta}_1)</th>
<th>SE \times 10^{-3}</th>
<th>Emp.SE \times 10^{-3}</th>
<th>RMSE \times 10^{-3}</th>
<th>Percent Cover</th>
<th>z-score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>True regression</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-0.500</td>
<td>0.590</td>
<td>0.586</td>
<td>0.586</td>
<td>95.30</td>
<td>-8.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two-part RC (^a)</td>
<td>14.22</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>-0.487</td>
<td>0.998</td>
<td>0.979</td>
<td>0.988</td>
<td>93.10</td>
<td>-4.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two-part RC (^b)</td>
<td>13.65</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>-0.488</td>
<td>0.992</td>
<td>0.928</td>
<td>0.935</td>
<td>95.80</td>
<td>-4.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) two-part standard calibration with transformed Q; \(^b\) reduced version of the two-part standard model

Finally, the effect of the cross-part correlation, i.e. correlation between consumption probability and consumed amount, was investigated, for the two-part calibration method and for the naive method. Table 3.5 presents the calibration results for various magnitudes of correlation between the two random intake components in the simulated long-term true intake. The correlation between consumption probability and the consumed amount increases with the increase in the correlation between the random intake components as expected. Even with zero correlation between the random intake components, a small positive correlation (0.05) is observed, which is induced by overlapping covariates on both parts of the two-part calibration model. Variability in true and predicted intakes and RMSE of predicted intakes increase as \(\rho_{\pi_{T_i}A_{T_i}}\) increases. However, there seems to be a minimal effect of \(\rho_{\pi_{T_i}A_{T_i}}\) on the calibrated logHR estimates. The results for the naive method show that irrespective of the magnitude and sign of \(\rho_{\pi_{T_i}A_{T_i}}\), the unadjusted logHR estimates are severely underestimated (not shown). Further, the relative bias for the unadjusted logHR estimate increases drastically for larger magnitudes of measurement error in the DQ, whereas the relative bias in the logHR estimate adjusted for the bias with the standard two-part regression calibration seems to be quite consistent, but with a slight increasing trend (Figure 3.2, Appendix 2). Also shown is an increasing trend in the relative bias for strong associations (Figure 3.3, Appendix 3).
Table 3.5: The nominal correlation coefficient between random intake components ($\rho_{\pi_{\tau_i}, \pi_{A_\tau_i}}$), true ($\rho_{\pi_{\tau_i}, \pi_{A_\tau_i}}$) and estimated ($\hat{\rho}_{\pi_{\tau_i}, \pi_{A_\tau_i}}$) correlations between logit of consumption and log of consumed amount, standard deviations for true ($T_i$) and calibrated ($\hat{T}_i$) intake, and the root mean squared error (RMSE) for calibrated intake using standard two-part calibration model; the mean, standard error, Empirical standard error (Emp.SE) and RMSE of the log hazard ratio estimate ($\hat{\beta}_1$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\rho$</th>
<th>$\rho_{\pi_{\tau_i}, \pi_{A_\tau_i}}$</th>
<th>$\hat{\rho}<em>{\pi</em>{\tau_i}, \pi_{A_\tau_i}}$</th>
<th>Std $T_i$</th>
<th>Std $\hat{T}_i$</th>
<th>RMSE ($T_i$)</th>
<th>$\hat{\beta}_1 \times 10^{-2}$</th>
<th>$\overline{SE} \times 10^{-3}$</th>
<th>Emp.SE $\times 10^{-3}$</th>
<th>RMSE $\times 10^{-3}$</th>
<th>percent cover</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-0.25</td>
<td>-0.66</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>19.58</td>
<td>14.78</td>
<td>12.98</td>
<td>-0.488</td>
<td>1.056</td>
<td>1.004</td>
<td>1.011</td>
<td>95.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>20.88</td>
<td>15.42</td>
<td>14.21</td>
<td>-0.489</td>
<td>0.998</td>
<td>0.965</td>
<td>0.971</td>
<td>93.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>22.12</td>
<td>16.09</td>
<td>15.34</td>
<td>-0.480</td>
<td>0.935</td>
<td>0.887</td>
<td>0.909</td>
<td>94.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>23.37</td>
<td>16.77</td>
<td>16.42</td>
<td>-0.485</td>
<td>0.887</td>
<td>0.839</td>
<td>0.852</td>
<td>94.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>24.57</td>
<td>17.46</td>
<td>17.43</td>
<td>-0.480</td>
<td>0.842</td>
<td>0.772</td>
<td>0.797</td>
<td>94.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>25.75</td>
<td>18.15</td>
<td>18.39</td>
<td>-0.480</td>
<td>0.803</td>
<td>0.763</td>
<td>0.788</td>
<td>94.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$\rho$ is nominal correlation coefficient between random intake components for consumption probability and consumption amount in the simulation model for long-term intake: $\rho_{\pi_{\tau_i}, \pi_{A_\tau_i}}$. 
3.6 Discussion
In this study, the performance of a two-part regression calibration was assessed in a validation study with single replicate data by mimicking a real epidemiologic study design. A gamma model was chosen in part II of the two-part calibration model, instead of the lognormal model used to simulate the data, thus mimicking the practical situation, where a statistical model, with a specified distribution, is assumed to approximate but not to exactly represent the unknown true distribution of the data.

The performance of the calibration model declined for less specified models. This was mainly due to an incorrectly specified functional form in the calibration model of the dietary questionnaire variable, which is a skewed continuous covariate, at least in this simulation study.

Notably, it was shown that reducing the two-part calibration model by applying variable selection criteria, did perform as well and could improve the performance of the calibration model. However, only a slight benefit of model reduction was observed. In principle, some covariates selected using the standard theory do not necessarily predict the calibration response and, therefore, could lead to overfitting the calibration model.

Moreover, in a two-part model, these covariates are included twice in the model (once in the probability part and once in the amount part), making the model even more vulnerable to over-fitting. However, our study used large sample sizes, leading to only minimal improvement due to model reduction. The benefit of a parsimonious calibration model would likely be larger for a study with a smaller sample size, for a study with highly zero inflated response values, or when a more complex calibration model is used. Even though this work showed some beneficial effect of reducing the calibration model, this might not be globally true and further work is still needed. For instance, it is worth exploring how the reduced model performs if the true long-term intake shown in equation (3.4a) is predicted by several weak predictors.
In the simulation study, the magnitude of correlation between random intake components did not substantially influence the log hazard ratio estimate. This could be due to our simulation set up, where a high correlation resulted in increased variability in the simulated true intake, which led to increased ability of detecting the effect of dietary intake on all-cause mortality.

The findings from this study are limited by the assumptions that were made. First, in our simulation we assumed a lognormal distribution for the consumed amount, whereas the true distribution for leafy vegetable intake, which is believed to be quite complex, can take another form. The assumed distribution, nevertheless, is a reasonable approximation due to its ability to capture common distributional features such as skewness for dietary intakes. Other distributions can be used such as a modified lognormal of Fraser and Stram (2012). Second, we focused on a univariate case where a single exposure variable is measured with error. Though not the focus of this study, in many epidemiologic studies, exposures are often measured with correlated errors (Marshall et al., 1999). The findings from this study, therefore, cannot be generalized for multiple exposures measured with correlated errors. The method described in this work, however, can be extended to a multivariate setting to adjust for measurement errors in multiple exposures (Fraser and Stram, 2001; Zhang et al., 2011). Further, instead of using a parametric transformation to model nonlinear relations, more robust semi/non-parametric methods could provide a better approximation of the underlying true relation (Hastie and Tibshirani, 1999). Likewise, instead of conducting a backward elimination to reduce variables in the calibration model, non-discrete methods, such as lasso, ridge, or elastic net, might provide better predictive calibration model (Hastie et al., 2009; Tibshirani, 1996, 1997). Lastly, even though in this study we simulated 24HR intake measurements as unbiased for true intake, in practice, the unbiasedness assumption for the 24HR might not hold, as previous studies showed 24HR to be marred by systematic bias in measuring protein and energy intake (Kipnis et al., 2003).
Notably, the true intake in our case refers to studies of chronic exposures. Studies of acute effects of short-term exposures will be more concerned with extreme intakes, rather than average intake. Our method therefore is not applicable to those situations.

The proposed model is closely connected to the models proposed by Tooze et al. (2006) and Kipnis et al. (2009), but differs from the two models in two important ways. First, we modelled the conditional mean amount (in part II) on the original scale using a GLM gamma model unlike a normal model on a Box-Cox transformed scale as used by the cited two papers. Second, in the proposed model, random effects are not included, because the method is applied to a calibration study with only a single replicate of a 24HR, unlike in the two papers with available multiple-replicate validation data. Beyond application in nutritional research, the proposed method can be applied to correct for covariate measurement error in other situations with zero-inflated data. Covariate measurement error has been found to be important in other areas such as mediation analysis (Zhao and Prentice, 2014), case-control studies (Guolo, 2008), environmental epidemiologic studies (Bateson and Wright, 2010) and in meta-analyses (Wood et al., 2009).

Appendices

Appendix 1. Simulating centre-specific correlation coefficients

First, a subset of EPIC data was created for individuals with complete information on height, weight, BMI (computed from height and weight), gender, physical activity, level of education, age, total energy intake, smoking status, lifetime alcohol consumption, season of administering the dietary questionnaire and study centre. Second, height, weight and total energy intake variables were log-transformed to make them more symmetrically distributed. Third, to maintain centre structure for the covariates, a centre-specific correlation matrix was estimated for each of the 16 centres using `corr` procedure in SAS. For each centre, the same variables were simulated with 2500 individuals to reflect the large size of the EPIC study. This was done using
simnormal procedure in SAS version 9.3. Lastly, the variables that were simulated on a log-transformed scale were exponentiated.

Appendix 2. Magnitude of measurement error in the DQ

To assess the magnitude of measurement error in the dietary questionnaire (DQ) on the performance of the two-part calibration model, the random measurement error components on each part of the simulation model for DQ, shown by expression (3.6) in the main text, was multiplied by a common factor (denoted by $\lambda$). For each magnitude of $\lambda$, the log hazard ratio was estimated, after calibration with the standard two-part calibration model; also the estimate that ignored measurement error in the DQ was obtained. The results are shown below.

![Figure 3.2: Absolute relative bias for log hazard ratio estimate $\hat{\beta}_1$ versus the multiplicative factor ($\lambda$) of the standard deviation of random error in each part of the simulation model for $Q_i$ using the standard two-part calibration and the naïve method that ignores measurement error in $Q_i$. A larger $\lambda$ value implies larger magnitude of measurement error. The dotted vertical line for $\lambda=1$ denotes the original simulation model.](image)
Appendix 3. Strength of association in the Cox proportional hazards model
To assess the performance of the standard two-part calibration for varying strength of the diet-disease associations, the initial value for the log hazard ratio, i.e., -0.005, was multiplied by a factor of 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 resulting in -0.01, -0.02, -0.03, -0.04 and -0.05, respectively. The absolute relative bias in the naïve analysis is consistently very high, whereas the bias in the calibrated log hazard ratio is remains consistently small, but with an increasing trend as shown below.

Figure 3.3: Absolute relative bias of the log hazard ratio estimate for in the Cox proportional hazard model using standard two-part regression calibration model by varying the magnitude of true log hazard ratio. The dotted vertical line denotes the standard two-part calibration model used in the main paper; the naïve results that ignore measurement error are also given.
4 A multivariate method to correct for Measurement Error in Exposure variables using External validation Data ¹

Abstract
Measurement error in self-reported dietary intake is known to bias the association between dietary intake and a health outcome of interest such as risk of a disease. The association can be distorted further by mismeasured confounders, leading to invalid results and conclusions. It is, however, difficult to adjust for the bias in the association when there is no internal validation data. We proposed a method to adjust for the bias in the diet-disease association (hereafter, association), due to measurement error in dietary intake and a mismeasured confounder, when there is no internal validation data. The method combines prior information on the validity of the self-report instrument with the observed data in order to adjust for the bias in the association. We compared the proposed method with the method that ignores the confounder, and the method that ignores measurement errors completely. We applied the methods to fruits and vegetables (FV) intakes, cigarette smoking (confounder) and all-cause mortality data from the European Prospective Investigation into Cancer and Nutrition study. Using the proposed method resulted in about four times increase in the strength of the association between FV intake and mortality. For weakly correlated errors, measurement error in the confounder minimally affected the hazard ratio estimate for FV intake. The effect was more pronounced for strong error correlations. The proposed method permits sensitivity analysis on measurement error structures and accounts for uncertainties in the reported validity coefficients. The method is useful in assessing the direction and quantifying the magnitude of bias in the association due to mismeasured confounders.

4.1 Introduction

The effect of measurement error on the association between an exposure and an outcome of interest has been studied extensively in epidemiology (Carroll et al., 2006; Day et al., 2004; Freedman et al., 2004; Freedman et al., 2008; Kipnis et al., 2003; Marshall et al., 1999), and particularly so in nutritional epidemiology. In nutritional research, the usually weak association between a dietary intake and the risk of a disease can further be distorted by another risk factor that is associated with both the disease and the dietary intake (hereafter, confounder) and by measurement error in the confounder. Moreover, the measurement error in the confounder can be more harmful in distorting the diet-disease association than the measurement error in the dietary intake (Marshall et al., 1999). If measurement error in the confounder is not taken into account, its effects can resonate so that a dietary intake with no effect can appear to have a sizable effect on the risk of a disease (Marshall et al., 1999). Resonant confounding can bias the diet-disease association in any direction, even when a researcher adjusts for confounding (Marshall et al., 1999; Wong, Day and Wareham, 1999). The resulting bias can be large.

In nutritional research, long-term dietary intakes are generally measured with dietary questionnaires (hereafter, DQs). The DQ is prone to recall bias that can result in either systematic bias or random error (Kipnis et al., 2003). The random error can be due to person-specific bias or within-person variation in intake. To validate the DQ, a validation study is required (Day et al., 2001; Natarajan et al., 2010). In a validation study, a short-term recall instrument or a biomarker is used to obtain unbiased measurements for an intake (hereafter, reference measurements) (Day et al., 2001; Subar et al., 2003). The reference measurements are used to quantify the effect of measurement error on the association parameter estimate. The effect of measurement error in the DQ can be quantified with either an attenuation factor or a correlation coefficient between true and measured intake (hereafter, validity coefficient)(Kipnis et al., 2003; Tooze et al., 2013). The attenuation factor quantifies the bias in the association estimate, whereas the validity coefficient quantifies the loss of statistical power to detect a significant association.
When only one risk factor is measured with error (hereafter, univariate case), a researcher can adjust for the bias in the association by dividing the unadjusted association estimate by the attenuation factor (hereafter, univariate method) (Rosner et al., 1990). However, complications may arise when confounders are also measured with error (hereafter, multivariate case) (Day et al., 2004; Wong et al., 1999). Measurement error in the confounder can contaminate the observed association. In the multivariate case, it is common for both dietary intake and confounder variables to be measured with correlated errors, further influencing the bias. Using the univariate method to adjust for the bias in the multivariate case can lead to substantial bias, especially for strong error correlations (Day et al., 2004). To adjust for the bias in the association using standard methods requires validation data from a validation study (Carroll et al., 2006; Freedman et al., 2011; Kipnis et al., 2015; Rosner et al., 1990). Generally, it is very costly to conduct such a validation study in addition to the main study.

We proposed a simple and flexible method to adjust for the bias in the diet-disease association caused by correlated measurement errors, in the absence of internal validation data. The proposed method demonstrates how to combine external data on the validity of the DQ with the observed DQ data to adjust for the bias in the diet-disease association and can be used to conduct sensitivity analysis on the effect of correlated measurement errors on study conclusions.

The method applies a Bayesian Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling-based approach (Lesaffre and Lawson, 2012; Natarajan et al., 2010) and is implemented in SAS version 9.3. We illustrated the proposed method with data from the European Prospective Investigation into Cancer and Nutrition (EPIC) study. The aim in the EPIC example is to adjust for error in self-reported fruits and vegetables intake (hereafter, FV intake), when estimating the association of this dietary exposure with all-cause mortality, while simultaneously adjusting for the self-reported number of cigarettes smoked in a lifetime (hereafter, cigarette smoking), a variable believed to be also associated with all-cause mortality and also measured with error.
4.2 Materials and Methods

4.2.1 The EPIC Study example

The EPIC study is an on-going multicentre prospective study to investigate the association between nutrition and chronic diseases such as cancer (Riboli and Kaaks, 1997). In the EPIC cohort, baseline questionnaire and interview data on diet and non-dietary variables, anthropometric measurements and blood samples were collected. The study participants were followed over time for the occurrence of cancer, other diseases and overall mortality. The follow-up questionnaires were used to collect information on selected aspects of lifestyle that are related to the risk of cancer (Riboli et al., 2002). The EPIC study consisted of about half a million individuals aged mainly between 35 and 70 years, recruited in 23 centres in 10 European countries (Riboli and Kaaks, 1997; Slimani et al., 2002). Dietary food questionnaires (hereafter, DQs) were used to assess long-term dietary intake administered only once per subject. The mortality data were collected at the participating centres through mortality registries or follow-up and death-record collection (Riboli et al., 2002).

We used data for 9,341 individuals in the EPIC cohort who had complete information on FV intake, cigarette smoking, the study period and mortality. For illustration, we used FV intake as dietary intake, cigarette smoking as the confounder and whether a person died during the study period as an indicator of all-cause mortality. We illustrated the method with the aim of adjusting for the bias in the association between FV intake (in 100 grams per day) and all-cause mortality, while simultaneously adjusting for confounding by self-reported cigarette smoking and measurement error in cigarette smoking.

4.2.2 A measurement error model for the Dietary Questionnaire

We consider a Cox proportional hazards model to study the association between FV intake and all-cause mortality as

\[ H(t|T_1, T_2) = H_0(t) \exp(\beta_1 T_1 + \beta_2 T_2), \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.1)
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where $H_0(t)$ is the baseline hazard at time to all-cause mortality $t$, $\beta_{T_1}$ is the log hazard ratio (hereafter, logHR) for the true long-term FV intake $T_1$ and $\beta_{T_2}$ is the logHR for the true confounder intake (cigarette smoking) $T_2$. For this study, the main interest is in estimating $\beta_{T_1}$. True FV intake, however, is unobservable in practice; therefore, the DQ measurement is usually used in place of the unknown true intake. Fitting model (4.1) to the observed DQ measurements for the FV intake (hereafter, $Q_1$) and cigarette smoking (hereafter, $Q_2$), replacing the corresponding true intakes, yields biased logHRs $\beta_{Q_1}$ and $\beta_{Q_2}$ of $\beta_{T_1}$ and $\beta_{T_2}$, respectively. We refer to these biased log hazard ratios as unadjusted logHRs. Denote the vector of unadjusted logHRs $(\beta_{Q_1}, \beta_{Q_2})^T$ by $\beta_Q$ and a vector of true logHRs $(\beta_{T_1}, \beta_{T_2})^T$ by $\beta_T$. We assumed intake reported in the DQ to be linearly related to the true intake, but with additional measurement errors (Keogh and White, 2014; Kipnis et al., 2003; Tooze et al., 2013) as

$$Q_i = \alpha_{0i} + \alpha_{1i} T_i + \epsilon_{Qi}, \quad i = 1, 2, \quad (1= \text{FV intake}, 2= \text{cigarette smoking})$$

(4.2)

where $(\epsilon_{Q_1}, \epsilon_{Q_2})^T = \epsilon_Q \sim N(0, \Sigma_{\epsilon_Q})$, $(Q_1, Q_2)^T = Q$, the term $\alpha_{0i}$ quantifies the constant bias and $\alpha_{1i}$ quantifies intake-related/proportional scaling bias; the two components $\alpha_{0i}$ and $\alpha_{1i}$ jointly constitute systematic bias; the error component $\epsilon_Q$ consists of person-specific bias and within-person random error terms and cannot be disentangled in a single-replicate study; $\epsilon_{Qi}$ was assumed to be independent of true intake ($T_i$) and systematic bias components ($\alpha_{0i}$ and $\alpha_{1i}$); person-specific bias component of $\epsilon_Q$ describes the fact that two individuals who consume the same amount of FV will systematically report their intakes differently. Noteworthy, it is possible for the magnitude of self-reported intake to depend on the effects of subject’s characteristics such as age and BMI. The contribution of these subject characteristic variables can be incorporated in model (4.2) by adding systematic terms attributable to these subject characteristic variables. Because the interest of this work was not in the effect of subject’s characteristics on the validity of self-report instruments, we did not include their effects in the measurement error model. The unadjusted and true logHRs are linked as $\beta_Q = \Lambda^T \beta_T$ (see supplementary information in Freedman et al. (2011)),
where $\Lambda$ is the attenuation-contamination matrix that quantifies the magnitude of attenuation, including contamination effects (the effects of error in measuring $T_1$ on $\beta_{T_2}$ and the effect of error in measuring $T_2$ on $\beta_{T_1}$) (Rosner et al., 1990). The diagonal elements of $\Lambda$ are the attenuation factors and the off-diagonal elements are the contamination factors (Freedman et al., 2011).

To adjust for the bias in the association using univariate method, a researcher simply divides each unadjusted logHR estimate of FV with the attenuation factor for the FV intake reported on the DQ (Freedman et al., 2011). Note that this method ignores the contamination effect of cigarette smoking.

To adjust for the bias in the association using the multivariate method, a researcher applies the inverse of the attenuation-contamination matrix to the unadjusted logHR as (Freedman et al., 2011; Rosner et al., 1990)

$$\beta_T = (\Lambda^\top)^{-1} \beta_Q,$$

where $\Lambda$ is usually estimated from a validation study. Many epidemiologic studies, however, do not conduct validation studies besides the main study, because validation studies are costly. We, therefore, proposed a method that incorporates external data on the validity of self-report instruments in estimating $\Lambda$. If no systematic bias is assumed in $Q_i$ (i.e., $\alpha_{0i} = 0, \alpha_{1i} = 1$), $\Lambda$ is the product of two covariance matrices: $\Sigma_T$ for true intakes and $\Sigma_Q^{-1}$ for the inverse of the covariance matrix of self-report intakes in the DQ and is estimated as $\hat{\Lambda} = \hat{\Sigma}_T \hat{\Sigma}_Q^{-1}$ (see Carroll et al. (2006), p.362). With no systematic bias assumption, the elements required to obtain $\hat{\Lambda}$ are:

$$(\hat{\Lambda} = \begin{pmatrix} \hat{\sigma}_1^2 & \hat{\sigma}_{T_1T_2} \\ \hat{\sigma}_{T_1T_2} & \hat{\sigma}_2^2 \end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} \hat{\sigma}_{Q_1}^2 & \hat{\sigma}_{Q_1Q_2} \\ \hat{\sigma}_{Q_1Q_2} & \hat{\sigma}_2^2 \end{pmatrix}^{-1}),$$

where $\hat{\sigma}_1^2$ and $\hat{\sigma}_2^2$ are variance estimates of $T_1$ and $T_2$, respectively. The covariance between true intakes is estimated as $\hat{\sigma}_{T_1T_2} = \hat{\rho}_{T_1T_2} \hat{\sigma}_{T_1} \hat{\sigma}_{T_2}$. Likewise, the covariance between the observed intakes reported in the DQ is estimated as

$$\hat{\sigma}_{Q_1Q_2} = \hat{\rho}_{Q_1Q_2} \hat{\sigma}_{Q_1} \hat{\sigma}_{Q_2}.$$
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\[ \tilde{\sigma}_{Q,T} = \hat{\rho}_{T,T_2} \tilde{\sigma}_{T_1} \tilde{\sigma}_{T_2} + \hat{\rho}_{\epsilon_Q,\epsilon_Q} \tilde{\epsilon}_{Q_1} \tilde{\epsilon}_{Q_2} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.5)

where \( \hat{\rho}_{T,T_2} \) is the estimate of correlation between true intakes and \( \hat{\rho}_{\epsilon_Q,\epsilon_Q} \) is the estimate of error correlation. Since \( \hat{\sigma}_Q \) can be estimated directly from the observed DQ data, the task is to obtain \( \tilde{\sigma}_{T_1}^2, \tilde{\sigma}_{T_2}^2 \) and \( \tilde{\sigma}_{T,T_2} \) in order to estimate all the elements in \( \Lambda \) shown in expression (4.4).

4.2.3 Estimation of \( \Sigma_T \) from DQ measurements and external validation data

We used the validity coefficient for the DQ to estimate the variance components of true intakes \( \sigma_i^2 \) and \( \sigma_i^2 \). Using parameters in model (4.2), the validity coefficient of the DQ is given by (Kipnis et al., 2003; Tooze et al., 2013)

\[ \rho_{Q,T_1} = \frac{\text{cov}(Q,T_1)}{\sqrt{\text{var}(Q_1)} \sqrt{\text{var}(T_1)}} = \frac{\alpha_{1i} \sigma_{T_1}}{\sigma_{Q_1}}. \]

From the validity coefficient formula, the variance for the true intake \( \sigma_{T_1}^2 \) can be estimated as

\[ \hat{\sigma}_{T_1}^2 = \left( \frac{\rho_{Q,T_1}}{\alpha_{1i}} \right)^2 \hat{\sigma}_{Q_1}^2, \quad i = 1, 2 \quad (1 = \text{FV intake}, \ 2 = \text{cigarette smoking}). \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.6)

To obtain \( \hat{\sigma}_{T_1}^2 \), we need external data on the validity coefficient \( \rho_{Q,T_1} \) and the proportional scaling bias term \( \alpha_{1i} \). Hereafter, we set the proportional scaling bias to one (\( \alpha_{1i} = 1 \)). The reason is that, at the time of this work, there were no previous studies with information on \( \alpha_{1i} \) for FV intake and number of cigarettes smoked in a lifetime. However, this term can be incorporated in the measurement error model when dealing with study variables where this information is available. To obtain \( \hat{\sigma}_{T,T_2} \) from the observed data using expression (4.5), one has to make assumptions, as this information is generally not available from studies. The assumption can either be made on the correlation between true intakes \( \hat{\rho}_{T,T_2} \) or on the correlation between the errors \( \hat{\rho}_{\epsilon_Q,\epsilon_Q} \). The choice depends on the available prior knowledge for the study variables. The advantage of the proposed method is that it permits the user to make the assumption on either of the two correlations. A general assumption is that individuals often over report dietary intakes with health benefits, leading to positively correlated errors between variables with health benefits. Also, individuals often tend to under
report intakes with harmful effects, leading to positively correlated errors between variables with harmful effects. Conversely, if one intake variable is over reported and the other under reported then one expects negatively correlated errors. We obtained a plausible range of validity coefficients from a literature review of studies on the validity of the questionnaire as a self-report instrument for long-term dietary intake $T_1$ and confounder intake $T_2$. We further assumed a plausible quantile of the uncertainty distribution for the range of validity coefficients ($\rho_{v(T_1)}$) obtained from the literature. As no data are available for either of the two correlation coefficients $\rho_{\epsilon_1 \epsilon_2}$ or $\rho_{T_1 T_2}$ for these two study variables, we assumed a range of possible values for these correlation coefficients. Noteworthy, by considering a range of values for the validity coefficient instead of just a single value, we accounted for the uncertainty due to heterogeneity between study populations in the literature reports.

4.2.4 A description of the proposed multivariate measurement error adjustment method

To adjust for the bias in the association parameters, we proposed a method that combines the observed self-report data in the DQ with the external validity data for the DQ derived from the literature. The method uses a Bayesian MCMC approach that accounts for the uncertainty in the literature reports, uncertainty that is both due to heterogeneity in the study populations in the literature reports and in the parameter estimation. Here, we described the bias-adjustment steps for the proposed method.

First, we obtained the posterior distributions of the unadjusted logHRs estimates $(\hat{\beta}_{Q_1}, \hat{\beta}_{Q_2})^T$ that ignore the measurement error in the DQ. This was done by fitting a Bayesian Cox proportional hazards model (4.1) to the observed self-report data in the DQ for FV intake and cigarette smoking. In the Bayesian Cox model, we assumed weakly informative independent normal priors $(\pi_{\beta_{Q_1}})$ for the unadjusted logHRs by choosing a large variance as $\pi_{\beta_{Q_1}} \sim N(0, 10^6)$. 
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Second, we estimated the posterior distribution of the covariance matrix for the observed self-report DQ data ($\Sigma_Q$). Based on data exploration of the DQ data, a multivariate normal distribution was assumed for the self-report intake data as $Q \sim N(\mu_Q, \Sigma_Q)$. To ensure minimal influence of the prior information on the estimate of $\Sigma_Q$, a weakly informative inverse Wishart prior ($\pi_{\Sigma_Q}$) was assumed as $\pi_{\Sigma_Q} \sim IW(\Lambda_0, \nu_0)$, where $\Lambda_0 = I_2$ (identity matrix) is the scale parameter and $\nu_0 = 2$ is the degrees of freedom. Note, this parameterization ensures a weak informative inverse Wishart prior for $\Sigma_Q$ (Lesaffre and Lawson, 2012). Noteworthy, varying the magnitude of $\nu_0$ did not alter the results much, because the likelihood dominated the prior given the large size of the EPIC data set.

Third, we generated the validity coefficients for the FV intake and cigarette smoking using prior information from the literature on external validation studies. We interpreted the lower and upper limits for the literature-reported validity coefficients as 0.05 and 0.95 quantiles of the distribution of plausible values, respectively. Using the limits of the literature-reported validity coefficients and the 90% quantile and because the distribution of correlation coefficients are usually skewed (Gorsuch, 2010; Lu, 2006), the validity coefficients were generated in a Fisher-z transformed scale as explained in Appendix 1. The generated validity coefficients were transformed back to the original scale using the inverse of Fisher-z transformation.

Fourth, using the validity coefficients generated from the literature data ($\rho_{Q_i,T_i}$) and the posterior distribution for the variances of self-report intakes ($\sigma^2_{Q_i}$) estimated from the observed DQ data for FV intake and cigarette smoking, the corresponding distribution for the variance of true intakes ($\sigma^2_{T_i}$) was estimated as $\sigma^2_{T_i} = (\hat{\rho}_{Q_i,T_i} \times \hat{\sigma}_{Q_i})^2$ using expression (4.6), but with $\alpha_{ii}$ set to one.

Lastly, in order to estimate all the elements of $\Lambda$, we needed to estimate the covariance between true intakes $\sigma_{T_1T_2}$. This could be done by decomposing the covariance in the observed DQ data $\sigma_{Q_1Q_2}$ into the unknown covariance between true intakes $\sigma_{T_1T_2}$ and
the unknown covariance between the errors \( \sigma_{\varepsilon_1 \varepsilon_2} \) as shown in expression (4.5). This covariance decomposition is only possible by making plausible prior assumption on either of the two covariances. Here, we made assumption on the plausible range of the covariance between the errors, because making this assumption is more intuitive for the two study variables in this work. To estimate the covariance between the errors \( \sigma_{\varepsilon_1 \varepsilon_2} \), the error variance \( \sigma_{\varepsilon_1}^2 \) was calculated as the difference between the estimated variance in the observed DQ data \( \sigma_{\varepsilon_1}^2 \) and the estimated variance in true intake data \( \hat{\sigma}_{\varepsilon_1}^2 \) as \( \hat{\sigma}_{\varepsilon_1}^2 = \sigma_{\varepsilon_1}^2 (1 - \rho_{\varepsilon_1 T_1}) \). The remaining task is to estimate the unknown correlation between the errors (\( \rho_{\varepsilon_1 \varepsilon_2} \)) required to obtain \( \sigma_{\varepsilon_1 \varepsilon_2} \). To our knowledge, there were no previous studies at the time of this work with information on the error correlation between FV intake and the number of cigarettes smoked in a lifetime. Due to lack of literature data on this error correlation, we generated the correlation between the errors \( \rho_{\varepsilon_1 \varepsilon_2} \) from a plausible range, guided by the correlation in the observed DQ data and the prior information on the most probable sign of the correlation between the errors in the FV intake and cigarette smoking (explained in the next section). With the generated \( \rho_{\varepsilon_1 \varepsilon_2} \), we could therefore obtain \( \sigma_{\varepsilon_1 \varepsilon_2} \) as the difference between \( \hat{\sigma}_{\varepsilon_1 \varepsilon_2} \) and \( \sigma_{\varepsilon_1 \varepsilon_2} \) parametrized as

\[
\sigma_{\varepsilon_1 \varepsilon_2} = \hat{\sigma}_{\varepsilon_1 \varepsilon_2} - \rho_{\varepsilon_1 \varepsilon_2} \hat{\sigma}_{\varepsilon_1} \hat{\sigma}_{\varepsilon_2} \sqrt{(1 - \rho_{\varepsilon_1 T_1}^2)(1 - \rho_{\varepsilon_2 T_2}^2)}. 
\]

Thus, the distribution of the adjusted logHR for FV intake (\( \hat{\beta}_{T_1} \)) could be estimated from the distribution of \( (\hat{\Lambda}^T)^{-1} \hat{\beta}_Q \) as shown in expression (4.3) and by following the above steps.

4.2.5 A comparison of the proposed method with other measurement error adjustment methods

We compared the results from the proposed multivariate method with (i) the results from applying the univariate method that ignores confounding by cigarette smoking and (ii) with the results from a method that ignores measurement error.
The proposed method was implemented in SAS version 9.3 using MCMC procedure as follows. The distribution of Fisher z-transformed validity coefficients were sampled directly from their prior distributions as explained above. The posterior distributions for the unadjusted logHRs estimates in the Bayesian Cox proportional hazard model were sampled using N-Metropolis method, with all initial parameter values set to zero. The convergence of the chains was assessed with the trace plots and autocorrelation with the autocorrelation plots. The analysis was based on 50 000 posterior samples, after discarding 5000 burn-in samples and using 5000 samples to tune the parameters. The results were summarized with density plots and posterior summary measures. We used R version 2.15.2 for graphing.

4.2.6 A sensitivity analysis
In our example, we investigated how different assumptions on the extent of measurement error in cigarette smoking affected the estimated logHR of FV intake $\hat{\beta}_{T1}$. To do this, we used different values for the validity coefficients that were within the range reported in the literature. We further assessed how $\hat{\beta}_{T1}$ varied with the magnitude of the correlation between the errors in FV intake and cigarette smoking. Lastly, we investigated the sensitivity of the results to the level of the uncertainty (expressed in quantile interval) assigned to the limits of the validity coefficients reported from the literature.

4.2.7 External data for FV intake and cigarette smoking
According to a pilot study on evaluation of dietary intake measurements in the EPIC study in nine European countries by Kaaks, Slimani and Riboli (1997) and a review study on FV intake by Agudo (2004), the validity coefficients of the DQ in measuring long-term FV intake is usually between 0.3 and 0.7. This range is consistent with the results reported from other similar validation studies (Feskanich et al., 1993; Goldbohm et al., 1994; SmithWarner et al., 1997). A validity coefficient greater or equal to 0.9 was considered as very uncommon (Agudo, 2004). According to Stram, Huberman and Wu (2002), the validity coefficient of self-reported cigarette smoking
using cotinine as a marker for cigarette smoking, ranges mostly from 0.4 to 0.7. This range is consistent with the findings from other similar validation studies on adult smokers (Eliopoulos, Klein and Koren, 1996; Secker-Walker et al., 1997; Woodward, Moohan and Tunstall-Pedoe, 1999). A validity coefficient greater or equal to 0.85 was considered as very high (Stram, Huberman and Wu, 2002). Further, a weak negative correlation between beta-carotene (a marker for FV intake) and true lung dose was assumed, because smokers tend to have a poor diet (Shibata et al., 1992). Using these literature data to implement the proposed method, we interpreted the reported lower and upper limits of the validity coefficients as the 0.05 and 0.95 quantiles of the uncertainty distribution, respectively, to allow for all plausible values outside the reported range and to account for the population heterogeneity in these literature studies (see Figure 4.3 in Appendix 2).

Particular to FV intake and cigarette smoking, we assumed the error correlation to be mostly negative, because an individual will tend to over report his FV intake (a healthy habit) and to under report his cigarette smoking (unhealthy habit). The assumed magnitude of error correlation, however, must be compatible with the correlation in the observed data. To ensure this compatibility, we obtained the upper limit of error correlation in the case that the correlation between true intakes is zero (i.e., the error covariance equals the covariance in the observed data) and assumed zero as the lower limit (i.e., the covariance in the observed data equals the covariance between true intakes). Similar to the validity coefficients, the lower and upper limits for the error correlation were assumed as 0.05 and 0.95 quantiles of the uncertainty distribution, respectively.

4.3 Results
Table 4.1 describes the logHR estimate for FV intake (per 100 grams per day) and average number of cigarettes smoked per day, adjusted for the bias with the multivariate and the univariate methods; also shown are the unadjusted estimates. The logHR estimate adjusted for the bias with either the multivariate or the univariate method is greater in absolute value than the unadjusted estimate. The estimate adjusted
for the bias with the multivariate method shows an about fourfold increase in the strength of association as compared with the unadjusted estimate. A similar magnitude of adjustment is shown with the univariate method. For cigarette smoking, both bias-adjustment methods give similar values for the logHR estimate. Further, the logHR for FV intake is estimated with a slightly larger uncertainty than the logHR for cigarette smoking. The similarity in the performance of the two bias-adjustment methods is due to the weak negative correlation between the errors assumed to be compatible with the correlation in the observed data (here, \( \rho_{Q_1Q_2} = -0.07 \)). The weak error correlation leads to a minimal contamination effect due to confounding by cigarette smoking. As expected, the variability in the unadjusted estimate is much smaller than the variability in the adjusted estimates for both intake variables. The small variability observed in the unadjusted estimates is because there is no uncertainty involved when measurement error is ignored in estimating the log hazard ratios.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>LogHR estimate for FV intake ( \hat{\beta}_{T_1} )</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mean (SD)</td>
<td>median</td>
<td>90% CI</td>
<td>Mode</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multivariate</td>
<td>-0.181 (0.090)</td>
<td>-0.157</td>
<td>-0.375, -0.078</td>
<td>-0.125</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Univariate</td>
<td>-0.169 (0.082)</td>
<td>-0.147</td>
<td>-0.339, -0.077</td>
<td>-0.117</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unadjusted</td>
<td>-0.042 (0.007)</td>
<td>-0.042</td>
<td>-0.053, -0.031</td>
<td>-0.042</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>LogHR estimate for cigarette smoking ( \hat{\beta}_{T_2} )</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mean (SD)</td>
<td>median</td>
<td>90% CI</td>
<td>Mode</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multivariate</td>
<td>0.163 (0.079)</td>
<td>0.145</td>
<td>0.094; 0.294</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Univariate</td>
<td>0.162 (0.077)</td>
<td>0.143</td>
<td>0.093; 0.290</td>
<td>0.123</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unadjusted</td>
<td>0.046 (0.002)</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>0.043; 0.049</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviation: CI is level of uncertainty in the range of literature-reported validity coefficient \( \rho_{T_1Q_1} \) expressed as a credible interval.
Figure 4.1 displays the distribution for the estimates of the variance components required to estimate the attenuation-contamination matrix. The figure presents the kernel densities (curves) and means (solid vertical lines) of the variance estimates of the true intake levels and the mean estimate for the variance from the DQ measurements (dotted vertical lines) for FV intake (left panel) and cigarette smoking (right panel). From the graph, a large percentage of variability in the DQ is seemingly due to measurement error, and is influenced by the assumed magnitude of the validity coefficient. Based on this assumption, about 70% of variability in the DQ for both variables is due to measurement error. This means that only about 30% of the variability is attributable to inter-individual variability in true intake. The width of the density plot portrays the level of uncertainty involved in estimating the variance of true intake.

Figure 4.1: Kernel densities for the estimated posterior samples of variances for true intake levels of fruit and vegetable intake (FV intake, left panel) and true number of cigarettes smoked (right panel). The dotted vertical lines show the variance estimates from self-report in the DQ and the solid vertical lines show the posterior means of the estimated variances for true intake distributions.
Figure 4.2 shows the kernel densities and the means (solid vertical lines) for the estimates obtained with the multivariate method. The dotted vertical lines show the means of the unadjusted estimates. On average, the adjusted estimates are greater in absolute values than the unadjusted estimates, suggesting a stronger beneficial effect for FV intake (left panel) and stronger harmful effect of cigarette smoking (right panel). Importantly, in the multivariate case when both variables are measured with error, the unadjusted estimates can sometimes underestimate or overestimate the association, as hinted by the distribution of $\hat{\beta}_{T_1}$. The method estimates $\beta_{T_1}$ with larger uncertainty (wider width) than $\beta_{T_2}$.

Figure 4.2: The kernel densities for the distribution of logHR estimates for fruits and vegetable intake per 100g per day ($\hat{\beta}_{T_1}$, left panel) and for the number of cigarettes smoked per day ($\hat{\beta}_{T_2}$, right panel) adjusted for the bias with the multivariate method. The dotted vertical line indicates the means of unadjusted logHR estimates; the solid vertical lines indicate the means of logHR estimates adjusted for the bias.
Table 4.2 presents the mean (standard deviation), median and mode of the logHR estimate for FV intake $\hat{\beta}_1$ and cigarette smoking $\hat{\beta}_2$ for various magnitudes of the validity coefficients of self-reported FV intake $\rho_{T1Q1}$ and self-reported cigarette smoking $\rho_{Q2T2}$. It is evident that the logHR estimate for FV intake $\hat{\beta}_1$ is influenced by the extent of measurement error assumed for cigarette smoking. For instance, when the validity coefficient for FV intake ($\rho_{Q1T1}$) is 0.5 and the validity coefficient for cigarette smoking ($\rho_{Q2T2}$) varies from 0.5 to 0.7, $\hat{\beta}_1$ is altered by about -3.8% (from -0.182 to -0.175). In contrast, the assumed magnitude of error in FV intake does not importantly influence the logHR estimate for the effect of cigarette smoking ($\hat{\beta}_2$), for instance, when $\rho_{Q2T2}$ is 0.5 and $\rho_{Q1T1}$ varies from 0.5 to 0.7, the value of $\hat{\beta}_2$ is almost the same. Noteworthy, if substantial error is assumed for cigarette smoking, $\hat{\beta}_1$ can become smaller than the unadjusted estimate, even when FV intake is assumed to be measured without error. The precision of the logHR estimates declines when larger measurement error is assumed for both variables. As expected, when both variables are assumed to be measured without error ($\rho_{T1Q1} = \rho_{T2Q2} = 1$), we get the same results as the unadjusted estimates.
Table 4.2: The mean (standard deviation), median and mode of log hazard ratio estimates for fruit and vegetables (FV) intake and number of cigarettes smoked adjusted for the bias with the multivariate method by varying magnitudes of validity coefficients assumed for the DQs for FV intake ($\rho_{T_1Q_1}$) and cigarette smoking ($\rho_{T_2Q_2}$), EPIC study 1992-2000

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Validity coefficient</th>
<th>LogHR estimate for FV intake $\hat{\beta}_{T_1}$</th>
<th>LogHR for cigarette smoking $\hat{\beta}_{T_2}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\rho_{T_1Q_1}$ $\rho_{T_2Q_2}$</td>
<td>mean (SD) median mode</td>
<td>mean (SD) median mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3 0.3</td>
<td>-0.622 (0.227) -0.605 -0.567</td>
<td>0.546 (0.048) 0.537 0.527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5 0.3</td>
<td>-0.520 (0.101) -0.517 -0.508</td>
<td>0.191 (0.012) 0.190 0.189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7 0.3</td>
<td>-0.493 (0.083) -0.491 -0.484</td>
<td>0.096 (0.005) 0.096 0.096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5 0.5</td>
<td>-0.207 (0.067) -0.206 -0.203</td>
<td>0.522 (0.024) 0.522 0.521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5 0.7</td>
<td>-0.182 (0.033) -0.182 -0.181</td>
<td>0.187 (0.008) 0.187 0.187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7 0.7</td>
<td>-0.175 (0.028) -0.174 -0.173</td>
<td>0.095 (0.004) 0.095 0.095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0 0.3</td>
<td>-0.098 (0.030) -0.097 -0.096</td>
<td>0.517 (0.021) 0.517 0.518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0 0.5</td>
<td>-0.090 (0.017) -0.090 -0.09</td>
<td>0.186 (0.008) 0.186 0.186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0 0.7</td>
<td>-0.088 (0.015) -0.088 -0.088</td>
<td>0.095 (0.004) 0.095 0.095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0 1.0</td>
<td>-0.029 (0.009) -0.029 -0.029</td>
<td>0.513 (0.021) 0.514 0.517</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Presented in Table 4.3 are the summary results for the logHR estimates adjusted for the bias with the proposed multivariate method by varying the assumed error correlation. It is evident that the magnitude of error correlation affects the mean estimate of the logHR for FV intake more than the mean estimate of the logHR for cigarette smoking. For positively correlated errors, the mean of $\hat{\beta}_{T_1}$ even becomes smaller in absolute value than the unadjusted estimate. Further, we compare the results obtained by assuming uncorrelated errors ($\rho_{\varepsilon_1\varepsilon_2} = 0$) in Table 4.3 with the results in Table 4.1. From this comparison, it is evident that the difference between the estimates obtained with the multivariate and univariate methods is due to the assumed magnitude of the correlation between true intakes ($\rho_{T_1T_2}$). When the errors are assumed to be uncorrelated, the presence of $\rho_{T_1T_2}$ alters $\hat{\beta}_{T_1}$ by about -6%, i.e., from -0.169 to -0.159 as estimated with the univariate method and the multivariate method, respectively.
Table 4.3: The mean (standard deviation), median, 0.05 and 0.95 quantiles and mode of the log hazard ratio estimates adjusted for the bias with the multivariate method by varying the magnitude of error correlation between DQ measurements for FV intake and number of cigarettes smoked, EPIC study 1992-2000

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Correlations</th>
<th>LogHR estimate for FV intake $\hat{\beta}_{T_1}$</th>
<th>LogHR estimate for cigarette smoking $\hat{\beta}_{T_2}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\rho_{e_1e_2}$</td>
<td>$\hat{\rho}_{T_1T_2}$</td>
<td>mean (SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>-0.301(0.098)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>-0.277(0.099)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>-0.247(0.098)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>-0.207(0.093)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>-0.159(0.083)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>-0.32</td>
<td>-0.038(0.098)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CI is level of uncertainty in the range of literature-reported validity coefficient $\rho_{T_iQ_i}$ expressed as a credible interval; $\hat{\rho}_{T_1T_2}$ is posterior mean estimate for the correlation coefficient between true intake variables.

Table 4.4 presents the mean (standard deviation), median, 0.05 and 0.95 quantiles and mode for logHR estimates $\hat{\beta}_{T_1}$ and $\hat{\beta}_{T_2}$ adjusted for the bias with the proposed multivariate method for various possibilities of equating the limits on literature-reported validity coefficients to quantiles of the uncertainty distribution. From this sensitivity result, the level of uncertainty assumed in the distribution of validity coefficient has negligible effect on the mean and the mode but not the median estimates.
of $\hat{\beta}_{T_1}$ and $\hat{\beta}_{T_2}$. As expected, the uncertainty in the estimates increases with the level of uncertainty assigned to the validity coefficients.

Table 4.4: The mean (standard deviation), median, 0.05 and 0.95 quantile and mode for logHR estimates for FV intake and for number of cigarettes smoked adjusted for the bias with the multivariate method, for various possibilities of equating the limits of literature-reported validity coefficients to quantiles of the uncertainty distribution, EPIC study 1992-2000

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CI (%)</th>
<th>LogHR estimate for FV intake $\hat{\beta}_{T_1}$</th>
<th>LogHR estimate for cigarette smoking $\hat{\beta}_{T_2}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mean (SD)</td>
<td>median</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>-0.206 (0.155)</td>
<td>-0.156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>-0.181 (0.090)</td>
<td>-0.157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>-0.179 (0.080)</td>
<td>-0.158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99</td>
<td>-0.173 (0.065)</td>
<td>-0.160</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CI is level of uncertainty in the range of literature-reported validity coefficient $\rho_{T_iQ_i}$ expressed as a credible interval.

### 4.4 Discussion

In this study, we proposed a method that can be used to adjust for the bias in the diet-disease association due to measurement error in reported dietary intake. Besides adjusting for bias, the method can also adjust for confounding and measurement error in the confounder simultaneously. The strength of this method is that an investigator does not necessarily have to conduct a validation study, provided there is valid knowledge on the extent of measurement error in the self-report instruments that are used. Validation studies are usually very costly to conduct. We demonstrated how to combine external validation data with the observed data to adjust for the bias in the
association. The method permits an investigator to either use prior information on the correlation between the errors in the dietary intake and the confounder measurements or on the correlation between their true intakes to estimate the covariance between true intakes. In the EPIC study example, the logHR estimate for FV intake adjusted for the bias with the multivariate method differed slightly from the estimate adjusted for the bias with the univariate method. The logHR estimates for cigarette smoking obtained with both bias-adjustment methods were almost the same. The similarity in the performance of the two methods in our example is due to weak negative error correlation assumed in this study, leading to minimal contamination effect of confounder measurement error. Sensitivity analysis, however, shows that the outcome of the two methods differs strongly when one assumes a strong error correlation. Further found through sensitivity analysis is that depending on the assumed magnitude of measurement error in cigarette smoking, the logHR estimate for FV intake can either be greater or smaller than the unadjusted estimate (Day et al., 2004; Marshall et al., 1999; Wong et al., 1999). Notably, the error in cigarette smoking importantly affected the logHR estimate for FV intake, but not vice versa. This could be due to the stronger effect of cigarette smoking than FV intake on mortality and to the lesser measurement error assumed for cigarette smoking. In our method, we assumed there was no proportional scaling bias, as information on the magnitude of this bias was not available for FV intake and number of cigarettes smoked in a lifetime at the time of this study. However, the proposed method can be easily extended to incorporate such information. In most cases there is no exact external information on the validity of self-report instruments. In such cases, the method allows the user to conduct a sensitivity analysis with a range of plausible estimates to explore the extent to which conclusions derived from the study could be influenced by measurement error. The method also allows pinpointing assumptions that are crucial for drawing the right conclusion, so that future efforts can be directed towards obtaining valid information.

This method, however, has a few limitations. First, we assumed an additive error structure for the DQ. Generally, however, some intake variables might exhibit multiplicative error structure, where the magnitude of measurement error increases
with the quantity of intake (Carroll et al., 2006; Guolo and Brazzale, 2008). In a multiplicative error framework, a remedy could be transform the multiplicative error structure to an additive structure and then proceed with the proposed method. Second, the literature-reported data on validity coefficients for FV intake were based not on gold standards but on concentration markers and recall measurements that do not provide direct measures of true intake (Andersen et al., 2005; Slater et al., 2010). Similarly, cotinine used as a marker for cigarette smoking suffers from same limitation (Pickett et al., 2005; Stram et al., 2002). Thus, the validity coefficients for these variables cannot be determined exactly (Natarajan et al., 2010; Stram et al., 2002). Nevertheless, the Bayesian MCMC sampling-based approach used by the proposed method can still account for the uncertainties in the validity coefficients reported from the literature.

With our example, we illustrate two important features of exposure measurement error. First, measurement error in the confounder can cause bias in the diet-disease association even if dietary intake is measured exactly. Second, when several exposure variables are measured with correlated errors, it can be difficult to predict the direction and magnitude of the association between an exposure and outcome of interest.

4.5 Conclusions

In conclusion, the proposed method can be used to adjust for the bias in the diet-disease association provided there is valid prior information on the magnitude of measurement error in the self-report instrument. The method allows the researcher to venture beyond general statements that measurement error in the confounders might have biased the results, because it allows an assessment of the sensitivity of the estimates to different assumptions regarding the structure of the measurement error. Our example illustrates the well-known fact that measurement error in a major risk factor (e.g., smoking) can affect the association estimate of a suspected risk factor (e.g., FV intake).
List of abbreviations
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Appendices

Appendix 1: How to generate validity coefficients from the range of plausible values obtained from the literature data
Using Fisher z-transformation formula, the validity coefficient \( \rho_{T_iQ_i} \) for the \( i \)th study variable is transformed as

\[
   z_i = \frac{1}{2} \ln \left( \frac{1 + \rho_{T_iQ_i}}{1 - \rho_{T_iQ_i}} \right), \quad i = 1, 2 \quad (1 = \text{FV intake}, \ 2 = \text{cigarette smoking}) \tag{4.7}
\]

where \( z_i \) is approximately normally distributed. We denote the lower and upper limits of the reported validity coefficients by \( r_l \) and \( r_u \), respectively. We then use the \( z_i \) formula (in expression (4.7)) to obtain the corresponding Fisher z-transformed values for the upper and lower limits of the validity coefficient as \( z_l \) and \( z_u \), respectively. Further, using the confidence interval formula for a standard normal random variable, we compute the mean \( \mu_{Z_i} \) and the standard deviation \( \sigma_{Z_i} \) of \( z_i \) as

\[
   \mu_{z_i} = 0.5(z_u + z_l) \quad \text{and} \quad \sigma_{z_i} = \frac{1}{2} \frac{(z_u - z_l)}{Z_{\alpha/2}}, \quad \text{respectively},
\]

where \( Z_{\alpha/2} \) is the \( (1 - \frac{\alpha}{2}) \% \) quantile of a standard normal random variable. With this parameterization, the \( z_i \) are generated as \( z_i \sim \text{N}(\mu_{z_i}, \sigma_{z_i}) \).

Subsequently, the generated \( z_i \) are transformed back to the validity coefficient using the inverse of Fisher z-transform as

\[
   \rho_{T_iQ_i} = \frac{\exp(2z_i) - 1}{\exp(2z_i) + 1} \tag{4.8}
\]

Appendix 2: Distribution of correlation coefficients. Kernel densities and histograms for the distribution of validity coefficients for fruit and vegetable (FV) intake \( \rho_{Q_1T_1} \) and number of cigarettes smoked \( \rho_{Q_2T_2} \) as reported in the dietary questionnaires, generated from external validation data by assuming the reported lower
and upper limits as 0.05 and 0.95 quantiles of the uncertainty distribution, respectively; the distribution of error correlation ($\rho_e$) was obtained based on the correlation in the observed data and prior information on the plausible sign of $\rho_e$ for FV intake and cigarette smoking as explained in the main text. Note, with the assumed quantile interval, it is possible to get a small positive values for the error correlation as shown in the distribution of $\rho_e$.

Figure 4.3: Distributions of validity coefficients for FV intake and cigarette smoking as reported on the DQ, and correlation coefficient between the errors.
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Abstract
Regular physical activity (PA) is associated with good health. It is, however, difficult to measure PA exactly with an accelerometer in free-living individuals. Measurement errors can bias the associations between PA and health outcomes and lead to loss of statistical power to detect associations. We validated the GT3X accelerometer against doubly labelled water in a study of Dutch adults and compared two prediction equations used to summarize accelerometer data. We estimated: bias in the mean level of PA, correlation coefficient between measured and true PA values (validity coefficient, which quantifies loss of power to detect associations) and attenuation factor (which quantifies bias in the associations), with and without conditioning on age, sex and BMI. We used activity energy expenditure (AEE), total energy expenditure (TEE) and physical activity level (PAL) metrics for PA. The accelerometer underestimated AEE, TEE and PAL by about 450kcal/day, 500kcal/day and 0.3, respectively. Validity coefficients for AEE, TEE and PAL conditional on age, sex and BMI ranged from 0.36 (PAL) to 0.8 (TEE) and for attenuation factors from 0.5 (PAL) to 0.8 (TEE). Results from the two prediction equations were similar. Accelerometer measures perform better for determining TEE than for determining AEE and PAL.

5.1 Introduction
Regular physical activity (PA) is associated with good health (Plasqui and Westerterp, 2007; WHO, 2015). PA involves body movement produced by skeletal muscles resulting in energy expenditure above resting levels (Hills et al., 2014; Plasqui, Bonomi and Westerterp, 2013). The health benefits associated with PA are assessed by considering an individual’s average physical activity level over a long period of time (hereafter, usual activity) (Nusser et al., 2012). Ideally, usual activity would be measured without error in free-living individuals. PA, however, is difficult to measure exactly under free-living conditions. Thus, usual activity measurements from the accelerometer are subject to error.

The three main effects of measurement error in usual activity are: bias in the mean level of PA, loss of statistical power to detect association between PA and a health outcome, such as obesity (Carroll et al., 2006), and bias in the PA-health outcome association. These three effects of measurement error can be quantified with the mean discrepancy between true and measured activity level in the study population, with the correlation coefficient between measured and true activity level (hereafter, validity coefficient), and with the attenuation factor, respectively (Ferrari et al., 2007; Tooze et al., 2013).

Physical activity contributes to total energy expenditure (TEE). The doubly labelled water (DLW) technique is regarded as the gold standard for measuring TEE in a free-living context (Hallal et al., 2013; Hills et al., 2014; Plasqui and Westerterp, 2007). Total energy expenditure is composed of: energy expended at rest, often referred to as basal energy expenditure (BEE); energy expended above resting level due to PA, referred to as activity energy expenditure (AEE), and thermic effect of food (TEF). The DLW technique requires the use of stable water isotopes and use of sophisticated laboratory equipment for estimating isotope enrichments over time in biological samples (blood and urine). The logistics and combined cost of dosing, sampling and analysis limit the use of the DLW technique in large epidemiologic studies (Hills et al., 2014). Consequently, use of more affordable and objective methods for assessing PA is
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becoming popular. A commonly used technique to assess PA objectively is accelerometry (Hills et al., 2014; Plasqui et al., 2013). It is, however, widely recognized that accelerometers underestimate some physical activities, such as swimming, cycling, sedentary activities and static exercise in free-living individuals (Hills et al., 2014; Leenders et al., 2001; Lyden et al., 2011; Plasqui and Westerterp, 2007; Van Remoortel et al., 2012). Many validation studies on PA, therefore, use the DLW technique to validate the accelerometer for assessing usual activity in free-living individuals (Hills et al., 2014; Plasqui and Westerterp, 2007). The DuPLO is one such a validation study, where PA was assessed with triaxial GT3X accelerometer (Actigraph, Pensacola, Florida) to monitor body acceleration in a triaxial plane. Doubly labelled water was used as a gold standard for assessing TEE in the DuPLO study.

Presently, there are very few studies on the validity of the GT3X accelerometer model. Moreover, studies on other triaxial accelerometer models usually stop at computing the discrepancy between accelerometer and DLW-derived measurements and correlation coefficient between them, for instance, see Van Remoortel et al. (2012). For adequate validity assessment, however, a researcher needs to know the magnitude of the validity coefficient and attenuation factor associated with the use of the accelerometer (Ferrari et al., 2007; Tooze et al., 2013).

We assessed the validity of the accelerometer used in the DuPLO validation study as follows. First, we applied a plausible model to describe the measurement error structure. Second, we estimated the bias in the population mean level of PA, the validity coefficient and the attenuation factor for three metrics used to describe accelerometer-derived activity measurements: AEE, TEE and physical activity level (PAL). Physical activity level, defined as the ratio of TEE to BEE, is commonly used to measure PA and provides an index of relative excess energy output due to PA (Hills et al., 2014). Third, we estimated these measures conditional on some subject characteristics, as this is the type of validity measurement that is relevant in real world epidemiological studies. Fourth, we proposed a calibration method for the accelerometer to reduce the bias in the population mean level of PA. Lastly, we
assessed the performance of two prediction equations commonly used to predict AEE from the accelerometer activity data.

5.2 Materials and methods

5.2.1 DuPLO Study

The DuPLO study participants consisted of a sub-sample from the NQplus study—a longitudinal study on diet and health (https://www.wageningenur.nl/en/project/nqplus.htm). The DuPLO study participants were recruited via email invitation, and were all Dutch, aged 20-70 years and living in Wageningen, Ede, Renkum and Arnhem (Trijsburg et al., 2015). The study was approved by the medical ethics committee of Wageningen University. The purpose of the study was explained to the participants and a written informed consent was obtained from each participant. Among the eligible participants, 200 agreed to participate in the DuPLO study (92 men, 108 women). Data were collected from 2011 to 2013.

5.2.2 Assessment of Energy Expenditure with the DLW

Doubly labelled water was used to measure TEE using the two-point protocol (IAEA, 2009). Subjects were not eligible to join the DLW study if they were planning to travel abroad, on energy restricted diet, using diuretics, lactating, pregnant or planning to be pregnant during the study period, and if they were suffering from congestive heart failure, kidney failure or malabsorption. In total, 70 DuPLO participants joined the DLW study. The TEE assessment covered an eleven-day period. A day before the DLW dose, participants were instructed to follow a normal dietary pattern, refrain from alcohol, heavy exercise and exposure to high temperatures, and to stay in a fasting state the evening prior to DLW dosing. At the first visit, weight and height were measured and baseline urine and saliva samples were collected followed by ingestion of a dose of DLW. Subjects received a mixture of 1.8 g 10% enriched H$_2^{18}$O (Centre for Molecular Research Ltd, Moscow, Russia) and 0.12 g 99.8% enriched $^2$H$_2$O (Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, Inc, Andover, MA, USA) per kg body water. Body weights of male and
female were assumed to contain 55% and 50% body water, respectively (Chumlea et al., 2002). Additional urine and saliva samples were collected three and four hours post dose. Participants revisited the study centre eleven days after dosing. At the second visit, body weight was re-measured and two samples of urine and saliva were collected with one hour interval between samples. To quantify within-individual variability in DLW measurements, 30 participants were invited for a second visit and came back for samples collection (mean time in between two measurements ~ 5 months). The samples were analysed at the Centre for Isotope Research, Groningen, The Netherlands (Guidotti et al., 2013). Rate of carbon dioxide production ($rCO_2$) was calculated as follows: $rCO_2 (L/day) = (TBW / 2.078)(1.01kO – 1.04kD) – 0.0246rGf$, where TBW is total body water, $kO$ and $kD$ are isotope elimination rates of oxygen and deuterium, respectively, and $rGf = 1.05TBW(kO - kD)$ (Schoeller, Leitch and Brown, 1986). Total energy expenditure from the DLW was calculated using the modified Weir equation: $TEE (kcal/day) = rCO_2 (L/day) \times (1.1 + 3.90/RQ)$, where $RQ$ was assumed to be 0.85 (Weir, 1949). Activity energy expenditure from the DLW was estimated as $AEE = 0.9 \times TEE – BEE$ (Hills et al., 2014), where BEE was predicted from participant’s age, sex, height and weight using Henry’s equation (Henry, 2005) and thermic effect of food was taken as 10% of TEE (Hills et al., 2014; Neuhouser et al., 2013).

5.2.3 Assessment of Physical Activity with the Accelerometer

A total of 153 individuals (including the DLW study participants) agreed to participate in the accelerometer study. A GT3X (Actigraph, Pensacola, Florida) accelerometer was used to monitor PA in a triaxial plane. At the first DLW visit, the accelerometer together with instructions was given to each of the 70 participants who agreed to join the accelerometer study. Each participant wore the accelerometer for seven days and kept a record of daily activities. Additionally, 83 more individuals who did not participate in the DLW study agreed to wear the accelerometer. Daily AEE was derived from raw accelerometer activity data using two prediction equations: (i) Freedson VM3 combination (2011) that uses data from all the three axes (Sasaki, John and Freedson, 2011), and (ii) Freedson combination (1998) that uses data from one axis only (Freedson, Melanson and Sirard, 1998). Total energy expenditure from the
accelerometer was estimated as $\text{TEE} = (\text{BEE} + \text{AEE})/0.9$ (Neuhouser et al., 2013), where BEE was predicted as explained above. In the analysis, we excluded DLW and accelerometer activity data for one participant who had implausibly low TEE values as compared to BEE.

### 5.2.4 Measurement Error model for Physical Activity

We denote an activity measurement (expressed either as AEE, TEE or PAL) from the DLW for individual $i$ on day $j$ by $R_{ij}$, the corresponding activity measurement from the accelerometer by $A_{ij}$ and a latent true usual activity for individual $i$ by $T_i$. We relate $A_{ij}$ and $R_{ij}$ with $T_i$ using a bivariate linear measurement error model as

\[
\begin{align*}
A_{ij} &= \beta_0 + \beta_A T_i + r_{A_{ij}} + \epsilon_{A_{ij}} \\
R_{ij} &= T_i + \epsilon_{R_{ij}}
\end{align*}
\]

the intercept term $\beta_0$ represents overall bias in the accelerometer that is independent of $T_i$, and is referred to as constant bias; the slope $\beta_A$ represents average population bias that is related with $T_i$, and is referred to as proportional scaling bias; $\beta_0$ and $\beta_A$ are jointly referred to as systematic bias terms (Kipnis et al., 2001); $r_{A_{ij}}$ denotes random deviation of an individual’s average bias relative to the average bias in the population, and is referred to as person-specific bias (Ferrari et al., 2007; Kipnis et al., 2003), $\epsilon_{A_{ij}}$ denotes within-individual random deviation from an individual’s average bias; $\epsilon_{R_{ij}}$ denotes within-individual random deviation of DLW measurements from true level of usual activity. We further assume independence between random terms in the model, between each random error component and true usual activity, and between replicate measurements from the same instrument. As a result, $A_{ij}$ is distributed as $A_{ij} \sim \mathcal{N}(\beta_0 + \beta_A T_i, \sigma_A^2 T_i^2 + \sigma_F^2)$. True usual activity is distributed as $T_i \sim \mathcal{N}(\mu_T, \sigma_T^2)$. In contrast, $R_{ij}$ is assumed to be unbiased, i.e., the constant bias term is zero, proportional scaling bias term is one and person-specific bias term is zero. Thus, measurement error in $R_{ij}$ is assumed to be purely due to within-person random variation. In epidemiological studies, analyses on relations with PA are mostly done adjusting for individual characteristics such as age,
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sex and body mass index. In such analysis, the relevant validity measures are those depending on these characteristics. In order to calculate such conditional validity measures, we reparametrize the distribution of $T_i$ as

$$T_i \sim N(\alpha_0 + \alpha_z^T Z, \sigma^2),$$  

(5.2)

where $\alpha_0 + \alpha_z^T Z = \mu_T$. $Z$ is a vector of covariates consisting of individual characteristic variables with fixed effect parameters $\alpha_z^T$. The individual characteristic variables considered in this study include BMI, sex and age.

### 5.2.5 Quantification of Measurement Error

Measurement error can be quantified in terms of the discrepancy between true and measured mean activity, i.e., with the bias. We explored the bias in mean activity measurements from the accelerometer as follows. First, for each subject with two replicate measurements from the accelerometer and the DLW, we plotted the mean activity estimate from the accelerometer versus the unbiased mean activity estimate from the DLW (hereafter, mean plot). Second, for each subject, we plotted the difference between mean activity estimates from both instruments (as a measure of bias) versus the unbiased mean estimate from the DLW in a Bland-Altman plot (Bland and Altman, 1986; Krouwer, 2008; Lim et al., 2015). In the Bland-Altman plot, we computed 95% limits of agreement between the accelerometer and DLW. The 95% limits of agreement, defined as mean difference $\pm 1.96$ standard deviation of the difference, quantify the level of agreement between activity measurements from both instruments. We also explored the structure of measurement error in each instrument separately using Bland-Altman plots. Using parameters in model (5.1), the mean bias can be estimated as

$$\hat{\text{bias}} = \hat{\beta}_0 + (\hat{\beta}_1 - 1) \hat{\mu}_T.$$  

(5.3)

When the bias is substantial, it is useful to calibrate the accelerometer. We proposed the following method to calibrate the accelerometer activity data. We calibrated AEE derived from the accelerometer ($\text{AEE}_{\text{accel}}$, biased) using TEE from the DLW ($\text{TEE}_{\text{dlw}}$, unbiased) and obtain a calibration factor as

$$\alpha = \frac{(0.9 \times \text{TEE}_{\text{dlw}} - \text{BEE})}{\text{AEE}_{\text{accel}}},$$

99
where $\alpha$ is a calibration factor. After calibrating $\text{AEE}_{\text{accel}}$ by $\alpha$, TEE and PAL were recalculated.

Loss of statistical power to detect a significant association between PA and health outcome due to measurement error in PA can be quantified with validity coefficient (Ferrari et al., 2007). The validity coefficient is the correlation between measured and true level of PA, and can be expressed in terms of measurement error model parameters as

$$
\rho_{AT} = \frac{\text{cov}(A, T)}{\sqrt{\text{var}(A) \text{var}(T)}} = \frac{\beta_A \sigma_T}{\sqrt{\beta^2 \sigma^2_T + \sigma^2_A + \sigma^2_\epsilon}}.
$$

(5.4)

where $\rho_{AT}$ is usually between zero and one; a value close to zero signifies substantial loss in statistical power. The association between PA and a health outcome might be biased, typically toward the null when PA is measured with error. The bias toward the null is referred to as attenuation (Kipnis et al., 1997). The extent of attenuation can be quantified with the attenuation factor, $\lambda_A$. When the relation between measured and true exposure is linear, $\lambda_A$ is the regression slope of true on measured exposure, and is expressed in terms of model parameters as

$$
\lambda_A = \frac{\text{cov}(A, T)}{\text{var}(A)} = \frac{\beta_A \sigma^2_T}{\beta^2 \sigma^2_T + \sigma^2_\epsilon + \sigma^2_\epsilon'}.
$$

(5.5)

where a $\lambda_A$ value close to zero indicates severe attenuation. To adjust for the bias in a linear health-outcome model, the unadjusted association estimate is divided by $\lambda_A$.

### 5.2.6 Descriptive statistical analyses and model fitting

We summarized mean activity data from the DuPLO study with a mixed model approach due to imbalance in the study design. We estimated error distributions by computing within-subject differences for activity data derived from DLW and accelerometer separately. We explored error distributions with histograms, density plots, Bland-Altman plots, and formally with the Shapiro-Wilk test. The bias in the accelerometer was explored with mean plot and Bland-Altman plot, as previously described. We subsequently fit the measurement error model using a maximum likelihood method with Newton-Raphson optimization technique and adaptive
Gaussian quadrature with 10 quadrature points. The method was implemented in SAS version 9.3 using NLMIXED procedure.

5.3 Results
Table 5.1 presents summary measures for relevant study variables in the DuPLO study. On average, male participants were older by 4.6 years, heavier by 13.2 kg, taller by 0.11 m, and with larger mean body mass index by 1.1 kg/m$^2$ than their female counterparts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Overall (N=200)</th>
<th>Male (N=92)</th>
<th>Female (N=108)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age, years</td>
<td>55.7 (10.5)</td>
<td>58.2 (9.3)</td>
<td>53.6 (11.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight, kg</td>
<td>76.0 (14.2)</td>
<td>83.1 (12.9)</td>
<td>69.9 (12.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height, m</td>
<td>1.73 (0.08)</td>
<td>1.79 (0.06)</td>
<td>1.68 (0.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI, kg/m$^2$</td>
<td>25.2 (0.04)</td>
<td>25.8 (3.58)</td>
<td>24.7 (4.06)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table 5.2, the mean and standard deviation for different energy expenditure metrics are presented. Regardless of the prediction equation used for the accelerometer activity data, AEE, TEE and PAL values derived from the DLW are greater on average and with larger variability (large standard deviation) than their counterparts from the accelerometer. For instance, the accelerometer underestimates mean AEE by about 50% as compared with the DLW. Comparing results from the two prediction equations, AEE predicted with Freedson VM3 Combination (2011) are larger on average and more variable than those predicted with Freedson Combination (1998) equation; this is expected since the latter ignores activity data recorded on two of the three axes of the accelerometer.
Table 5.2: Mean (standard deviation) of BEE (in kcal/day), AEE (in kcal/day), TEE (in kcal/day) and PAL in the DuPLO study, Netherlands, 2011-2013

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Overall</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mean (SD)</td>
<td>mean (SD)</td>
<td>mean (SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEE(^\d), kcal/day</td>
<td>1508.4 (245.9)</td>
<td>1700.1 (200.5)</td>
<td>1345.1 (140.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLW AEE</td>
<td>882.5 (281.2)</td>
<td>1050.5 (264.7)</td>
<td>739.3 (295.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC AEE, Freedson VM3 (*11) (^a)</td>
<td>453.9 (124.1)</td>
<td>486.0 (115.5)</td>
<td>426.6 (131.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC AEE, Freedson (*98) (^b)</td>
<td>414.6 (114.7)</td>
<td>455.5 (106.7)</td>
<td>379.8 (121.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLW TEE</td>
<td>2678.6 (343.2)</td>
<td>3047.6 (323.1)</td>
<td>2364.3 (360.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC TEE (^a)</td>
<td>2185.1 (192.8)</td>
<td>2423.0 (179.4)</td>
<td>1982.5 (204.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC TEE (^b)</td>
<td>2141.7 (186.9)</td>
<td>2389.5 (173.9)</td>
<td>1930.7 (197.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLW PAL</td>
<td>1.75 (0.20)</td>
<td>1.80 (0.19)</td>
<td>1.71 (0.21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC PAL (^a)</td>
<td>1.45 (0.09)</td>
<td>1.43 (0.08)</td>
<td>1.46 (0.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC PAL (^b)</td>
<td>1.42 (0.08)</td>
<td>1.41 (0.07)</td>
<td>1.42 (0.08)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviation: BEE, basal energy expenditure; DLW, doubly labelled water; ACC, accelerometer; AEE, activity energy expenditure; TEE, total energy expenditure; PAL, physical activity level expressed as a ratio of TEE to BEE.

\(^\d\) BEE predicted from age, sex and weight using Henry’s equation.
\(^a\) Accelerometer-derived AEE, TEE and PAL, where AEE is predicted with Freedson VM3 (2011) combination equation;
\(^b\) Accelerometer-derived AEE, TEE and PAL, where AEE is predicted with Freedson Combination (1998) equation.

Figure 5.1 displays Bland-Altman plots for AEE derived from the accelerometer (a), DLW (b) and from both instruments (d); also shown is the scatterplot of the mean AEE estimate from the accelerometer versus the mean estimate from the DLW. In Figure 5.1 (a) and (b), the scatter plots appear to be spread randomly and do not show any discernible trend. Lack of trend in the scatter plots suggests that the magnitude of errors in the accelerometer and DLW do not depend on the mean level of AEE, i.e., the errors are additive. Symmetrically distributed within-subject differences explored with histogram and density plots suggest normally distributed errors (graphs not shown); Shapiro-Wilk test also resulted in statistically non-significant p-values. Figure 5.1 (c) suggests that the AEE for subjects with large mean DLW values are underestimated more with the accelerometer measurements than for subjects with small mean DLW values. The flattened regression slope in Figure 5.1 (c) suggests existence of
proportional scaling bias in the accelerometer activity data. The accelerometer underestimates mean AEE by about $-441.6$ kilo calories per day (Figure 5.1 (d), dotted middle line).

**Figure 5.1:** Bland-Altman plot for activity energy expenditure (AEE) measurements derived from accelerometer (a) and DLW (b), where within-subject differences are plotted against subject averages, also shown is the mean difference (middle dotted line) and 95% limits of agreement (extreme dotted lines); In (c), subject average AEE measurements from accelerometer are plotted against subject averages from the DLW; In (d) within-subject between-instrument differences in the mean AEE estimate are plotted against the corresponding subject averages from the DLW; blue dots ($N=69$) refers to first replicate measurements, DuPLO study, Wageningen, Netherlands, 2011-2013.
Based on these findings, we assumed normality and additivity for distributions of within-person errors in the accelerometer and DLW measurements, and systematic bias in the accelerometer measurements. We observed similar findings for TEE and PAL measurements. We consequently fitted the proposed measurement error model unconditionally and by letting true usual activity depend on the subject’s age, sex and BMI. Age and BMI were standardized to improve convergence of the model.

Table 5.3 presents parameter estimates of measurement error in the accelerometer. There is evidence of overall bias in the accelerometer that is independent of an individual’s level of activity ($\beta_0$). For instance, in the model where $T_t$ is predicted conditional on the covariates and the accelerometer–derived AEE is predicted by Freedson VM3 (2011) equation, the mean AEE will be underestimated by 157 kilocalories per day. The estimate of $\beta_A$, the bias that depends on an individual’s level of activity, is less than one for AEE, TEE and PAL in all cases; this means that usual activity for very physically active individual is underestimated more than less physically active individuals with the accelerometer. There is person-specific bias $\sigma_A$ and within-person random error $\sigma_{\epsilon_A}$ in the accelerometer measurements. From this, it is evident that the accelerometer underestimates mean usual activity. For instance, the accelerometer underestimates mean AEE by about 445 kilo calories per day, when a model conditional on the covariates is used as well as Freedson VM3 (2011) prediction equation (Table 5.4).
Table 5.3: Estimates for parameters of measurement error in the accelerometer and variance of true activity expressed as AEE, TEE and PAL, when true activity is predicted with and without conditioning on subject’s age, sex and BMI, where AEE from accelerometer is predicted with Freedson VM3 (2011) combination equation \(^a\) and Freedson Combination (1998) equation \(^b\), DuPLO study, Wageningen, Netherlands, 2011-2013

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>True activity level conditional on the covariates</th>
<th>Intercept of regression of accelerometer activity on true activity (\beta_0) (SE)</th>
<th>Regression slope of accelerometer activity on true activity (\beta_A) (SE)</th>
<th>Standard deviation of true activity level (\sigma_T) (SE) (\times 10^3)</th>
<th>Standard deviation of person-specific bias in accelerometer (\sigma_\beta) (SE) (\times 10^3)</th>
<th>Standard deviation of within-person error in accelerometer (\sigma_\epsilon) (SE) (\times 10^3)</th>
<th>Standard deviation of within-person random error in DLW (\sigma_\epsilon) (SE) (\times 10^3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AEE</td>
<td>Yes  (^a)</td>
<td>0.157 (0.094)</td>
<td>0.334 (0.101)</td>
<td>0.240 (0.048)</td>
<td>0.127 (0.018)</td>
<td>0.103 (0.009)</td>
<td>0.322 (0.033)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes  (^b)</td>
<td>0.104 (0.092)</td>
<td>0.351 (0.098)</td>
<td>0.226 (0.049)</td>
<td>0.110 (0.018)</td>
<td>0.100 (0.009)</td>
<td>0.330 (0.034)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No  (^a)</td>
<td>0.103 (0.146)</td>
<td>0.391 (0.158)</td>
<td>0.264 (0.058)</td>
<td>0.117 (0.026)</td>
<td>0.103 (0.009)</td>
<td>0.333 (0.040)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No  (^b)</td>
<td>0.093 (0.131)</td>
<td>0.359 (0.141)</td>
<td>0.268 (0.058)</td>
<td>0.108 (0.025)</td>
<td>0.100 (0.009)</td>
<td>0.332 (0.040)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEE</td>
<td>Yes  (^a)</td>
<td>0.149 (0.240)</td>
<td>0.758 (0.087)</td>
<td>0.228 (0.033)</td>
<td>0.088 (0.040)</td>
<td>0.109 (0.009)</td>
<td>0.405 (0.033)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes  (^b)</td>
<td>0.053 (0.246)</td>
<td>0.778 (0.089)</td>
<td>0.212 (0.032)</td>
<td>0.073 (0.046)</td>
<td>0.107 (0.009)</td>
<td>0.412 (0.033)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No  (^a)</td>
<td>0.387 (0.287)</td>
<td>0.670 (0.105)</td>
<td>0.480 (0.058)</td>
<td>0.151 (0.053)</td>
<td>0.110 (0.009)</td>
<td>0.371 (0.045)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No  (^b)</td>
<td>0.359 (0.279)</td>
<td>0.664 (0.102)</td>
<td>0.482 (0.058)</td>
<td>0.155 (0.051)</td>
<td>0.108 (0.009)</td>
<td>0.368 (0.044)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAL</td>
<td>Yes  (^a)</td>
<td>0.827 (0.317)</td>
<td>0.352 (0.178)</td>
<td>0.164 (0.035)</td>
<td>0.089 (0.018)</td>
<td>0.076 (0.006)</td>
<td>0.226 (0.025)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes  (^b)</td>
<td>0.971 (0.239)</td>
<td>0.254 (0.134)</td>
<td>0.164 (0.035)</td>
<td>0.083 (0.013)</td>
<td>0.072 (0.006)</td>
<td>0.224 (0.023)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No  (^a)</td>
<td>0.669 (0.374)</td>
<td>0.441 (0.211)</td>
<td>0.161 (0.042)</td>
<td>0.080 (0.020)</td>
<td>0.076 (0.006)</td>
<td>0.234 (0.027)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No  (^b)</td>
<td>0.768 (0.323)</td>
<td>0.368 (0.182)</td>
<td>0.162 (0.042)</td>
<td>0.073 (0.018)</td>
<td>0.072 (0.006)</td>
<td>0.234 (0.027)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) Whether a subject’s true activity is predicted by conditioning on age, sex and BMI or not; AEE, activity energy expenditure; TEE, total energy expenditure; PAL, physical activity level (PAL=TEE/BEE);  
\(^b\) AEE is predicted with Freedson Combination (1998) equation that uses activity data from one axis only.
Based on the validity coefficient estimates shown in Table 5.4, there is a substantial loss of statistical power in testing the association between PA and any health outcome, when PA is expressed either as AEE or PAL and measured by accelerometer. For instance, to attain the required power to detect a significant association when $\rho_{AT}$ is 0.44, the sample size of accelerometer study should be about five times as large as (i.e., $1/\rho_{AT}^2 = 1/0.44^2$) the sample size that would be required if AEE were measured exactly. There is, however, a small loss in statistical power when PA is expressed as TEE, i.e., the sample size should be 1.6 times as large.

Table 5.4: Estimates for validity coefficient, attenuation factor and mean bias for accelerometer–derived activity measurements, when true activity is predicted with and without conditioning on subject’s age, sex and BMI, where AEE from accelerometer is predicted with Freedson VM3 (2011) combination equation a and Freedson Combination (1998) equation b, DuPLO study, Wageningen, Netherlands, 2011-2013

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>True activity level conditional on the covariates †</th>
<th>Correlation between accelerometer and true activity $\rho_{AT}$ (SE)</th>
<th>Attenuation factor $\lambda_A$ (SE)</th>
<th>Mean bias in accelerometer measurements in kcal/day $\times 10^3$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AEE</td>
<td>Yes a</td>
<td>0.44 (0.127)</td>
<td>0.59 (0.229)</td>
<td>-0.445 (0.091)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes b</td>
<td>0.47 (0.120)</td>
<td>0.63 (0.240)</td>
<td>-0.484 (0.095)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No a</td>
<td>0.55 (0.154)</td>
<td>0.78 (0.232)</td>
<td>-0.458 (0.043)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No b</td>
<td>0.55 (0.151)</td>
<td>0.83 (0.253)</td>
<td>-0.499 (0.043)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEE</td>
<td>Yes a</td>
<td>0.78 (0.089)</td>
<td>0.80 (0.177)</td>
<td>-0.502 (0.096)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes b</td>
<td>0.79 (0.094)</td>
<td>0.80 (0.186)</td>
<td>-0.545 (0.088)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No a</td>
<td>0.86 (0.068)</td>
<td>1.12 (0.133)</td>
<td>-0.513 (0.047)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No b</td>
<td>0.86 (0.067)</td>
<td>1.12 (0.133)</td>
<td>-0.558 (0.047)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAL</td>
<td>Yes a</td>
<td>0.44 (0.194)</td>
<td>0.55 (0.263)</td>
<td>-0.321 (0.029)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes b</td>
<td>0.36 (0.187)</td>
<td>0.50 (0.302)</td>
<td>-0.349 (0.039)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No a</td>
<td>0.54 (0.171)</td>
<td>0.66 (0.217)</td>
<td>-0.323 (0.029)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No b</td>
<td>0.50 (0.174)</td>
<td>0.68 (0.249)</td>
<td>-0.354 (0.029)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† Whether a subject’s true activity is predicted conditional on age, sex and BMI or not; AEE, activity energy expenditure; TEE, total energy expenditure; PAL, physical activity level (PAL=TEE/BEE);
a AEE is predicted with Freedson VM3 (2011) combination equation that uses activity data from the three axes; b AEE is predicted with Freedson Combination (1998) equation that uses activity data from one axis only
There will be a sizable attenuation in the PA-outcome associations, when PA measurement from the accelerometer is expressed either as AEE or PAL (Table 5.4). For instance, when AEE measurements from the accelerometer, with a $\lambda_\Delta$ value of 0.59 are used, a true relative risk of 0.6 for beneficial effect of regular PA would be observed as 0.74 ($0.6^{0.59}$); when PAL measurements from the accelerometer, with a $\lambda_\Delta$ value of 0.55 are used, one would observe a relative risk of 0.76. When PA is expressed as TEE with a $\lambda_\Delta$ value of 0.8, one would observe a modest attenuation with a relative risk of 0.66. Regardless of the metric used, the observed relative risk would be weaker than the true relative risk. It is clear that when we look at true activity conditional on subject’s age, sex and BMI, this affects the magnitude and level of precision of parameter estimates from the measurement error model. Both prediction equations for AEE from the raw accelerometer data result in similar magnitudes for the parameter estimates in the model, validity coefficients and attenuation factors, but with a greater magnitude of bias for Freedson Combination (1998) as expected.

Table 5.5 presents results before and after calibrating the AEE measurements from the accelerometer by a calibration factor ($\alpha$) of 1.9, estimated with the proposed calibration approach, and recalculating TEE and PAL. As expected, the proposed calibration method reduces bias in the mean usual activity substantially. Specifically, the mean bias is reduced by 93% for AEE, 90% for TEE and by 95% for PAL. The calibration method, however, does not reduce loss of statistical power and attenuation of PA-health outcome associations.
Table 5.5: Parameter estimates for the measurement error model, validity coefficient, and attenuation factor and mean bias (per 1000 kcals/day) estimates AEE, TEE and PAL measurements from the accelerometer using Freedson VM3 (2011) combination equation, with and without calibrating the accelerometer activity data, DuPLO study, Wageningen, Netherlands, 2011-2013

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Accelerometer AEE calibrated</th>
<th>Correlation between accelerometer and true activity $\rho_{AT}$ (SE)</th>
<th>Attenuation factor $\lambda_A$ (SE)</th>
<th>Mean bias in accelerometer measurements in kcal/day $\times 10^3$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AEE</td>
<td>Not calibrated</td>
<td>0.44 (0.127)</td>
<td>0.59 (0.229)</td>
<td>-0.445 (0.091)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Calibrated</td>
<td>0.44 (0.127)</td>
<td>0.31 (0.121)</td>
<td>-0.031 (0.050)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEE</td>
<td>Not calibrated</td>
<td>0.78 (0.089)</td>
<td>0.80 (0.177)</td>
<td>-0.502 (0.096)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Calibrated</td>
<td>0.63 (0.084)</td>
<td>0.44 (0.111)</td>
<td>-0.050 (0.042)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAL</td>
<td>Not calibrated</td>
<td>0.44 (0.194)</td>
<td>0.55 (0.263)</td>
<td>-0.321 (0.029)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Calibrated</td>
<td>0.44 (0.194)</td>
<td>0.29 (0.139)</td>
<td>-0.015 (0.015)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Whether accelerometer-derived activity data are calibrated to reduce mean bias or not; AEE, activity energy expenditure; TEE, total energy expenditure; PAL, physical activity level.

5.4 Discussion

We assessed the validity of a triaxial accelerometer (GT3X) in the DuPLO study, by calculating the bias in the mean activity level, the correlation coefficient between measured and true activity level and the magnitude of attenuation in the association between physical activity and a health outcome of interest. The accelerometer underestimated TEE by about 18% on average as compared with the DLW, which is within the 95% confidence interval reported in a review study by Van Remoortel et al. (2012) and consistent with findings from other similar studies (Plasqui et al., 2013; Plasqui and Westerterp, 2007). Similarly, the accelerometer underestimated AEE by about 49%, consistent with findings from Leenders et al. (2001) for a TriTrac accelerometer that monitors body acceleration in a triaxial plane. Despite the plausibility of our study findings in context of the literature, the magnitude of underestimation of PA in free-living individuals with the accelerometer in our study
Measurement error in the accelerometer

seemed more severe than in most literature studies such as in Van Remoortel et al. (2012). The observed severe underestimation in both our study and those of others could be due to a number of reasons; for instance, too simplistic prediction equations for accelerometer-derived AEE (Plasqui et al., 2013), and low sensitivity of the accelerometer to monitor sedentary activities, bicycling and static exercise, such as fidgeting, especially when worn at the waist (Hills et al., 2014; Swartz et al., 2000). Notably, the DuPLO study participants bicycled regularly and failure to monitor bicycling could have resulted in more severe underestimation in the DuPLO study than in studies conducted in other countries. Without monitoring fidgeting alone, an individual’s daily TEE could be underestimated by up to 800 kilo calories per day (Leenders et al., 2001).

The DuPLO study analysis revealed that the accelerometer underestimated true mean activity, especially for physically very active individuals. Validity coefficient estimate for AEE and PAL suggested substantial loss of statistical power to detect PA-outcome associations. We further found that the association would be attenuated when accelerometer-derived activity data is used to estimate the association. Previous studies showed similar findings when physical activity was assessed with the questionnaires (Ferrari et al., 2007). Presently, the study by Ferrari et al. (2007) is the closest to our study in terms of design and objectives. It is, however, difficult to compare our results quantitatively with those of Ferrari et al. (2007). The difficulty in comparison is due to two reasons. First, the authors expressed physical activity in log-transformed MET hours per week as opposed to untransformed kilo calories per day in our study. Second, they assumed PA logs as the reference measure as opposed to DLW in our study.

In our analysis, conditioning on the subject’s characteristics influences the validity measures, in line with findings from the literature (Ferrari et al., 2007). Subject’s sex, age and body mass index contributed to between-individual variability in activity level. With a higher between-individual variability in true values, the correlation between true and measured values increases. In epidemiologic analysis, it is common to either adjust for the effects of these individual characteristics or stratify the analysis.
accordingly. Therefore, validity measures, conditioned on these covariates are more relevant in reality.

The magnitudes of validity coefficient and attenuation factor estimates were similar irrespective of the prediction equation used to predict AEE from the accelerometer data. The similarity in the estimates suggests minimal contribution of activity data recorded on all the three axes over activity data recorded on one axis. This finding is in line with previous studies that showed minimal improvement when AEE was measured with a triaxial accelerometer over a uniaxial one (Hills et al., 2014), or by using one prediction equation over the other (Crouter, Churilla and Bassett, 2006; Leenders et al., 2001).

This study provides an in-depth description of measurement error in the accelerometer activity data and essential components of plausible error structure for the GT3X accelerometer model. The proposed calibration approach is intuitive and corrects for the mean bias in the accelerometer measurements in the DuPLO study population. However, whether this applies to other populations needs further investigation.

This study had a few limitations. First, its external validity is limited because DuPLO participants were of similar ethnicity, living in the same region and were all adults. Thus, generalizing the study findings to other different populations might be misleading. Second, BEE was predicted with an equation, which could result in extra error. There are more reliable but expensive methods to measure BEE, such as indirect calorimetry. Finally, because there is no universally recognized gold standard for measuring AEE, we assumed the respective estimates derived from DLW as the gold standard; the implication of this assumption on the validity measures requires further investigation.

In conclusion, the accelerometer underestimated mean usual activity in the DuPLO study population. Given the measurement error model used in this study, there would be substantial loss in statistical power to detect associations and there would be bias in
the association between physical activity and a health outcome, when physical activity level or activity energy expenditure is assessed with the GT3X accelerometer. However, validity is better for measurement of TEE.

**List of abbreviations**
6 General discussion

Measurement errors in exposure variables can bias the associations between exposures and outcomes (Carroll, Freedman and Kipnis, 1998; Kipnis et al., 2003). Several methods have been developed to handle measurement error, but generally require validation studies with multiple replicates of unbiased exposure measurements (Buonaccorsi, 2010; Carroll et al., 2006; Fuller, 2006). In this thesis, we examined the possibility of adapting some of the methods to adjust for measurement error in other study designs without multiple replicate measurements, develop a method to handle measurement error in studies without an internal validation data, and apply measurement error model to a new validation dataset.

Thus, the research in this thesis focused on the following three key aspects:

(i) A method to adjust for the exposure measurement error in the presence of a single-replicate validation study for episodically consumed foods (chapters 2 and 3),
(ii) A method to adjust for correlated measurement errors in multiple exposures when there is no internal validation study (chapter 4),
(iii) Validation of an accelerometer when used to measure physical activity in free-living individuals (chapter 5).

In this chapter, the main findings are summarized in Table 6.1 below. These main findings are discussed in a general context under each of the three key aspects shown above. Next, study limitations and implications are discussed followed by suggestions for improvement and potential areas for future research. The chapter ends with concluding remarks.
Table 6.1: The main findings and main message from this thesis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main findings</th>
<th>Main message</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chapters 2 and 3</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(i) Calibration using inappropriately specified functional forms of continuous covariates in a regression calibration can worsen the bias in the exposure-outcome associations</td>
<td>• When a single-replicate validation study with zero-inflated reference measurements is available, a suitably specified regression calibration can be used to adjust for the bias in the exposure-outcome associations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii) For data with excess zeroes, the use of two-part regression calibration is theoretically optimal, but the one-part calibration model also appears robust.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iii) Reducing a standard calibration model may improve the performance in adjusting for the bias in the exposure-outcome associations, but the improvement is minimal for large studies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iv) The performance of two-part calibration model was minimally affected by the magnitude of correlation between the probability of a positive response and the conditional response given a positive response value</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chapter 4</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(i) If the confounder is strongly linked with the outcome, measurement error in the confounder can be more influential than measurement error in the exposure in causing bias in the exposure-outcome associations</td>
<td>• When there is no internal validation study, carefully extracted external validity data for self-report instruments can be useful in adjusting for the bias in exposure-outcome associations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii) In a sensitivity analysis, it is shown that in the presence of mismeasured confounders, the exposure-outcome associations can still be biased, even when the exposure is measured without error</td>
<td>• The proposed method is useful in conducting sensitivity analysis on the effect of confounder measurement error and error correlation on the observed exposure-outcome association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iii) In the presence of correlated measurement errors, the exposure-outcome associations can be attenuated, inflated or can even reverse directions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chapter 5</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(i) When an accelerometer, such as GT3X, is used to monitor physical activity in free-living individuals, it is likely that the mean level of physical activity is underestimated, the associations between physical activity and health outcomes is biased and there is loss of statistical power to detect associations</td>
<td>• When a “reference” instrument used to validate a main-study instrument is itself marred by substantial error, the true effect of measurement error in the main-study instrument will be misrepresented</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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6.1 A method to adjust for exposure measurement error in the presence of a single-replicate validation study for episodically consumed foods

6.1.1 Main findings
In chapter 2 we adapted the regression calibration method to handle zero-inflation and skewness in the response using a single-replicate validation study. Most measurement error correction methods were originally developed for a multiple-replicate validation study. A method that uses a single-replicate validation data to adjust for measurement error in episodically consumed foods was lacking. Zero inflation and skewness are common distributional characteristics of episodically consumed dietary intakes.

In a simulation study presented in chapter 3, we showed that the magnitude of the correlation between an individual’s probability of consumption and the amount consumed on consumption days (cross-part correlation) did not matter much, when the adapted regression calibration method was used to adjust for intake measurement error. In the proposed method, the probability of consumption and the amount consumed on consumption days were assumed to be independent given the covariates in the calibration model. In practice, it is not unlikely that the two consumption components: consumption probability and consumed amount are still correlated, even if corrected for the covariates. This part of correlation is due to random component that is not explained by the covariates. This conditional independence assumption is not required in the existing methods that use multiple replicate measurements (see Table 1.1 in chapter 1).

Furthermore, in chapter 3, it is shown that the adequacy of measurement error correction can be influenced by how the adapted regression model is specified. The estimated exposure-outcome association can change substantially when a calibration model is insufficiently specified, mainly with respect to functional forms of continuous covariates. In the regression calibration literature, relations are usually assumed to be linear. In practice, however, this is not always adequate, especially when dealing with
dietary exposures that are often skewed. Failure to model nonlinear terms correctly in the calibration model might lead to outlying predicted values when predictor variables for subjects in the main study lie outside the variable space of the sample used to fit the prediction model. When these extreme predictions are used as calibrated values for the exposure in a model that relates the exposure with an outcome, the estimation of the association can be distorted (Greenland, 1989). The impact of the distortion can be in any direction, such that the estimated association parameter that is adjusted for exposure measurement error may appear smaller than the association estimate that ignores exposure measurement error, even for the univariate case where the exposure variable is measured with random error.

The performance of the calibration model can be brought down by model complexity. The results in chapter 2 suggest that non-significant covariates can lead to over fitting and hence poor predictive power. As a result, there will be increasingly larger part of the variable space in the main study that is not adequately covered by the data used to fit the calibration model. Thus, to recover parsimony, the complexity of the calibration model can be reduced by using a suitable variable reduction method such as backward elimination (see chapters 2 and 3).

### 6.1.2 Limitations

#### 6.1.2.1 Assumptions in the reference instrument

Assumptions regarding the reference measurements in regression calibration are seldom satisfied in practice, because reference instruments do not exist for most dietary variables (Willet, 1998). To use regression calibration, the following assumptions are made on the reference measurements: (a) that they are an unbiased measure for the true exposure and, (b) that they are measured with errors that are uncorrelated with (i) the true exposure and (ii) the measurement errors in the main-study instrument (Kipnis et al., 2001), and (c) that the measurement errors are nondifferential (Carroll et al., 2006). If error is nondifferential, the measured exposure does not provide extra information about the outcome over what is contained in the true exposure. For episodically
consumed foods, it has been shown that a single-day intake from a short-term instrument, even if unbiased, might be a very imprecise representation of true long-term intake, due to sizable between-day variation and excess zeroes (Kipnis et al., 2009; Tooze et al., 2006). Therefore, it is important to assess the adequacy of the adapted calibration method. Such an assessment can be done via a simulation study as shown in chapter 3.

6.1.2.2 Correlated systematic bias in the 24 hour recall and dietary questionnaire

In chapter 2, the 24 hour recall (hereafter, 24HR) was used as the reference instrument. However, when used to measure protein and energy intakes, 24HR has been shown to be marred by systematic bias and with errors that are correlated with the errors in the questionnaire (Kipnis et al., 2003). With the vegetable intakes example in chapter 2, it is common for individuals to over-report their intakes on the 24HR, because vegetable intake is considered good for their health. Furthermore, it is likely for individuals who over-report their vegetable intakes on the 24HR to also over-report their intakes in the dietary questionnaire (hereafter, DQ), leading to positively correlated errors. To understand the implications of the bias in the “reference” instrument in the study conclusions, we use the following measurement error model for the DQ \( Q_i \) and the 24HR \( R_i \) as an example:

\[
Q_i = \beta_{Q0} + \beta_Q T_i + s_{Qi} + \epsilon_{Qi},
\]

\[
R_i = \beta_{R0} + \beta_R T_i + s_{Ri} + \epsilon_{Ri},
\]

(6.1)

where \( \beta_{Q0} \) and \( \beta_{R0} \) quantify overall constant bias for the DQ and 24HR, respectively, \( \beta_Q \) and \( \beta_R \) are slopes that quantify intake-related bias for the DQ and 24HR (Kipnis et al., 2001); \( s_{Qi} \) and \( s_{Ri} \) are person-specific bias for the DQ and 24HR that are assumed to be independent of true intake \( T_i \), have means zero, variances \( \sigma^2_{Qi} \) and \( \sigma^2_{Ri} \), respectively, and are correlated with the correlation coefficient \( \rho_{QR} \). The person-specific biases \( s_{Qi} \) and \( s_{Ri} \) describe the fact that two individuals who consume the same amount of food will systematically report their intakes differently (Carroll et al., 2006); \( \epsilon_{Qi} \) and \( \epsilon_{Ri} \) are within-person random errors for the DQ and 24HR with means zero and
variances $\sigma_{eQ}^2$ and $\sigma_{eR}^2$, respectively, that are assumed to be independent of each other and of other terms in the model. In regression calibration, 24HR is assumed as a valid instrument such that $\beta_{R0} = 0$, $\beta_R = 1$ and $\sigma^2 = 0$. In the case of only a single-replicate measurement, it is impossible to disentangle person-specific bias $s_{Qi}$ and within-person random error $\varepsilon_{Qi}$ in $Q_i$; the same applies to $R_i$. If the 24HR is a valid reference instrument, i.e., no intake-related bias ($\beta_R = 1$) and person-specific bias ($\sigma^2 = 0$), then the true attenuation factor ($\lambda_T$) that quantifies the bias in the exposure-outcome association is given by

$$\lambda_T = \frac{\text{cov}(Q,T)}{\text{var}(Q)} = \frac{\beta_Q}{\beta_Q^2 + \sigma_Q^2 + \sigma_{eQ}^2}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.2)

Otherwise, the observed attenuation factor ($\lambda_R$) is given by $\lambda_R = \text{cov}(R,Q)/\text{var}(Q) = \beta_Q \beta_R \sigma_T^2 + \text{cov}(s_{Qi},s_{Rj})/\text{var}(Q)$. The $\lambda_R$ can be re-expressed in terms of the true attenuation factor $\lambda_T$ (Kipnis et al., 2003) as

$$\lambda_R = \lambda_T \left( \beta_R + \frac{1}{\beta_Q} \rho_{QR} \frac{\sigma_Q^2}{\sigma_T^2} \right).$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.3)

The magnitude of bias in the attenuation factor $\lambda_R$, therefore, depends on intake-related bias for the 24HR ($\beta_R$) and DQ ($\beta_Q$), the correlation between their person-specific biases ($\rho_{QR}$) and the variances of their person-specific biases relative to the variance of true intake ($\sigma_Q^2/\sigma_T^2$ and $\sigma_R^2/\sigma_T^2$). In Table 6.2, we illustrate, with a hypothetical numerical example, the effect of correlation between person-specific biases in the 24HR and DQ, and the ratio of their variances to true variance on the attenuation factor. These parameter values are close to those for energy intake presented in the OPEN study (Kipnis et al., 2003). For illustration, we assume that the values used here are transferable to the case of vegetable intake measurements. With this example, if 24HR is a valid reference instrument ($\beta_R = 1, \sigma^2 = 0$), the attenuation factor will be estimated exactly ($\lambda_R = \lambda_T$, first row). However, the attenuation factor will be underestimated when the correlation coefficient between person-specific biases is close to zero (e.g., if $\rho_{QR} = 0.05, \lambda_R = 0.27 < \lambda_T$, second row) or when the variance of the person-specific bias is reduced relative to the true variance (e.g., if $\sigma_T/\sigma_T = 0.3, \lambda_R = 0.25 < \lambda_T$, fourth row). Conversely, the attenuation factor will be overestimated when
\( \rho_{qr} \) becomes more positive (e.g., if \( \rho_{qr} = 0.15, \lambda_R = 0.45 > \lambda_T \), third row) or when \( \beta_R \) is close to a theoretical value of one for no intake-related bias (e.g., if \( \beta_R = 0.8, \lambda_R = 0.51 > \lambda_T \), fifth row).

Table 6.2: The effect of correlation between person-specific biases and the ratio of their variances to true variance on the attenuation factor

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \lambda_R )</th>
<th>( \lambda_T )</th>
<th>( \beta_R )</th>
<th>( \beta_Q )</th>
<th>( \rho_{qr} )</th>
<th>( \sqrt{\sigma_Q^2 / \sigma_T^2} )</th>
<th>( \sqrt{\sigma_R^2 / \sigma_T^2} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With this example, if there is intake-related bias in the 24HR and that person-specific bias in the 24HR is correlated with person-specific bias in the DQ, the observed attenuation factor will misrepresent the true attenuation factor. As a result, there will still be bias in the estimated exposure-outcome association that is calibrated with the observed attenuation factor \( \lambda_R \). Nevertheless, it is likely that the deattenuated association will be closer to the truth than the crude association.

6.1.2.3 Nondifferential error assumption

The assumption of nondifferential error in our case seemed to be plausible. We used a nutritional study, where the outcome of interest (all-cause mortality) occurred (mostly) many years after the assessment of long-term dietary intake. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that dietary intake reported in the DQ does not provide extra information on all-cause mortality over what is provided by true long-term dietary intake. Nevertheless, a possibility of differential error cannot be ruled out, as measurement error in reported intake could be related to subject characteristics (not included in the modelling) that predict mortality. If measurement errors in the DQ are indeed differential, then the results from our method would be biased.
6.1.3 Suggestions for possible improvement

Besides parametric transformations used to describe nonlinear relations between the response in the calibration model and skewed covariates, other methods can be used such as flexible fractional polynomials approach (Royston and Sauerbrei, 2003, 2004, 2005). The fractional polynomials approach encompasses a wide range of covariate transformations of the form $x^k$, where $x$ could be DQ intake and $k$ is a set of integer and non-integer values (Royston and Sauerbrei, 2008). Notably, in regression calibration, the relation between the reference measurements and the biased measurements are assumed to be monotonically increasing. Thus, the suitability of higher order fractional polynomials is limited when a monotonically increasing form of relation is required. Nonlinear relations can also be handled with non-parametric smoothing techniques such as loess, kernel and splines (Carroll, Delaigle and Hall, 2009; Hastie and Tibshirani, 1999; Hastie et al., 2009), or semi-parametrically with generalized additive modelling approach (Hastie and Tibshirani, 1999). To achieve the desired form of relation with these non-parametric methods requires some penalty constraints; for instance, with penalized splines (Hastie and Tibshirani, 1999; Hastie et al., 2009).

6.1.4 Our method in relation to other measurement error methods

In this thesis, regression calibration was adapted to handle a validation study design with single-replicate measurements that are characterized by many zeroes. It would be useful to determine whether other existing methods, such as likelihood-based, Bayesian, simulation extrapolation and multiple imputation, could be adapted to handle such study designs. In regression calibration, only the conditional expectation of true exposure is estimated. Thus, a validation study with only a single unbiased measurement and a possibly biased exposure measurement from the main study is required. However, other measurement error correction methods do not only need specification of the mean but also the variance of true exposure. For example, to apply likelihood or Bayesian methods, the distribution for true exposure must be specified (Carroll et al., 2006). This can only be estimated from a validation study with at least two replicates of unbiased measurements. Likewise, to apply simulation extrapolation (SIMEX) method, the measurement error variance must be known requiring multiple
replicate measurements. To apply multiple imputation method, the distribution of true exposure given the observed data, including the outcome data, must be specified. This conditional distribution can only be estimated from a validation study with data on the study outcome and enough subjects with multiple replicates of the reference measurements in both subjects with and without the outcome (Keogh and White, 2014). The conclusion therefore is that in single-replicate studies, it is not feasible to apply these other methods.

6.2 A method to adjust for measurement error in multiple exposures measured with correlated errors when there is no internal validation study

6.2.1 Main findings
Measurement error can occur not only in the exposure of interest but also in the confounders. In chapter 4, we showed how to adjust for measurement errors in both exposure and confounder variables when there is no internal validation study. The proposed method combines prior information on the validity of self-report instruments with the observed data to adjust for the bias in the associations. The proposed method can improve quantitative inference in epidemiological studies, where the problem is currently mostly addressed only with a qualitative remark in the discussion section. We illustrated the method with an epidemiological study with single-replicate DQ intake data per subject and used prior information on the validity of the DQ for measuring both the exposure and confounder and prior assumptions on the sign of the correlation between the respective measurement errors. Our example illustrates that (a) a confounder can be a serious problem when (i) measured with substantial errors, (ii) strongly correlated with the exposure and (iii) strongly linked with the outcome, and (b) that measurement error in the confounder can bias the exposure-outcome association, even if the exposure is measured exactly.
6.2.2 Explanation of the findings

When a confounder is measured with error, the observed association may be smaller or larger than the true association, and can even reverse its sign. Though not shown in this thesis, an exposure variable with no association with the outcome may appear to have a sizable effect due to confounding by other variables (Marshall et al., 1999). An intuitive explanation is that when both exposure and confounder are measured with error, they will each adopt a fraction of the other’s effect, such that the observed associations will be contaminated. The degree of contamination will depend upon the strength of the correlation between the two (true) variables: exposure and confounder, their variances, and the correlation and variances of their measurement errors. We explain the contamination effect due to confounding with the so-called attenuation-contamination matrix (Freedman et al., 2011; Rosner et al., 1990) given by

\[
\Lambda = \begin{bmatrix}
\lambda_{11} & \lambda_{12} \\
\lambda_{21} & \lambda_{22}
\end{bmatrix},
\]

where the diagonal elements (\(\lambda_{11}\) and \(\lambda_{22}\)) are the attenuation factors and the off-diagonal elements (\(\lambda_{21}\) and \(\lambda_{12}\)) are often referred to as the contamination factors (Freedman et al., 2011). The elements of \(\Lambda\) can be expressed in terms of variances and covariances. To do this, we denote true values for the exposure and the confounder by \(T_1\) and \(T_2\), respectively, and assume no systematic bias in their measured values denoted by \(Q_1\) and \(Q_2\), respectively. Using the attenuation-contamination formula \((\Lambda = \Sigma_T\Sigma_Q^{-1})\), we express the elements of \(\Lambda\) as follows

\[
\begin{align*}
\lambda_{11} &= \left( \frac{\sigma_{T_1}^2\sigma_{Q_2}^2 - \sigma_{T_1T_2}\sigma_{Q_1Q_2}}{\sigma_{Q_1}^2\sigma_{Q_2}^2 - \sigma_{Q_1Q_2}^2} \right), \\
\lambda_{12} &= \left( \frac{\sigma_{Q_1}^2\sigma_{T_2}^2 - \sigma_{Q_1T_2}\sigma_{Q_1Q_2}}{\sigma_{Q_1}^2\sigma_{Q_2}^2 - \sigma_{Q_1Q_2}^2} \right), \\
\lambda_{21} &= \left( \frac{\sigma_{Q_2}^2\sigma_{T_1}^2 - \sigma_{Q_2T_2}\sigma_{Q_1Q_2}}{\sigma_{Q_1}^2\sigma_{Q_2}^2 - \sigma_{Q_1Q_2}^2} \right), \\
\lambda_{22} &= \left( \frac{\sigma_{T_2}^2\sigma_{Q_1}^2 - \sigma_{T_1T_2}\sigma_{Q_1Q_2}}{\sigma_{Q_1}^2\sigma_{Q_2}^2 - \sigma_{Q_1Q_2}^2} \right).
\end{align*}
\]

Further, if the true association parameters for the exposure and confounder are \(\beta_{T_1}\) and \(\beta_{T_2}\), respectively, then the observed associations when DQ data are used would be

\[
\begin{align*}
\beta_{Q_1} &= \lambda_{11}\beta_{T_1} + \lambda_{12}\beta_{T_2}, \\
\beta_{Q_2} &= \lambda_{22}\beta_{T_2} + \lambda_{21}\beta_{T_1}.
\end{align*}
\]

(6.5)
respectively. The interest is mainly in the exposure effect $\beta_{T_1}$. The term $\lambda_{11}\beta_{T_1}$ is the attenuation expression as for a single exposure variable measured with error. The second part of the expression $\lambda_{12}\beta_{T_2}$ is the contamination expression introduced by the confounder. If the contamination factor $\lambda_{12}$ and the confounder effect $\beta_{T_2}$ are large, the bias in $\beta_{T_1}$ will be substantial. For instance, if there is a strong positive correlation between the confounder and the exposure such that $\lambda_{12}, \lambda_{21} > 0$ and positive associations between the two variables with the outcome ($\beta_{T_1}, \beta_{T_2} > 0$), the observed association will be inflated ($\beta_{Q_1} > \beta_{T_1}$). In contrast, if there is weak positive association between the exposure and the outcome, and a strong negative association between the confounder and the outcome such that $\lambda_{11}\beta_{T_1} + \lambda_{12}\beta_{T_2} < 0$, the direction of the association will be reversed. However, if $\lambda_{12}$ is close to zero, i.e., the confounder is weakly correlated with the exposure, the observed association will mostly be attenuated with $\lambda_{11}$. In other words, if the confounder is weakly linked with the outcome and exposure variables, the effect of confounding on the exposure-outcome association will not be substantial, and the univariate adjustment method for measurement error will be sufficient. Now assume that the exposure is not associated with the outcome (i.e., $\beta_{T_1} = 0$), and that the confounder is strongly linked with the exposure and the outcome, then the exposure will appear to be associated with the outcome (i.e., $\beta_{Q_1} = \lambda_{12}\beta_{T_2} \neq 0$). Finally, suppose that the two variables are correlated through their true values, and that the exposure is measured exactly, whereas the confounder is measured with error, the observed exposure-outcome association will still be biased. The bias is due to contamination by correlation between their true values (i.e., $\lambda_{12} \neq 0$). From the above illustration, some of the serious implications of the confounder measurement error are as follows: (i) the health risk associated with a given risk factor might be underestimated, (ii) the health benefit attributable to increased intake of a given exposure, say, fresh vegetables, might be severely underestimated, and that (iii) a risk factor may appear beneficial to health, when indeed the opposite is the truth. The implications of confounder measurement error can be enormous (Kupper, 1984). This, therefore, calls for thorough scrutiny while interpreting study findings; for instance, by using the method proposed in chapter 4.
6.2.3 Limitations, and their implications

6.2.3.1 Information on error correlation
An important limitation of our study is that it requires information on the correlation of the error in the exposure and the error in the confounder. In practice this information is seldom available. We proposed to use sensitivity analysis to try a range of sensible values in order determine the possible effects of measurement error. This could be used to turn around the problem such that instead of using the method to estimate the true association, one could use the method to determine how large the error correlation should be in order to fully explain the observed crude association between an exposure and a health outcome.

6.2.3.2 Validity coefficients using concentration markers and dietary records/recalls
In eliciting information on validity measures of self-report instruments, we used literature data on the correlation coefficient between true and observed intakes (validity coefficient). The literature data on validity coefficients were derived from studies, where concentration markers and dietary recalls/records were used as reference instruments. However, these instruments do not provide direct measures of true intake (Andersen et al., 2005; Slater et al., 2010). Therefore, the validity coefficients cannot be determined exactly, due to the bias in these instruments. To illustrate this using the measurement error model (6.1) and the validity coefficient formula (Kipnis et al., 2003), the validity coefficient ($\rho_{R,Q}$) obtained with biased concentration markers or dietary recalls does not equal the true validity coefficient ($\rho_{T,Q}$). The two validity coefficients are related as

$$
\rho_{R,Q} = \rho_{T,Q} \frac{\sigma_T}{\sigma_R} \left( \beta_R + \frac{1}{\beta_q} \rho_{qT} \sqrt{\frac{\sigma_q^2 \sigma_T^2}{\sigma_R^2 \sigma_T^2}} \right).
$$

(6.6)

When there is intake related bias ($\beta_R$) and correlated person-specific bias ($\rho_{qT}$) in these instruments, the validity of the observed data will misrepresent the true validity. As a consequence, the estimated associations, adjusted with the method proposed in chapter 4, might still be biased.
6.2.3.3 Transportability of the external validation data
Another issue that requires keen assessment is whether validity coefficients and attenuation factors obtained from the literature studies (in chapter 4) are transportable to the primary study; that is, whether these literature data can be transferred to the primary study without causing bias in estimating exposure-outcome associations (Carroll et al., 2006). If the primary-study population is different from the populations where the external validation data were obtained, the external information will not be transportable to the primary study and the exposure-outcome association would be prone to estimation bias. A simple way to ensure transportability could be to include external validity data only from studies with roughly the same distribution of subject characteristics (e.g., age group, BMI etc.), and using similar self-report instruments as in the primary study. Nevertheless, even if the external information is not transportable, our method gives an indication of the effect of measurement error.

6.2.4 Possible extensions and applications of the model
Self-reports may depend also on subject characteristics such as body mass index and age. To accommodate these additional systematic effects, the measurement model shown in chapter 4 can be extended by adding systematic effect terms for these subject characteristic variables. However, this extension is only possible if information on these additional variables and prior information on the magnitude of their effects is available in the main study.

Additionally, it might be insightful to assess the effects of the unmeasured confounders. In a large study, it might not be possible for an investigator to measure all the confounders. The confounders might be missed for reasons of cost, by happenstance or due to flaws in the data collection process. The observed exposure-outcome association that is adjusted for exposure measurement error, confounding by other observed variables and measurement error in the observed confounders will be a mixture of the effect of the exposure and unobserved confounders (Gustafson and McCandless, 2010). The method proposed in chapter 4 can be modified and used in a sensitivity analysis to assess the effect of the unmeasured confounders on the adjusted
exposure-outcome associations. This can be done by including the components for the unmeasured confounder in place of the measured confounder. First, because the confounder is unmeasured, its association with the outcome is assumed as the true association; thus in expression (6.5), $\beta_{Q_2} = \beta_{T_2}$. Second, in the same expression and because the confounder is unmeasured, measurement error components for the unmeasured confounder are set to zero, such that $\sigma_{Q_2}^2 = \sigma_{T_2}^2$, and $\sigma_{Q_1Q_2} = \sigma_{Q_1T_2} = \sigma_{T_1T_2}$ under the assumption that measurement errors in the exposure are uncorrelated with the true unmeasured confounder (i.e., $\sigma_{e_1T_2} = 0$). These modifications can be used in expression (4.3) in chapter 4 to assess the effects of unmeasured confounders. Thus, the effect of the unmeasured confounder on the exposure-outcome association can be assessed in a sensitivity analysis. The sensitivity analysis can be done with respect to: (i) the strength of association between the unmeasured confounder and the outcome and (ii) the magnitude of correlation between the exposure and the unmeasured confounder, and (iii) how the estimate of true exposure-outcome association depends on the unmeasured confounder.

For illustration, we use mortality (outcome), vegetable intake (exposure) and alcohol intake (unmeasured confounder) variables as an example. Using this example, the first part of the sensitivity analysis can be done by varying the assumed association between the unmeasured alcohol intake and mortality, while assuming a fixed value for the correlation between true vegetable intake and true alcohol intake. The second part can be done by varying the magnitude of the assumed correlation between true vegetable intake and true alcohol intake, while assuming a fixed value for the association between the unmeasured confounder and mortality. The last part of the sensitivity analysis can be done by assessing the discrepancy between the estimated true association between vegetable intake and mortality adjusted for the assumed effect of alcohol intake (i.e., using the modified multivariate bias-adjustment method) and the unconditional association between vegetable intake and mortality not adjusted for the assumed effect of alcohol intake (i.e., using the univariate method shown in chapter 4).
6.3 Measurement error modelling for physical activity in free-living individuals as measured by an accelerometer

6.3.1 Main findings
Assessment of physical activity with accelerometry is an area of active research. We fitted a measurement error model on data collected with a GT3X accelerometer (chapter 5). First, we observed that the accelerometer underestimated an individual’s daily level of physical activity. For instance, the mean of physical activity level was underestimated by about 0.3. Second, because of measurement error the association between physical activity and an outcome would be attenuated. With an attenuation factor of 0.55 for physical activity level (see chapter 5), a true relative risk of 0.5 for protective effect of regular physical activity would appear approximately as 0.7, i.e., weaker than the true association. Therefore, health benefits associated with regular physical activity would be underestimated, when physical activity data from the accelerometer are used to estimate the association between physical activity and health outcome. Lastly, we found that due to measurement error in the accelerometer, there would be loss of statistical power to detect significant associations. This means that the size of the accelerometer study would need to be very large in order to detect existing associations. For instance, with a correlation coefficient of 0.44 between true and measured physical activity level (chapter 5), the sample size of the accelerometer study would need be about five times (0.44²) as large as the sample size that would be required if physical activity were measured exactly.

6.3.2 Limitations
In the physical activity study presented in chapter 5, the study participants were all adults, of the same ethnicity and from the same region. Thus, it might be misleading to generalize the findings from that study to other populations. A fundamental aspect of a good study is its external validity. External validity refers to the ability to generalize the analysis results from study population (e.g., those in chapter 5) to other populations, i.e., extending inferences about a source population to a target population (Rothman et al., 2008, p. 128). A potential threat to the external validity might be that
the study sample is not a representative of the study population. To ensure
generalizability, a study with a more diverse sample can be performed by including
subjects who are more representative of the whole population. However, with a more
diverse population, there is an increased likelihood of confounding by other factors.
Therefore, it is advantageous to restrict studies to subjects with comparable
characteristics and on whom complete and precise information can be obtained.

6.3.3 Implications
Similar to 24HR and example in section 6.1.2.2, use of accelerometer as a “reference”
instrument to validate other instrument, such as physical activity questionnaires, may
underestimate the true effects of measurement error in the latter (Arem, Keadle and
Matthews, 2015).

6.3.4 Possible extensions of the model
The measurement error model presented in chapter 5 can be extended to include the
systematic effects in the accelerometer that are contributed by subject characteristic
variables such as, level of education and age, as explained in 6.2.4.

6.3.5 A comparison of the chosen modelling method to Bayesian methods
Although maximum likelihood was used to model measurement error in physical
activity, Bayesian methods could also be used (Dellaportas and Stephens, 1995;
Richardson and Gilks, 1993). With the Bayesian approach, prior information on
exposure measurement error can be incorporated (Apanasovich, Carroll and Maity,
2009; Carroll et al., 2006). In addition, Bayesian sampling-based methods, such as
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC), may provide more flexibility to include other
measurement error structures. Moreover, Bayesian MCMC can be implemented in
many generic software such as WinBUGS (Lunn et al., 2000), Open Bugs (Lunn et al.,
2009) and JAGS (Plummer, 2003). Additionally, non-sampling based integrated nested
Laplace approximation (INLA) (Rue et al., 2009) might be more efficient in
measurement error modelling (Muff, 2015).
To illustrate the use of Bayesian methods, we reanalysed physical activity data presented in chapter 5 using Bayesian MCMC and INLA and compared the results with those from the maximum likelihood method. The task was to quantify measurement error in physical activity (expressed as total energy expenditure) as measured by a GT3X accelerometer using a validity coefficient to quantify loss of statistical power, and an attenuation factor to quantify bias in the association between physical activity and a health outcome. Non-informative priors were used for the model parameters and hyperparameters. The MCMC model was specified as follows: three chains were used and for each chain, 100 000 burn-in samples were discarded and every 5th of the remaining 500 000 samples were retained. In total, MCMC analysis was based on 300 000 samples. For comparison purposes, a frequentist maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) method with adaptive quadrature was used, and 95% confidence interval (CI) was estimated by bootstrapping (Agogo, 2015). Figure 6.1 presents the posterior distributions (and credible intervals) from the Bayesian analyses and the point estimate (and confidence interval) from the MLE analysis for the validity coefficient and the attenuation factor. The results from the three estimation methods are quite similar, with INLA having the fastest computation time. The computation times for the three methods were as follows: MCMC (11.19 minutes), MLE (20.07 seconds), and INLA (2.87 seconds). Despite the flexibility of Bayesian methods, MCMC can be computationally expensive for complex measurement error models.
6.4 Measurement error correction methods for categorized exposures

In this thesis, we focussed on measurement error in continuous exposure variables. However, in epidemiologic studies, an exposure variable is often categorized into quantiles and exposure-outcome association estimated within each category relative to the reference category (Keogh and White, 2014). In chapter 2, the focus could have been on adjusting for measurement error in vegetable subgroup intakes categorized into quantiles instead of on a continuous scale. Measurement error in a continuous exposure may lead to misclassification when the exposure is categorized, leading to biased estimates of relative association between the exposure categories and outcome. If the task involves adjusting for measurement error in a categorized exposure using a single-replicate validation study, graphical method of Macmahon et al. (1990) and regression calibration can be used in a linear or approximately linear exposure-outcome model. In the graphical method, the crude odds ratio or hazard ratio (that is, not adjusted for measurement error) are plotted against the estimated true mean intake in each category. In this case, the true mean intake is estimated as the mean of the reference
measurement for the subjects in each category (Macmahon et al., 1990). However, this method assumes classical measurement error, does not usually work for non-linear associations and does not account for multivariate measurement error (Keogh and White, 2014). In the regression calibration method for categorized exposures, the calibration is done on the ranking of the quantiles rather than on the intake value themselves (as in the continuous case) under the assumption of a linear trend as described in Keogh and White (2014).

6.5 Suggestions for future research
The assumptions of a valid reference instrument highlighted in section 6.1.2 can be assessed in a simulation study. This can be done by extending the simulation study presented in chapter 3. The extension can be done by including intake-related bias terms in the simulation model for the 24HR intake and introducing positive correlation between the random errors in the 24HR and random errors in the DQ intake, using realistic values from validation studies such as the OPEN study (Subar et al., 2002). This type of simulation study, however, is hampered because not many valid reference instruments have been identified for dietary intakes. Only very few dietary biomarkers qualify as reference instruments for dietary intake, as most existing biomarkers only measure concentrations for which the quantitative relation to dietary intake is unknown (Kaaks, 1997). Such concentration biomarkers, therefore, cannot be used as valid reference measurements and can only be used as correlates of intake (Kipnis et al., 2003). Thus, a new technology of monitoring dietary intake behaviour using sensors and/or video registration might provide a better improvement and can be an area for future research. Presently, further work could focus on exploring whether dietary data from self-report instruments and concentration biomarkers can be combined to assess dietary exposures with no reference biomarkers.

The work in this thesis shows the need for better empirical evidence on the correlation between measurement errors in the confounders and exposures. Although validation studies have been carried out, for instance, the OPEN study (Subar et al., 2003), we are not aware of any analysis on the correlation between errors of important confounders
such as smoking and dietary intake presented in chapter 5. Such work is needed in order to better understand the findings in nutritional epidemiology.

6.6 Conclusion

The problem of exposure measurement error on study findings has attracted a lot of methodological research in the recent past. However, application of most available methods requires validation studies with multiple replicate data, whereas some studies such as EPIC have only a single replicate measurement per individual. Moreover, in large epidemiological studies, it might not be feasible to conduct internal validation studies. In such an epidemiological study without an internal validation study, it is common to have potential confounders that are often mismeasured. Additionally, some “reference” instruments being used to validate other error-prone instruments are themselves marred by measurement error, which can lead to erroneous validity measures for the instruments being validated.

Related to these three issues, the following questions were the main motivation for the work in this thesis:

(i) How to adjust for exposure measurement error using a single-replicate validation study with zero-inflated reference measurements.

(ii) How to adjust the exposure-outcome association for exposure measurement error, confounding and measurement error in the confounders when there is no internal validation study.

(iii) How to quantify measurement error in physical activity as measured by accelerometer in a recently concluded validation study.

From this thesis, the following can be concluded:

(i) A suitably specified two-part regression calibration can be used to adjust for the bias in the exposure-outcome associations using a single-replicate validation study with zero-inflated reference measurements, although a suitable specified one-part regression calibration also performs quite well.

(ii) In the absence of an internal validation study, carefully extracted data on validity of self-report instruments can be used to adjust for the bias in the exposure-
outcome associations. The external validity data, however, should be transferable to the main study. The method proposed in this thesis is useful in understanding the effects of error correlations on the exposure-outcome associations.

(iii) When an accelerometer (such as GT3X) is used to validate other instruments in measuring physical activity, the effect of measurement error can be seriously underestimated, because accelerometers are marred by substantial measurement error. As a result, the study conclusions might be misleading.
Glossary

*Accelerometer*: is a motion sensor that consists of piezoelectric transmitters used for monitoring body accelerations. With the accelerometer, the frequency, intensity, and duration of physical activity can be assessed as a function of body movement.

*Activity Energy Expenditure (AEE)*: refers to energy expended above resting level due to physical activity.

*Attenuation*: when measurement errors in the exposure variable bias a regression coefficient that quantifies the exposure-outcome association towards zero, we refer to bias of that nature as attenuation.

*Attenuation factor*: is a measure of the amount of attenuation in a relation due to exposure measurement error. For a linear relation between measured and true exposure, the attenuation factor is equal to the regression slope of true on measured exposure. An attenuation factor close to 1 indicates minimum attenuation, whereas a factor close to 0 indicates maximum attenuation.

*Attenuation-contamination matrix*: extension of attenuation factor to multivariate exposures. The diagonal elements are called attenuation factors and off-diagonals elements are called contamination factors.

*Basal Energy Expenditure (BEE)*: refers to the energy expended at rest in a fasting state.

*Contamination factor*: determines how much the confounder contributes to the bias of the estimated exposure-outcome association. A contamination factor close to zero indicates minimum contamination, and that contamination increases with the absolute magnitude of the contamination factor.

*Calibration/validation study*: a study where next to the main-study instrument also unbiased exposure measurements are obtained. The validation study is often used to determine the validity of the main-study instrument.

*Dietary Questionnaire (DQ)*: is a type of questionnaire for assessing long-term dietary
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intake where individuals report their past intakes (usually from several months to a year) of various dietary or groups of dietary components.

*Doubly Labelled Water (DLW)*: is a technique used to assess total energy expenditure in a free-living context.

*Food Frequency Questionnaire (FFQ)*: the food frequency questionnaire consists of a list of foods and a selection of options relating to the frequency of consumption of each of the foods listed (e.g. times per day, daily, weekly, and monthly). FFQs are designed to collect dietary information from large numbers of individuals and are normally self-administered, though interviewer administered and telephone interview are possible. FFQs normally ask about intake within a given time frame (e.g. in the past 2-3 months, 1 year or longer) and therefore aim to capture long-term average intake. The length of the food list can vary depending on the nutrients or foods of interest.

*Intake related/proportional scaling bias*: refers to the bias in, say, dietary questionnaire, that is related with the level of intake. A proportional scaling bias factor close to zero indicates severe underestimation of intake for an individual with high level of true intake and a value greater than 1 indicates overestimation of true intake.

*Measurement error*: refers to the discrepancy between the true and measured values of a variable.

*Nondifferential error*: occurs when the measured exposure contains no extra information about the health outcome over what is contained in the true exposure.

*Person-specific bias*: is the component of bias that describes the fact that two individuals who consume the same amount of food will systematically report their intakes differently.

*Physical activity (PA)*: refers to bodily movements due to contraction of skeletal muscle that result in an increase in energy expenditure above resting levels.

*Physical activity level (PAL)*: refers to the ratio of total energy expenditure to basal energy expenditure and provides an index of the average relative excess output related to physical activity.

*Random measurement error*: random error arises when the measured exposure is distributed randomly around the true value; in this case the exposure is sometimes
overestimates and sometimes underestimates true exposure level.

*Reference measurement:* refers to the unbiased measurements in a validation/calibration study.

*Regression calibration:* Regression calibration involves replacing the observed exposure value with the conditional expectation of true exposure given the observed data in estimating the exposure-outcome association.

*Systematic bias:* systematic bias arises when an individual consistently overestimates or underestimates his true level of exposure, such that the average of measured exposure does not equal the true mean.

*Total Energy Expenditure (TEE):* is the sum of energy expended at rest (BEE), energy expended above resting level due to physical activity (AEE) and the thermic effect of food.

*Twenty-four hour recall (24HR):* in the 24HR, an individual is asked to report dietary intake for the past 24 hours. Usually, the recall is conducted by personal interview. As a retrospective method, 24HR relies on an accurate memory of intake, reliability of the respondent not to under/misreport, and an ability to estimate portion size.

*Validity coefficient:* is the correlation coefficient between measured and true exposure values; the validity coefficient can be used to quantify the loss of statistical power to detect associations. A value close to zero indicates severe loss of statistical power to detect associations, whereas a value close to one indicates minimal loss of statistical power.
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Summary

Measurement error in exposure variables is an important factor in epidemiological studies. Epidemiologic studies relate exposures, such as dietary intakes and level of physical activity, to health outcomes. Such studies, however, usually pay limited attention to the quantitative effects of exposure measurement error on the estimated association between an exposure and a health outcome. Measurement error in the exposure usually leads to a biased estimate of the parameter that quantifies the exposure-outcome association.

Methods to adjust for such measurement error require a validation study. To adjust for measurement error in exposures that are validated using zero-inflated reference measurements with the existing methods, a validation study with multiple replicates of the reference measurement is usually required; for instance, episodically consumed foods measured by short-term instruments such as 24-hour recall. Validation studies with multiple replicates are quite costly. Hence, in some cases either a single-replicate or no validation study is conducted besides the main study.

In this thesis, we adapted regression calibration to adjust for exposure measurement error for a single-replicate validation study with zero-inflated reference measurements and assessed the adequacy of the adapted method in a simulation study. For the case where there is no internal validation study, we showed how to combine external validation data on validity for self-report instruments with the observed questionnaire data to adjust for the bias in the associations caused by measurement error in correlated exposures. In the last part, we assessed the effect of measurement error in physical activity as measured by accelerometer in a recently concluded validation study.

In chapter 2, a two-part regression calibration model was adapted to the case of a single-replicate validation study with zero-inflated reference measurements. The chapter describes how the excess zero values in the response were handled using a two-
part modelling approach, where the first part models the probability of a non-zero response and the second part conditionally models the response given that it is non-zero. Further described is how the optimal parametric forms of the skewed continuous covariates in each part of the calibration model were explored using generalized additive modelling and empirical logit approaches, and how the covariates were selected into the calibration model. The performance of the proposed two-part model was compared with less specified calibration models for episodically consumed dietary intakes measured with error in a real dataset. The performance of the proposed method was influenced more by the functional forms of continuous covariates than the assumed distribution for the response in the calibration model. It is concluded from this chapter that when only a single-replicate validation study with zero-inflated reference measurements is available, a correctly specified regression calibration can be used to adjust for the bias in the exposure-outcome associations.

In chapter 3, a simulation study was conducted to assess the performance of the model proposed in chapter 2. The model was assessed with respect to the magnitude of the correlation between the probability of a non-zero response and the actual non-zero response values (cross-part correlation), the number and form of covariates in the calibration model, the percentage of zeroes in the calibration response, and the magnitude of the measurement error in the exposure. The model performance was minimally influenced by the cross-part correlation, and was more sensitive to the form of continuous covariate than the assumed distribution for the response. Reducing the number of covariates in the model seemed beneficial, but was not critical in large-sample studies.

In chapter 4, a multivariate method was proposed to adjust for the bias in the exposure-outcome association caused by measurement error in the exposure and confounder variables, in the absence of an internal validation study. In the proposed method, Bayesian Markov chain Monte Carlo technique was used to combine external validation data for self-report questionnaires with the observed questionnaire data to adjust for the bias in the association. The method was compared with a method that
ignores measurement error in the confounder. Further, a sensitivity analysis was performed to get insight into the influence of assumptions on the measurement error structure, mainly with respect to the magnitude of error and correlation between the errors. The proposed method was illustrated with a real dataset. Via sensitivity analysis, it was shown that due to measurement error in the confounder, the exposure-outcome associations can still be biased, even when the exposure is measured without error. Additionally, if the confounder is strongly linked with the outcome, measurement error in the confounder can be more influential than measurement error in the exposure in causing the bias in the exposure-outcome association; moreover, the bias can be in any direction. We concluded that when there is no internal validation study, carefully elicited external validation data that is transportable to the main study can be used to adjust for the bias in the exposure-outcome associations. The proposed method is also useful in conducting sensitivity analyses on the effect of measurement errors in the exposure and confounder variables and error correlations on the observed exposure-outcome association.

In chapter 5, a triaxial accelerometer (GT3X) was validated against doubly labelled water for assessing physical activity in free-living individuals in a recently concluded validation study. We applied a measurement error model and quantified measurement error with: (i) the bias in the mean level of physical activity, (ii) the correlation coefficient between measured and true level of physical activity to quantify loss of statistical power to detect associations, and (iii) the attenuation factor to quantify the bias in the associations between physical activity and health outcomes. We showed that when accelerometers, such as GT3X, are used in a population similar to that presented in chapter 5 to monitor the level of physical activity in free-living individuals, the mean level of physical activity would be underestimated, the associations between physical activity and health outcomes would be biased, typically towards the null, and there would be loss of statistical power to detect associations. From this chapter we made two important remarks. First, if physical activity measurements from GT3X accelerometer are used to study the association between physical activity and a health outcome, the derived conclusions may be misleading. Second, when a biased
“reference” instrument, such as the GT3X accelerometer, is used to validate a main-study instrument, such as a physical activity questionnaire, the true effect of measurement error in the latter would be misrepresented.

In chapter 6, the main findings, limitations and their implications are discussed, followed by suggestions for improvement and potential areas for future research. The following are the main concluding remarks. First, to adjust for the bias in the association adequately, the proposed two-part calibration should be specified correctly. Second, the performance of the proposed calibration model is influenced more by the assumption made on the form of the continuous covariates than the form of the response distribution. Third, in the absence of an internal validation study, carefully extracted validation data that is transferrable to the main study can be used to adjust for the bias in the associations. Lastly, when “reference” instruments are themselves marred by substantial bias, the effect of measurement error in an instrument being validated can be seriously underestimated.
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